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UH/023398.

PA TENT

DOCMNQ HAIR—l CONT II

Washington, D.C. 20231 '

NEW APPLICATION TRANSNHITAL

Transmitted herewith for filing is the patent application of

inventor(s): Arthur R. Hair

WARNING: ‘Patent must be applied for in the name(s) of all of the actual invemorrsl. 37 CF»? r.41(a) and
1.53(b).

For (title): A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DIGITAL VIDEO OR
AUDIO SIGNALS

' 1. Type of Application

This new application is for a(n) (check one applicable item below):

WARNING: Do not use this transmittal for a mmpletian in the U..S‘. of an International Applimtion under 35
U.S.C. 371(c)(4) unless the International App/imtian is being mad as a divisional continuation or
oonahuation-in-pan application '

NOTE: If one of the following 3 items apply men complete and attach ADDED PAGES FOR NEW APPLlO1-
770N Tr’-7A NSMITTAL WHERE BENE.-77 OF A PRIOR U.5. APPUCA 77ON CLAIMED and a NOT7FlCA-

TION IN PA RENT APPLJCA 770N OF THE .-‘-'ll,.lNG OF THIS CON77NUA 770N AFFLICA TION.

E Divisional

[E Continuation

E Continuation-in-pan (CIP)

CERTIFICATION UNDER 37 CH’! 1.10

I hereby certify that this New Application Transmittal and the documens referred to as enciosed therein are being
Februar 26 1993 in an emeiopedeposited with the United States Postal Service on this date

as “_xvi-ess Mail .°ostO1‘fice to Addressee" Mailing Label NumberT:Ui addressed
to the: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. Washington. D.C. 20231.

Trace‘! L . Milka

('I'yp?/(print name of person.ma.iIir19 Paper)tat‘ x4~%mJue;
(Signature of person mailing paper)

NOTE: Each paper or fee referred to as enciosed herein has the number of the "Express Mail" mailing lapel
placed rnereon prior to mailing. J7 Ci-‘F7 1. 10(0).

(Application Transmittal [4-1]—page 1 of 7)
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2. Benefit of Prior U.S. AppIication(s) (35 USC 120)

NOTE ll the new application being transmitted is a divisional continuation or a continuation-in-part of a parent
case. or where the parent case is an International Application which designated the U. 5.. then check
the following item and complete and attach ADDED PAGES FOR NEW APPLICA TICN THANSMITTAL
WHERE BENEFIT OF PRIOR U.S. APPLICA TION(S) CLAIMED.

[I The new application being transmitted claims the benefit of prior U.S. applica-
tion(s) and enclosed are ADDED PAGES FOR NEW APPLICATION TRANSMIT-

TAL WHERE BENEFIT OF PRIOR U.S. APPLlCATlON(S) CLAIMED.

3. Papers Enclosed Which Are Required For Filing Date Under 37 CPR 1.53(b) (Reg-
ular) or 37 CFR 1.153 (Design) Application

1 1 Pages of specification

_l.L. Pages of claims

:1- Pages of Abstract

_L Sheets of drawing

E formal

informal

WARNING: DO NOT submit original drawings. A high quality copy of the drawings should be supplied when
filing a patent application. The drawings that are submitted to the Office must be on stung, white.
smooth, and non-shiny paper and meet the standards according to § 1.84. if correcaons to the
drawings are necessary, they should be made to the original drawing and a high-quality copy of
the corrected original drawing then submitted to the Office. Only one copy Is required or de-
sired. Comments on proposed new 37 CF}? 1.84. Nadce of March 9, 1968 (1990 0.G. 57-62).

NOTE: “ldenfifying indicia such as the serial number. group and unit, title of the invention, attomey’s docket
' number, Inventor's name, number of sheets. etc.. not to exceed 23/4 inches (7.0 cm.) in width may be

placed in a centered location between me side edges within three fourths inch (19. 1 mm.) of the top
edge. Ether this marking technique on the front of the drawing or me placement. although not pre-
ferred. of this information and the title of me invention an the back of the drawings is accepmble. " Pro-
posed 37 CF)? 1.84(1). Notice of March 9, 1988 (1090 O.G. 57-62).

4. Additional papers enclosed

Q Preliminary Amendment

[j Information Disclosure Statement (37 CPR 1.98)

[:3 Form PTO-1449

1:] Citations

Q Declaration of Biological Deposit

D Submission of "Sequence Listing," computer readable copy and/or amendment
pertaining thereto for biotechnology invention containing nucleotide and/or
amino acid sequence.

Authorization of Attomey(s) to Accept and Follow Instmctions from Representa-
tive

Special Comments

Other

(Application Transmittal [4-1]—page 2 of 7)
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5. Declaratiopoatn 0
IX] Enclosed

executed by (check all applicable boxes)

N inventor(s).

D legal representative of inventor(s). 37 CFR 1.42
or 1.43

(3 joint inventor or person showing a proprietary
interest on behalf of inventor who refused to

sign or cannot be reached.

[3 this is the petition required by 37 CFR 1.47 and the statement
required by 37 CPR 1.47 is also attached. See item 13 below for
fee. -

El Not Enclosed.

WARNING: Where the filing is a completion in the US. of an lntemational Application but where a declaration is not
available or where the completion of the US. application contains subject matter in addition to the
International Application the application may be treated as a continuation or continuation-in-part, as the
case may be, utilizing ADDED PAGE FOR NEW APPUCA TION TPANSMITTAL WHERE BENEFIT OF PRIOR
U.S. APPUCA TION CLAIMED.

Cl Application is made by a person authorized under 37 CFR 1.41(c) on behalf
Of all the above named inventor(s). (The declaration or oath. along with the surcharge
required by 37 CFH 1. 16(9) can be filed subsequently).

NOTE: It is important that all the correct inventorls) are named for filing under 37 CFR l.41{c) and 1.53(b).

U Showing that the filing is authorized. (Not required unless called into quesfion.37 CFH 7.41(d).

6. lnventorship Statement
WARNING: If the named inventors are each not the inventors of all the claims an explanation, including theownership

of the various claims at the time the last chimed invention was made, should be submitted.

The lnventorship for all the claims in this application are:

(Xi The same

OF

L] Are not the same. An explanation. including the ownership of the various claims at the
time the last claimed invention was made,

E1 is submitted.

[3 will be submitted.

7. Language
NOTE: An application including a signed oath or declaration may be filed in a language other than English.

A verified English translation of the non-English language application and the processing fee of
3130.00 required by 37 CFH 1. 17(k) is required to be filed with me application or wimin such time
as may be set by the Oflice. 37 CFR 1.52(d).

NOTE‘ A non-English oath ordeclaration in me form provided orapproved by me PTO need nctbe translated.
37 OFF! 1.E9(b).

Kl English

C] non-English

D the attached translation is a verified translation. 37 CFR 1.52(d).

(Application Transmittal [4-l]—page 3 of 7)
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8. Assignment

D An assignment of the invention to

D is attached. A separate 0 "COVER SHEET FOR ASSIGNMENT (DOCU-
MENT) ACCOMPANYING NEW PATENT APPLICATION" or D FORM PTO
1906 is also attached.

I] will follow.

- NOTE ‘I! an assignment is submitted with a new application. send two separate letters-one for the
application and one for the assignment.‘ Notice of May 4. 1990 (1114 0.6. 77-78).

9. Certified Copy

Certified copy(ies) of application(s)

(country) (appln. no.)

I (country) (appln. no.)

(country) (appln. no.)

from which priority is claimed

Cl is(are) attached. ‘

C] will follow.

NOTE The foreign application forming the basis for me claim for priority must be referred to in the oath or
declamtion. 37 OFF? 1.55la) and 1.63.

NOTE: This item is for any foreign priority for which me applicadan being filed directly relates. If any parent
U.5‘. application or lntemadona: Application from which this applicafion claims benefit under 35 U.S. C.
120 is itself entitled to prionzfx from a prior foreign application then complete item 18 on the ADDED
PAGES FOR NEW APPLICA T7ON TFIANSMITTAL WHERE BENEFIT OF PRIOR u.s. APPLICA-

TION(S) CLAIMED.

10. Fee Calculation (37 CFR 1.16)

A. 8] Regular application

CLAIMS AS F!LED

Number filed Number Extra Basic Fee

- 37 CFR 1.16(a)
$710.00

Total

Claims (37 CFR 1.16(c)) 3] -20= 1] X 3 22.00 242.00
Independent

Claims (37 can 1.16(b)) 8 —3= 5 x s 74.00 3'70-00

Multiple dependent ciaim(s), if any

(37 CFR 1.16(d)) . $230.00

D Amendment cancelling extra claims enclosed.

D Amendment deleting multiple-dependencies enclosed.

Cl Fee for extra claims is not being paid at this time.

NOTE I! the fees for extra claims are not paid on filing they must be paid or the claims cancelled by
amendment. prior to the expiration of me time period set for response lay the Patent and Trademark
Ofiice in any notice of lee deficiency. 37 CFR t.15(d)-

Filing Fee Calculation s 

(Application Transmittal [4-lI—pzlge 4 Of 7)
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B. E] Design application
($280.00—37 CF-‘R 1.16(i))

Filing Fee Calculation

C. D Plant application
($460.00—37 CFR 1.16(g))

11.
Filing fee calculation $

Small Entity $tatement(s) .

[X] Verified Statementis) that this is a filing by a small entity under 37 CFR 1.9 and
1.27 is(are) attached.

Filing Fee Calculation (50% of A, B or C above) 5 661.00

NOTE: Any excess of the full fee paid will be refunded if a verified smtement and a refund request are filed
within 2 months of the date of timely payment of a hill tee. 37 CFR 1.28(a).

12. Request for international-Type Search (37 CFR 1.104(d)) (complete, if applicable)

B Please prepare an intemational-type search report for this application at the
time when national examination on the merits takes place.

13. Fee Payment Being Made At This Time

[:1 Not Enclosed g

[:1 No filing fee is to be paid at this time. (This and the surcharge required by

Enclosed

C]

D

E]

D

37 CFR 1.16(e) can be paid subsequently.)

$ '661.00basic filing fee

recording assignment

($40.00; 37 CFR 1.21(h)) . S

petition tee tor filing by other
than all the inventors or person
on behalf of the inventor where

inventor refused to sign or cannot
be reached. ($130.00; 37 CFR

~ 1.47 and 1.170»)

for processing an application with

a specification in a non-English
language. ($130.00: 37 CFR 1.52(d) and
1.17(k)

processing and retention fee
($130.00; 37 CFR 1.53(d) and 1.21(l))

fee for intemational-type search report ($35.00;

37 CFR 1.21(e)). $

NOTE 37 CFR 1.21(I) establishes a fee for processing and remining any applimtion which is abandoned for
failing to complete the application pursuant to 37 CFR 1.53(d) and this. as well as the changes to 37
CFR 1.53 and 1.78, indicate that in order to obtain the benefit at a prior U.S. application. either the be-
sic filing fee must be paid or the processing and retenfion fee of 5 1.21m must be paid within 1 year
from notification under § 53(d).

Total tees enclosed S 651 - 00

(Application Transmittal [4-1]—page 5 of 7)
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14. Method of Payment of Fees

E] Check in the amount of$ 

E] Charge Account No. - in the amount of S A
duplicate of this transmittal is attached.

NOTE Fees should be itemized in such a manner that it is clear /or which purpose die lees are paid. 37 (2-7?122(0).

15. Authorization to Charge Additional Fees

WARNING: Ifno fees are to be paid on filing me following items should not be completed

WARNING: Accurately count claims. especially multiple dependent claims. to avoid unexpected high chargs,
if extra claim charges are authorized.

[3 The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge the following additional fees
by this paper and during the entire pendency of this application to Account No.

12-0737 -

Q 37 CFFI 1.16(a), (f) or (g) (filing fees) .

37 CFR 1.16(b). (c) and (d) (presentation of extra claims)

NOTE: Because additional fees for excess or multiple dependent claims not paid on li‘lir'ig or on later presenta-
don must only be paid or these claims cancelled by amendment prior to me expiration of me h'me peri-
od set for response by the PTO in any notice of fee defiaency (.77 CFR 1. t5(d)), it might be bat not to
authorize me PTO to charge additional claim lees. except possibly when dealing wim amendments af-ter final acdon.

[:1 37 CFR 1.16(e) (surcharge for filing the basic filing fee and/or declaration
on a date later than the filing date of the application)

D 37 CFR 1.17 (application processing fees)

WARNING: While 37 CFFI 1.17(a), (b), (c), and (d) deal with extensions of time under§ 1. 136(a) mis aumon'a-
lion should he made only with the knowledge mat: "Submission of the appropriate extension fee
under 37 C.F. H. l.136(a) is to no avail unless a request or petition /or extension is filed. "(Empha-
sis added). Notice of Novemberfi 1985 (1060 O. G. 27).

D 37 CFFi 1.18 (issue fee "at or before mailing of Notice of
Allowance. pursuant to 37 CFR 14.311(b))

"NOTE: Where. an authorimtion to charge the issue fee to a deposit account has been filed before the mailing
ofa Notice of Allowance. the issue fee will be automafically charged to the deposit account at the time
of mailing the notice of allowance. 37CF}? 1.31 1(b).

NOTE 37 CFR 1.28(b) requires "Notifimtion of any change in loss of entitlement to small entity smtus must be
filed in the application . . .. prior to paying, orat the time ofpaying, . . . issue fee". From the wording of
37 CF? 1.28(b): la) nodficafion oi cnengegof status must be made even if the fee a paid as "other than
a small entity" and (b) no notification is required if the change is to anothersmall enfity.

16. Instructions As To Overpayment

Q‘ credit Account No.49")7 3 7

D refund

Reg. No. 30 , 58 7 SIGNATURE or ATTORNEY
Ansel M. Schwartz

Tel. NO. (412) 621-9222 Type or print name of attorney
Attorney at Law_:_j__ 

P.O.Address
‘ Street Suite 301
 

Pittsburgh , PA 15213

(Application Transmittal [4-1]—-page 6 of 7)
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[3] Incorporation by reference of added pages

Check the following item if the application in this transmittal claims the ben-
efit of prior U.S. appIir2tion(s) (including an intemational application enter-

ing the MS. stage as a continuafion, divisional or C-I-P application) and
complete and attach the ADDED PAGES FOR NEW APPLICATION

TFANSMFITAL WHERE BENEFIT OF PRIOR U.S. APPL/CATlON(S)
CLAIMED

@ Plus Added Pages For New Application Transmittal Where Benefit 01‘ Prior U.S.
Application(s) Claimed

Number of pages added 5

Q Plus Added Pages For Papers Fleferred To In Item 4 Above
Number of pages added

[:1 Plus "Assignment Cover Letter Accompanying New Application"
Number ot pages added

E] Statement Where No Further Pages Added

(If no further pages fonn a part of We Transmittal then end mis Transmittal
with thispage and check the following item)

[:1 This transmittal ends with this page.

(Application Transmittal [4-1}—page 7 of 7)
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ADDED PAGES FOR APPLICATION TRANSMFITAL WHERE BENEFIT OF

NOTE:

PRIOR U.S. APPLICA'I'ION(S) CLAIMED

‘‘In order for an application to claim the benefit of a prior filed copending national application, the prior
application must name as an inventor at least one inventor named in the later filed application and dis-
close the named inventors invention claimed in at least one claim of the later filed application in the
manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112. " 37 CFH 1.78(a).

"ln addition the prior application must be (1) complete as set forth in § 1.51, or (2) entitled to a filing
date as set forth in § 1.53(b) and include the basic filing fee set forth in § 1.16: or (3) entitled to a filing
date as set forth in § 1.53(b) and have paid therein the processing and retention fee set forth in
§ 1.21(1) within me fime period set forth in 5 1.53(d). " 37 OFF? 178(8).

17. Relate Back—35 U.S.C. 120

NOTE: "Any application claiming the benefit of a prior filed copending national or intemafional application must
contain or be amended to contain in me first sentence of me specification following the title a reference
to such prior application identifying it by serial number and filing date or intemational application num-
ber and international filing date and indicating the relationship of the applications." 37 CF}-'1 1.78(a).
See also the Nofice ofApril 28. 1987 (1079 0. G. 32 to 45).

E] Amend the Specification by inserting before the first line the sentence:
"This is a

continuation

1:] continuation-in-part

E] divisional

of copending application(s)

Q serial number 0 7/

[:1 International Application

NOTE:

NOTE:

586,391 med on September 18, 1990 "

_ filed on
and which designated the U.S."

7'he proper reference to a prior filed PCT applicafion which entered the U.S. national phase is the U.S.
serial number and the filing date of the PCT applicafion which designated the U.$.

(1) Where the application being transmitted adds subject matter to the lntemational Application then
the filing can be as a continuation-in-part or (2) it is desired to do so (or other reasons. e.g. where no
declaration is available, no English translation is available or no fee is to be paid on filing then the filing
can be as a continuation. In these cases the lntemational Application designafing the U.S. is vested as
the parent case in the U.S. and is an alternative to the complefion of the International Application under
35 U.S. C. 371(c)(4) which must meet me requirements of 37 Ci-‘Fl 1.61(a). This alten-native perrnim the
completion of the filing requirements wifirin any term set by the PTO under 37 CFFr' 1.53(d) to which the
extension provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(3) apply. (Whereas, if the filing is as an international application
entering the U.S. stage than the fee. declaration and/or English translation (where necessary) is due
within 20 months of the priority date’ but can be paid within 22 months or the priority date (or is due
within 30 months of the priority date but can be submitted within 32 months of the priority date) with the
surcharges set forth in 37 CPR 1.492(e), (l) and 37 OFF? 1.495(c); however, the provisions of 37 CFH
1.136 do n_¢3t apply to this 22 or (32 month) period. 37 CPR 1.61(b).)
The deadline for entering the national phase in the U.S. for an international application was clarified in
the Notice of April 28, 1987 (1079 0. G. 32 to 46) as follows:

"The Patent and Trademark Office considers the International application to be pending unfil the 22nd
month from the priority date if the United States has been designated and no Demand for lnremational
Preliminary Examination has been filed prior to the expirafion of the 19th month from the priority date
and until the 32nd month from the priority date if a Demand for International Preliminary Examination
which elected the United States of America has been filed prior to the expiration of the 19th month
from the priority date, provided that a copy ol the international application has been communicated to
the Patent and Trademark Office within the 20 or 30 month period respectively. II a copy of the intema-
tional application has not been communicated to the Patent and Trademark Office within the 20 or 30
month period respectively, the intemafional application becomes abandoned or to the United States 2

(Added Pages for Application Transmittal Where Benefit of Prior U.S. Application(s)
Claimed [4-1.1]—page 1 of 4)
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or 30 months from the priority date respectivley. These periods have been placed in the rules as para-
graph (h) of § 1.494 and paragraph (2) of § 1.495. A continuing application under 35 U.S.C. 365(c) and
720 may be filed anytime dunng the pendency of the international application."

18. Relate Bacl<—-35 U.S.C. 119 Priority Claim for Prior Application

The prior U.S. applicationls), inciuding any prior International Application designating the
U.S., identified above in item 16, in turn itself claim(s) foreign priority (ies) as follows:

country appl. no. filed on

The certified copy (ies) has (have)

[:| been filed on _______ in prior application 0 /
filed on

E] is (are) attached

WARNING: The certified copy of the priority application which may have been communicated to the PTO by
the lntemational Bureau may not be relied on without any need to tile 3 certified copy of the prior-
ity application in the continuing application. This is so because the certified copy of the priority
application communicated by the lntemational Bureau is placed in a folder and is not assigned a
U. 5'. serial number unless the national stage is entered. Such folders are disposed of if the na-
tional stage is not entered. Therefore such cerfified copies may not be available it needed later in
the prosecution of a continuing application. An alternative would be to physically remove the prior-
ity documents from the folders and bansfer them to the continuing application. The resources re-
quired to request transfer. retrieve the folders. make suitable record notations, transfer the certi-
fied copies, enter and make a record of such copies in the Continuing Application are substantial.
Accordingly, the priority documents in folders of international applications which have not entered

the national stage;may not be relied on. Notice of April 28, 1987 (1079 0. G. 32 to 46).

19. Maintenance of Copendency of Prior Application
NOTE: The PTO finds it useful if a copy of the petition filed in the prior application extending the term /or re-

sponse is filed with the papers constituong the filing of the continuation application. Notice of Novem-
ber 5. 1985 (1060 0. G. 27).

A. D Extension ‘of time in prior application

(This item must be completed and the papers filed in the prior application i'f the period
set in the prior application has run)

E A petition. fee and response extends the term in the pending prior application
until

[:1 A copy of the petition filed in prior application is attached

3. [3 Conditional Petition for Extension of ‘lime in Prior Application

(complete this item if previous item not applicable)

E] A conditional petition for extension of time is being filed in the pending prior ap-
plication.

[j A copy of the conditional petition filed in the prior application is attached

20. Further lnventorship Statement Where Benefit of Prior AppIication(s) Claimed
NOTE: "ll the continuation. coniinuao'on-in-part. or divisional application is filed by less than all the inventors

named in the prior applicafion a statement must accompany the application when tiled requesfing dele-
tion or the names of the person or persons who are not inventors of the invention being claimed in the
continuation." continuation-in-part. or divisional application. " 37 OFF? t.62(a) [emphasis added]. (dealing
with the /ile wrapper continuation situaaon).

'‘In the case of a continuation-in-part application which adds and claims additional disclosure by
amendment. an oath or declaration as required by 5 1.63 must be filed. In those situations where a
new oath or declaration is required due to additional subject matter being claimed. additional inventors
may be named in the continuing application. In a continuation or divisional application which discloses

(Added Pages for Application Transmittal Where Benefit of Prior U.S. Application(s)

Claimed [4-1.1]—-page 2 of 4)
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and claims only subject matter disclosed in a pnor application. no additional oath or declaration is re-
quired and the application must name as inventors the same or less than all the inventors in the prior
application. " 37 CFR 1.60(c). (dealing with the continuation situation).

(complete applicable item la). (b) and/or (c) below)

(a) [3] This application discloses and claims only subject matter disclosed in the prior
application whose particulars are set out above and the inventor(s) in this appli-
cation are

E the same

C] less than those named in the prior application and it is requested that the
following inventor(s) identified for the prior application be deleted:

(Type name(s) of inventor(s) to be deleted)

(b) E This application discloses and claims additional disclosure by amendment and a
new declaration or oath is being filed. With respect to the prior application the
inventorts) in this application are

D the same

D the following additional inventor(s) have been added

(Type name(s) of inventorls) to be added)

(c) The inventorship for all the claims in this application are

@ the same

E not the same. and an explanation, including the ownership of the various
claims at the time the last claimed invention was made

D is submitted

D will be submitted

21. Abandonment of Prior Application (if applicable)

E Please abandon the prior application at a time while the prior application is
pending or when the petition for extension of time or to revive in that application

is granted and when this application is granted a filing date so as to make this
application copending with said prior application.

NOTE: According to the Notice of May 13, 1983 (103, TMOG 6-7) the filing of a continuation or continuation-lm
part application is a proper response with respect to a petition for extension of fime or a petition to re-
vive and should include the express abandonment of the prior application conditioned upon the grant-
ing of the petition and the granting of a filing date to the continuing applicafion.

22. Petition for Suspension of Prosecution for the Time Necessary to File an
Amendment

WARNING: "The claims of a new application may be finally rejected in the first Office action in those situations
where (1) the new application is a continuing application cl, or a substitute for, an eartier applica-
tion. and (2) all the claims of the new application (a) are drawn to the same invention claimed in
the earlier application. and (b) would have been properly finally rejected on the grounds of art of
record in the next Olfice action if they had been entered in the eanier application." MPEP,
§ 706.07(b).

NOTE: Where it is possible that the claims on tile will give rise to a first action final for this continuation appli-
cation and for some reason an amendment cannot be filed promptly (e.g.. experimental data is being

gathered) it may be desirable to file a petition for suspension ofprosecution (or the time necessary.

(Added Pages for Application Transmittal Where Benefit of Prior U.S. Application(s)
Claimed [4-1.1]—page 3 of 4)
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_ (check me next item, if applicable)

Q There is provided herewith a Petition To Suspend Prosecution for the Time Nec-

essary to File An Amendment (New Application Filed Concurrently)

23. NOTlFlCATl0N IN PARENT APPLICATION OF THIS FlLlNG

1:] A notification of the filing of this
(check one of the following)

Q continuation

[j continuation-in-part

Cl divisional

is being filed in the parent application from which this application claims priority under 35
USC § 120.

(Added Pages for Application Transmittal Where Benefit of Prior U.S. Application(s)
Claimed [4-1.1]—page 4 of 4)
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F V . illll/.:O2.'3A398
ADDED PAGE(S) FOR APPLICATION TRANSIVHITAL WHERE BENEFIT OF

_A PRIOR U.S. APPLICATION CLAHVIED

This is a continuation application of U.S. patent application serial

number 07/586,391 filed September 18, 1990, now U.S. Patent No.

5,191,573, issued March 2, 1993, which is a continuation application

of U.S. patent application serial number 07/206,497, filed June 13, 1988,

abandoned.

Addedpage

(Added Page for Special Comments for Application Transmittal Where Benefit of a Prior
U.S. Application Claimed [4-1.11)
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/E%Ross 1iEFERENCE'T0 OTHER PATENTS

\%2> ;é$;fAis a continuation application of U.S. patent
application serial number 07/586,391 filed September 18, 1990, now

U.s. Patent No. 5,191,573, issued March 2, 1993, which is a

continuation application of U.S. patent application serial number

07/206,497, filed June 13, 1988, abandoned.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is related to a system and

associated met’oq_fo the electronic sales and distribution of

digital audio€g%zv€§é: signals, and more particularly, to a system.
and Eeghod which a ser may purchase and receive digital audio or

Avideo signa&’_f any location which the user has access to
15 telecommunications lines.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The three basic mediums (hardware units) of music:

records, tapes, and compact discs, greatly restricts the

transferability of music and results in a variety of

inefficiencies.

CAPACITY: The individual hardware units as cited above

are limited as to the amount of music that can be stored on each.

MATERIALS: The materials used to' manufacture the

hardware units are subject to damage and deterioration during

normal operations, handling, and exposure to the elements.
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SIZE: The physical size of the hardware units imposes

constraints on the quantity of hardware units which can be housed

for playback in confined areas such as in automobiles, boats,

planes, etc.

RETRIEVAL: Hardware units limit the ability to play, in

a sequence selected by the user, songs from different albums. For

example, if the user wants to play one song from ten different

albums, the user would spend an inordinate amount of time handling,

sorting, and cueing the ten different hardware units.

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION: Prior to final purchase,

hardware units need to5 be physically transferred from the

manufacturing facility to the wholesale warehouse to the retail

warehouse to the retail outlet, resulting in lengthy lag time

between music creation and music marketing, as well as incurring

unnecessary and inefficient transfer and handling costs.

Additionally, tooling costs required for mass production of the

hardware units and the material cost of the hardware units

themselves, further drives up the cost of music to the end user.

QUALITY: Until the recent invention of Digital Audio

Music, as used on Compact Discs, distortion free transfer from the

hardware units to the stereo system was virtually impossible.

Digital Audio Music is simply music converted into a very basic

computer language known as binary. A series of commands known as

zeros or ones encode the music for future playback. Use of laser

retrieval of the binary commands results in distortion free

transfer of the music from the compact disc to the stereo system.

Quality Digital Audio Music is defined as the binary structure of

the Digital Audio Music. Conventional analog tape recording of

Digital Audio Music is not to be considered quality inasmuch as the

binary structure itself is not recorded. While Digital Audio Music
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on compact discs is a technological breakthrough in audio quality,

the method by which the music is sold, distributed, stored,

manipulated, retrieved, played and protected from copyright

infringements remains as inefficient as with records and tapes.

COPYRIGHT PROTECTION: Since the invention of tape

recording devices, strict control and enforcement of copyright laws

have proved difficult and impossible with home recorders.

Additionally, the recent invention of Digital Audio Tape Recorders

now jeopardizes the electronic copyright protection of quality

Digital Audio Music on Compact Discs or Digital Audio Tapes. If

music exists on hardware units, it can be copied.V3£-

Accordingly, it is an objective of this invention is to

provide a new and improved methodology/system to electronically

sell and distribute Digital Audio Musigf“ ‘biPJ3~L V355“?

A further objective of this invention to provide a new

and improved methodology/system to electronically store and

retrieve Digital Audio Mu§TgFL%?fl‘Q °‘*h“V

Another objective of this invention is to provide a new

and improved methodology/system to electron; allyrmanipulate, i.e.,

sort, cue, and select, Digital Audio fiasiakfor playback.

Still another objective of this invention is to offer a

new and improved methodology/system which can p event unauthorized
uukuy

electronic copying of quality Digital Audioofiusi .

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly, this invention accomplishes the above cited

objectives by providing a new and improved methodology/system of
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electronic sales, distribution, storage, manipulation, retrieval,

playback, and copyright protection of Digital Audio Music. The

high speed transfer of Digital Audio Music as prescribed by this

invention is stored onto one piece of hardware, a hard disk, thus

eliminating the need to unnecessarily handle records, tapes, or

compact'discs on a regular basis. This invention recalls stored

music for playback as selected/programmed by the user. This

invention can easily and electronically sort stored music based on

many different criteria such as, but not limited to, music

category, artist, album, user's favorite songs, etc. An additional

feature of this invention is the random playback of songs, also

based on the user's selection. For example, the user could have

this invention randomly play all jazz songs stored on the user's

hard disk, or randomly play all songs by a certain artist, or

randomly play all of the user's favorite songs which the user

previously electronically "tagged" as favorites. Further, being

more specific, the user can electronically select a series of

individual songs from different albums for sequential playback.

This invention can be configured to either accept direct

input of Digital Audio Music from the digital output of a Compact

Disc, such transfer would be performed by the private user, or this

invention can be configured to accept Digital Audio Music from a

source authorized by the copyright holder to sell and distribute

the copyrighted materials, thus guaranteeing the protection of such

copyrighted materials. Either method of electronically

transferring Digital Audio Music by means of this invention is

intended to comply with all copyright laws and restrictions and any

such transfer is subject to the appropriate authorization by the

copyright holder. Inasmuch as Digital Audio Music is software and

this invention electronically transfers and stores such music,

electronic sales and distribution of the music can take place via

telephone lines onto a hard disk. This new methodology/system of
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music sales and distribution will greatly reduce the cost of goods

sold and will reduce the lag time between music creation and music

marketing from weeks down to hours.

The present invzngfon ‘is a system for transmitting
desired digital video orA_udio signals stored on a first memory of

a first part to a sec nd memory of a second party. The system

comprisegymeags %or'electronically selling the desired digital0.

video grkaudio signalskviaEfielecommunications lines to the first
party from the second party. Moreover, the system preferably

oh

comprises means kg. or connectin electronically via

telecommunications lines the firstfimemory wf¥h the second memory
such that the desired digital video6o§Laudio signals can pass

therebetween. Additionally, the system’ gogprisésk m3ané*_for
transmitting the desired digital video orflaudio signals from the

"first memory with a transmitt r in control and in possession of the

first party to a rezeiverihaggni the:s ond memory‘at-a~iucatfim¥
r C ive is in ossession and

/"3 ‘s or n
in control of the sepond party.§}?here,is also means;for
t e igfiia ‘signal in the second memory.

Further objectives and advantages of this invention will

become apparent as the following description proceeds and the

particular features of novelty which characterize this invention

will be pointed out in the claims annexed to and forming a part of

this declaration.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a better understanding of this invention, reference

should be made to the following detailed description, taken in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:
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Fig. 1 is a pictorial flow chart which may be used in

carrying out the teachings of this invention for the purposes of

electronic sales, distribution, storage, manipulation, retrieval,

playback, and copyright protection of Digital Audio Music; and

Fig. 2 is a pictorial flow chart which may be used in

carrying out the teachings of this invention for the purposes of

electronic storage, manipulation, retrieval, and playback of

Digital Audio Music.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring now to the drawings wherein like reference

numerals refer to similar or identical parts throughout the several

views, and more specifically to figure thereof, there is shown

Referring now to the Fig. 1, this invengionflié comprised
of the following:

10 Hard Disk of the copyright holder

20 Control Unit of the copyright holder
20a Control Panel

20b Control Integrated Circuit

20c Sales Random Access Memory Chip

Telephone Lines/Input Transfer

Control Unit of the user

50a Control Panel

50b Control Integrated Circuit

50c Incoming Random Access Memory Chip

Sod Play Back Random Access Memory Chip

Hard Disk of the user

Video Display Unit

Stereo Speakers
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The Hard Disk 10 of the first party or agent authorized

to electronically sell and distribute the copyrighted Digital Audio

Music is the originating source of music in the configuration as

outlined in Fig. 1. The Control Unit 20 of the authorized agent is

the means by which the electronic transfer of the Digital Audio

Music from the agent's Hard Disk 10 via the Telephone Lines 30 to

the user's or second party's Control Unit 50 is possible. The

user's Control Unit is comprised of a Control Panel 50a, a Control

Integrated Circuit 50b, an Incoming Random Access Memory Chip 50c,

and a Play Back Random Access Memory Chip Sod. Similarly, the

authorized agent's Control Unit 20 has a control panel and control

integrated circuit similar to that of the user's Control Unit 50.

The authorized agent's Control Unit 20, however, only requires the

Sales Random Access Memory Chip 20c. The other components in Fig.

1 include a Hard Disk 60, a Video Display Unit 70, and a set of

Stereo Speakers 80.

Referring now to Fig. 2, with the exception of a

substitution of a Compact Disc Player 40 (as the initial source of

Digital Audio Music) for the agent's Hard Disk 10, the agent's

Control Unit 20, and the Telephone Lines 30 in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 is

the same as Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the following components are

already commercially available: the agent's Hard Disk 10, the

Telephone Lines 30, the Compact Disc Player 40, the user's Hard

Disk 60, the Video Display Unit 70, and the Stereo Speakers 80.

The Control Units 20 and 50, however, would be designed

specifically to meet the teachings of this invention. The design

of the control units would incorporate the following functional

features:
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1) the Control Panels 20a and 50a would be designed to

permit the agent and user to program the respective Control

Integrated Circuits 20b and 50b,

2) the Control Integrated Circuits 20b and 50b would be

designed to control and execute the respective commands of the

agent and user and regulate the electronic transfer of Digital

Audio Music throughout the system, additionally, the sales Control

Integrated Circuit 20b could electronically code the Digital Audio

Music in a configuration which would prevent unauthorized

reproductions of the copyrighted material,

3) the Sales Random Access Memory Chip 20c would be

designed to temporarily store user purchased Digital Audio Music
for subsequent electronic transfer via telephone lines to the

user's Control Unit 50,

4) the Incoming Random Access Memory Chip 50c would be

designed to temporarily store Digital Audio Music for subsequent

electronic storage to the user's Hard Disk 60,

5) the Play Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d would be

designed to temporarily store Digital Audio Music for sequential

playback.

The foregoing description of the Control Units 20 and 50

is intended as an example only and thereby is not restrictive with

respect to the exact number of components and/or its actual design.

Once the Digital Audio Music has been electronically

stored onto the user's Hard Disk 60, having the potential to store

literally thousands of songs, the user is free to perform the many

functions of this invention. To play a stored song, the user types
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in the appropriate commands on the Control Panel 50a, and those

commands are relayed to the Control Integrated Circuit Sob which

retrieves the selected song from the Hard Disk 60. When a song is

retrieved from the Hard Disk 60 only a replica of the permanently

stored song is retrieved. The permanently stored song remains

intact on the Hard Disk 60, thus allowing repeated playback. The

Control Integrated Circuit 50b stores the replica onto the Play

Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d at a high transfer rate. The

Control Integrated Circuit 50b then sends the electronic output to

the Stereo Speakers 80 at a controlled rate using the Play Back

Random Access Memory Chip Sod as a temporary staging point for the

Digital Audio Music.

Unique to this invention is that the Control Unit 50 also

serves as the user's personal disk jockey. The user may request

specific songs to be electronically cued for playback, or may

request the Control Unit 50 to randomly select songs based on the

user's criteria. All of these commands are electronically stored

in random access memory enabling the control unit to remember prior

commands while simultaneously performing other tasks requested by

the user and, at the same time, continuing to play songs previously
cued.

Offering a convenient visual display of the user's

library of songs is but one more new and improved aspect of this

invention. As the Control Unit 50 is executing the user's commands

to electronically sort, select, randomly play, etc., the Video

Display Screen 70 is continually providing feedback to the user.

The Video Display screen 70 can list/scroll all songs stored on the

Hard Disk 60, list/scroll all cued songs, display the current

command function selected by the user, etc. Further expanding upon

the improvements this invention has to offer, the Video Display

Screen 70 can display the lyrics of the song being played, as well
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as the name of the song, album, artist, recording company, date of

recording, duration of song, etc. This is possible if the lyrics

and other incidental information are electronically stored to the

Hard Disk 60 with the Digital Audio Music.

lnyention is a method for transmittingThe present 1 E ,

desired digital %ideo or(audio signals stored on a first memory of
a first p tyvto a second memory of a second party. The method
comprises the steps of transferring money via telecommunications

lines to the first party from the second party or electronically

selling to the second party by the first party. Additionally, the

method comprises the step of then con ect'ng electronically via

telecommunications lines the first/figfiégggéith the second memory
such that the desired digital video 0 ‘audio signals can pass

therebetween. Next, there is the step of transmitting the desired
a

digital video o ’_ udio signals from the first memory with a

transmiiter in control and in possession of the first party to a
rec iv a hav ng t e secgpd memory ' '
£Hasené-pa£ty/ ’9r cei‘:r is in possession and in control of the
second.party. ' is also the step of then storing the desired

digital video ‘oig audio signals in the second memory.

In summar there has been disclosed a new a d 'm oved

- Y, _ , _ _ '
methodology/system by ’ which Digital Audio MusicA_ e

electronically sold, distributed, transferred, and stored.

Further, there has been disclosed a new and , ' proved

methodology/system by which Digital Audio Mus cg can e

electronically manipulated, i.e., sorted, cued, and selected for

playback. Further still, there has been disclosed a new and

can “

improved methodology/system by which the electronic manipulation of

Digital Audio Music can be visually displayed for the convenience

of the user. Additionally, there has been disclosed a new and

improved methodology/system by which electronic copyright
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protection of quality Digital Audio Music is possible through use

of this invention.

Since numerous changes may be made in the above described

process and apparatus and different embodiments of the invention

may be made without departing from the spirit thereof, it is

intended that all matter contained in the foregoing description or

shown in the accompanying drawings shall be interpreted as

illustrative, and not in a limiting sense. Further, it is intended

that this invention is not to be limited to Digital Audio Music and

can include Digital Video, Digital Commercials, and other
. . . . . . I

applications of digital information.é;

Although the invention has been described in detail in
the foregoing embodiments for the purpose of illustration, it is to

be understood that such detail is solely for that purpose and that

variations can be made therein by those skilled in the art without

departing from the spirit and scope of the invention except as it

may be described by the following claims.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

«IT A method for transferring desired digital video or

udio signals comprising the steps of:

forming a connection through telecommun cations lines

between a first memory of a first party and a se ond memory of a

second party, said first memory having said des'red digital video

or audio signals;

selling electronically by the fi st party to the second

party through telecommunications lines, t/e/desired digital video
or audio signals in the first memory; a d

transferring the desired d’ ital video or audio signals

from the first memory of the first arty to the second memory of

the second party through telecommu ications lines.

2. A method as descri ed in Claim 1 including after the

transferring step, the step of toring the desired digital video or

audio signals in the second

3. A method as scribed in Claim 2 including before the

transferring step, the s ep of electronically cogéng the desired
digital video or audio signals into a configuration which would

prevent unauthorized eproduction of the desired digital video or

audio signals.

thod as described in Claim 3 wherein the first

memory includes a first party hard disk having a plurality of

digital video r audio signals, and a sales random access memory

chip which t mporarily stores a replica of the desired digital

video or au o signals purchased by the second party for subsequent
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transfer via telecommunications lines to the second/memory of the
second party; and including before the transferring/step, there is

the step of storing a replica of the desired digit 1 video or audio

signals from the hard disk into the sales ra om access memory

chip.

5. A method as described in Clai 4 wherein there is a

second party integrated circuit which controls and executes

commands of the second party, and a se ond party control panel

connected to the second party integrat d circuit, and before the

forming step, there is the step of ommanding the second party

integrated circuit with the second p rty control panel to initiate

the purchase of the desired digital video or audio signals from the

first party.

6. A method as desc ibed in Claim 5 wherein the second

memory includes an incomin random access memory chip which

temporarily stores the des'red digital video or audio signals

received from the sales ra dom access memory chip, a second party

hard disk for storing the desired digital video or audio signals,

and a playback random a cess memory chip for temporarily storing

the desired digital vi o or audio signals for sequential playback;

and the storing step includes the steps of storing the desired

digital video or aud o signals in the incoming random access memory

chip, transferring the desired digital video or audio signals from

the incoming ran om access memory chip to the second party hard

disk, storing t e desired digital video or audio signals in the

second party rd disk, commanding the second party integrated

circuit with he second party control panel to play the desired

digital vide or audio signals and transferring a replica of the

desired dig tal video or audio signals from the second party hard

disk to th playback random access memory chip for playback.
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7. A method as described in Claim including after the

transferring step, there is the step of rep ating the commanding,

playing, and transferring steps.

«K? A method for transferrin digital video or audio

signals comprising the steps of:

entering into a second par y control panel of a second

party control unit ofia second part commands by the second party

to purchase desired digital video or audio signals from a first

forming a connectio through telecommunications lines

between a first memory of the first party and a second memory of

the second party control un' , said first memory having desired

digital video or audio sign ls;

selling electro ically by the first party to the second

party through telecommun cations lines, the desired digital video

or audio signals in the first memory;

transferri the desired digital video or audio signals

from the first memo y of the first party to the second memory of

the second party t rough telecommunications lines;

enteri g into.the second party control panel commands to

play the desir digital video or audio signals; and

pl ying the desired digital video or audio signals with

the second arty control unit.

/97 A system for transferring digital video or audio

signals comprising:
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a first party control unit havin a first memory having

desired digital video or audio si nals, and means for

electronically selling the desired digit 1 video or audio signals;

a second party control unit ving a second party control

panel, a second memory connected to t ’ second party control panel,

and means for playing the desired d gital video or audio signals

connected to the second memory and be second party control panel,

said playing means operatively ontrolled by the second party

control panel, said second party ntrol unit remote from the first

party control unit; and

telecommunications ines connected to the first party

control unit and the second arty control unit through which the

electronic sales of the de ired digital video or audio signals

occur and through which the desired digital video or audio signals

are electronically transfe_red from the first memory to the second

memory after the desired digital video or audio signals are sold to

the second party by the irst party.

10. A syst as described in Claim 9 wherein the first

party control unit 'ncludes a first party hard disk having a

plurality of digit video or audio signals which include the

desired digital vi eo or audio signals, and a sales.random access

memory chip elect onically connected to the first party hard disk

for storing a rep ica of the desired digital video or audio signals

of the first pa ty's hard disk.

A system as described in Claim 10 wherein the second

unit includes a second party hard disk which stores

a pluralit of digital video or audio signals, and a playback

random ac ess memory chip electronically connected to the second
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party hard disk for storing a replica f the desired digital video

or audio signals as a temporary stag ng area for playback.

12. A system as describ d in Claim 11 wherein the first

party control unit includes a first party control integrated

circuit which controls and execu es commands of the first party and

is connected to the first par hard disk, the first party sales

random access memory, and t e second party control integrated

circuit through the telecom unications lines, said first party

control integrated circuit a d said second party control integrated

circuit regulate the transf r of the desired digital video or audio

signals; and a first part control panel through which the first

party control integrated ircuit is programmed and is sent commands

and which is connecte to the first party control integrated

circuit.

13. A sys m as described in Claim 12 wherein the second

party control unit includes a second party control integrated

circuit which con ols and executes commands of the second party

and is connected_ o the second party hard disk, the playback random

access memory, nd the first party" control integrated circuit

through the te ecommunications lines, said second party control

integrated cir uit and said first party control integrated circuit

regulate the transfer of the desired digital video or audio

signals; and a second party control panel through which the second

party contr 1 integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands

and which s connected to the second party integrated circuit.

14. A system as described in Claim 13 wherein the second

ntrol unit includes an incoming random access memory chip

ed to the second party hard drive and the second party

cont ol integrated circuit, and the first party control unit

gh the telecommunications lines for temporarily storing the
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desired digital video or audio signals re ived from the first

party's control unit for subsequent stora to the second party

hard disk.

15. A system as described in C aim 14 wherein the second

party control unit includes a video di lay unit connected to the

playback random access memory chip and to the second party

integrated circuit for displaying t e desired digital video ort

audio signals.

&fi1 A method for trans tting desired digital video or

audio signals stored on a first m ory of a first party to a second

memory of a second party compris ng the steps of:

selling electronica y via telecommunications lines to

the second party at a locatio remote from the first memory by the

first party controlling use f the first memory, said second party

financially distinct from he first party, said second party in

control and in possession f the second memory;

connecting el tronically Via telecommunications lines

the first memory with the second memory such that the desired

digital video or audio signals can pass therebetween;

transmitt' g the desired digital video or audio signals

from the first memo y with a transmitter in control and possession

of the first par to a receiver having the second memory at a

location determ ned by the second party, said receiver in

possession and ontrol of the second partyfwand

ing the digital video or audio signals in the second

memory.
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«I77 A system for transmitting des red digital video or

audio signals stored on a first memory of a irst party to a second

memory of a second party comprising:

means for transferring m ey electronically via

telecommunications lines from the seco d party to the first party

controlling use of the first memory, t a location remote from the

second memory, said second party con rolling use and in possession

of the second memory;

for conne ting electronically via

telecommunications lines the fi st memory with the second memory

such that the desired digita video or audio signals can pass

therebetween, said connectin means in electrical communication

with the transferring means;

means for transm tting the desired digital video or audio

signals from the first m mory with a transmitter in control and

possession of the firs party to a receiver having the second

memory at a location de ermined by the second party, said receiver
in possession and con rol of the second party, said transmitting

means in electrical ommunication with said connecting means; and

means fo storing the digital video or audio signals in

the second memory said storing means in electrical communication

with said transm tting means.

A systen1 as described in Claim 17 wherein the

connecting me ns comprises a first control unit in possession and

control of t e first party and a second control unit in possession

and contro of the second party.
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19. ein the first

control unit comprises a first control pa ,

A system as described in Claim 18 wh

first control

said salesintegrated circuit and a sales random ac ss memory,

random access memory and said first ontrol panel in electrical

communication with said first trol integr circuit,

second control unit compris' panel, a second

control integrated circu' an incoming r ndom cess memory and a

said s cond co trol panel, saidplayback random acces memory,

incoming random ac ess memory and said ayback random access

memory in elec ical communication with said second control

integrated c‘

if
19’ . . .JfZ/i" .
20f A system as described in Claim )3 wherein the

telecommunications lines include telephone lines. A

\3 I9“
21. A system as described in Claim‘26'wherein the first

memory comprises a first hard disk and the second memory comprises
a second hard disk.

‘E
. A system as described in Claim,2d7including a video

W
22

display_and speakers in possession and control of the second party,

said video display and speakers in electrical communication with

said second control integrated circuit.
. _ \

(£37 A system for transmitting desire digital video or

audio signals stored on a first memory of a f' st party to a second

memory of a second party comprising:

means for transferring money electronically via

telecommunications lines to the 'rst party at a location remote

from the second memory and cont lling use of the first memory from

the

possession of the second m mory;

second party, said se ond party controlling use and in

said

r
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means for connecting electro ically via

telecommunications lines the first memory with e second memory

such that the desired digital video or audi signals can pass

therebetween, said connecting means in elec rical communication

with the transferring means;

means for transmitting the des' ed digital video or audio

signals from the first memory with a ransmitter in control and

possession of the first party to a receiver having the second

memory at a location determined by e second party, said receiver

in possession and control of the econd party, said transmitting

means in electrical communicatio with said connecting means; and

means for storing tie digital video or audio signals in
the second memory, said sto ing means in electrical communication

with said transmitting mea s..

24. A syste as described in Clainl 23 wherein ‘the

connecting means compr'ses a first control unit in possession and

control of the first’ arty and a second control unit in possession

and control of the s cond party.

25. A system as describdd i Claim 24 wherein the first
control unit comprises a first ontrol panel, first control

integrated circuit and a sales andom access memory, said sales

random access memory and sa' first control panel in electrical

communication with said integrated circuit, said

second control unit co 'ond control panel, a second

control integrated c‘ sn incom ng random access memory and a

playback random a cess mere sid second control panel, said

incoming random access me ory and said playback random access

memory in ctrical communication with said second "control

integrated
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.7 '9?!’
;6< A system as described in Claim £8 wherein the

telecommunications lines include telephone lines.

d in Cla'

hard disk and the second memory comprises

d.

b 28. A s stem as described i Claim 27 including a video
. ; <x»G¥ om¢o7Ja0¢A’3.

display and speakerstin possession a control of the second party,
said video display and speakers ' electrical communication with

said second control integrated

\%aé A method for transmitting desired dig‘ al video or

udio signals stored in a first memory of a first pa y to a second

memory of a second party comprising the steps of°

selling electronically via tele ommunications lines

digital video or audio signals possessed b the first party to the

second party, said first party an 'said_ second party in

communication via said telecommunicat'ons lines;

connecting electronica y via telecommunications lines

the first memory with the se nd memory such that the desired

digital video or audio signa s can pass therebetween;

transferring ectronically via telecommunications lines

the digital video or udio signals from a first location with the

first memory to a second location with the second memory, said

second location emote from said first location, said first memory

in communicat'on with said second memory via the telecommunications

lines; and
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storing the digital video or audio sig als in the second

memory.

30. A method as described in Cla m 29 including after

the transferring step, there is the step of repeating the selling,

connecting, and transferring steps.

e314 A method for transmittin desired digital video or

audio signals stored on a first memory f a first party to a second

memory of a second party comprising e steps of:

selling electronically ia telecommunications lines to

the second party at a location r ote from the first memory by the

first party controlling use of e first memory, said second party

financially distinct from th first party, said second party in

control and in possession o the second memory;

connecting ele ronically via telecommunications lines

the first memory with he second memory such that the desired

digital video or audio signals can pass therebetween;

transmitt ng the desired digital video or audio signals

from the first me ry with a transmitter in control and possession

of the first pa ty to a receiver having the second memory at a

location dete ined by the second party, said receiver in

possession an control of the second party; and

toring the digital video or audio signals in the second

, memory.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED
DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS

%‘ 441:1
A method for transferring desired digital video orcaudio

signals. The method comprises the steps of forming a connection

through telecommunications lines between a first memory of a first

party and a second memory of a’ e ond party. The first memory has

the desired digital video g%ag%gio signals. Then, there is the
step of selling electronically by the first party to the second

party through telecommunications lines, the desired digital video
orAaudio signals in the first memory. Then; fhere is the step of

o
transferring the desired digital video K audio signals from the

first memory of the first party to the second memory of the second0

party through the telecommunications line§k’1Ad2i;ionally, there is
a system for transferring digital video o ‘audio signals. '
Sfst‘

having desired digital video or audio signals, and a device for

Inals.

having

The second party

from the first oarty control unit.

Additionally, is comprised of relecommunications lines

connected to the party control unit and the second party

control unit thro ich electroni sales of the desired digital

video or audio signal occur and to which the desired digital video

or audio signals are electron’ ally transferred from the first

memory to the second memor after the desired digital video or

audio signals are sold to he second party by the first party.
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Declaration and Power of Attorney For Patent Application

English Language Declaration

As a below named inventor. I hereby declare that:

My residence. post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name.

I believe I am the original. first and sole inventor (it only one name is listed below) or an original.
first and joint inventor (it plural names are listed below) at the subject matter which is ctaimed and
for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIG_NAT.S A
the spedfiration of which

(check one)

Q is attached hereto.

(3 wasliled on as

Application serial No. __e__

and was amended on _ _(ii applicable)

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents ot the above identified specification.
including the claims. as amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the examination of this application
in atxorclahoe with Title 37. Code ol Federal Flegulations. §1.56(a).

I hereby claim toreign priority benefits under Title 35. United States Code. 5119 of any loreign
applicationls) for patent or inventor’: certificate listed below and have also identified below any
foreign application for patent or inventors cettilioate having a filing date before that of the application
on which priority is claimed:

Prior Foreign Applicationlsi Prioriy Claimed

E2EL

(Nun-toer) (country) (Day/Month/Year Filed) gs Q

E’. E

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35. United States Code. §12O of any United States application(s)
listed below and. insofar as the subject matter of each oi the claims of this application is not disclosed
in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph ol Title 35. United
States Code. §t12. I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as delined in Title 37.
Code of Federal Regulations. §‘l .56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application
and the national or PCT ‘international filing date of this application:

(Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Year l-'iled)

(Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Year Filed)

Puluuunofrnnemnri Onterus. DEPARTIENT orcotnnsnot

(Declaration and Power of Attorney—English Language [1-12]—page 1 of 2)
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0
(Application Sena! No.) (Filing Date) (Status)

(patented. pending. abandoned)

ALT(Application Senal No.) (Filing Date) (Status)
(patented. pending. abandoned)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are two and that all
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true: and further that these statements
were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable
by fine or imprisonment. or both. under Section foot of ‘fille 18 of the United States Code and that ‘
such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent lssued
thereon.

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor. I hereby appoint the following attomey(s) andlor
agentts) to prosecute this application and transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office
connected therewith. (list name and registration number)

Ansel M. Schwartz, Reg.- No. 30,587

Se/no Correspondence to:
‘V’ Ansel M. Schwartz 412/621-9222

Direct Telephone Calls to:r(name and telephone number)

Fuinarneolsoleertust-nve‘ntor
hu R. Hr

*
Mutrra s Lane P_'Ltts ;_-__ PA 15234cmmn-a
United States

Peatotficemaress

330 Murra s Lane Pitt -1.-

It

FuanarnootsooorI1)0If|1|"'W"‘°'-5")!

Seoonumvonrorssigrurure

(Supply similar information and signature for third and subsequent joint inventors.)

p¢..yfo_;‘_"g(...g) Pf!-dTr&CIG|&|J.$.EAflT'§N'|’$CiXE

(Declaration and Power of Attorney—English Language [1-12]—page 2 of 2)
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PA TENT

Attorney's Docket No. HAIR“1 CONT II

, Applicant or Patentee: Arthur R- Hair

Serial or Patent No.: 0 /

filed or Issued:

For: A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS

VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) CLAIIVIING SMALL ENTITY

STATUS (37 CFR 1.£{(f) and 1.27(b))—INDEPENDENT INVENTOR

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that I qualify as an independent inventor as
defined in 37 CPR 1.9(c) for purposes of paying reduced fees under Section 41 (a) and (b)
of Title 35, United States Code. to the Patent and Trademark Office with regard to the in-

vention entitled .

described in

Q the specification filed herewith.

E application serial no. 0 /A. filed

E patent no. . issued

I have not assigned. granted, conveyed or licensed and am under no obligation under con-
tract or law to assign. grant. convey or license. any rights in the invention to any person
who could not be classified as an independent inventor under 37 CFR 1.9(c) if that person
had made the invention. or to"any concern which would not qualify as a small business con-
cern under 37 CFFI 1.9(d) or a nonprofit organization under 37 CFR 1.9(e).

Each person. concern or organization to which I have assigned. granted. §onveyed, or Ii-

censed or am under an obligation under contract or law to assign, grant, convey. or license
any rights in the invention is listed below:

Q] no such person. concern. or organization

G persons. concerns or organizations listed below’
‘NOTE: Separate verified statements are required from each named person, concern or organization having

rights to the invention avernng to their status as small enrifies. (37 CFFI 1.27).

FULL NAME

ADDRESS

D INDIVIDUAL SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN E NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION
FULL NAME

ADDRESS

D INDIVIDUAL CI SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN I: NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION
FULL NAME

ADDRESS

G INDIVIDUAL E3 SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN Ij NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent. notification of any change in sta-
tus resulting in loss of entitlement to small entity status prior to paying. or at the time of pay-

(Small Entity-Independent Inventor [7-1]—page 1 of 2)
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I‘"3

ing, the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee due after the date on which status
as a small entity is no longer appropriate. (37 CFR 1.28(b)).

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so

made are punishable by fine or imprisonment. or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the
United States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

application. any patent issuing thereon. or any patent to which this verified statement is di-
rected.
Arthur R . Hair

Name finv tor

Dat 22 /99
signature of Inventor

Name at inventor

Signature of Inventor

Name of inventor

Signature of Inventor

(Small Entity-independent Inventor [7-1]—-page 2 of 2)
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Application or Docket Number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD .

Effective October 1, 1992 ' 0 7—3 39
OTHR THAN

CLAIMS AS FILED - PARTI SMALL Euffiy OR
Column 1 Column 2 SMALL ENTITY

NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA FEE

BASIC FEE

T°"‘L°W“'S 21%
T IMS V * /-'“°E"E“°E" W‘ ‘M 5

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT

It If the dillerence in column 1 is less then zero, enter "0' in column 2 OR TOTAL

CLAIMS As AMENDED - PART II OTHER THAN
(Column 1) 'V (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

CLAIMS HIGHEST .
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

°“ *$22=
‘ M

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM OR +230:

RATE TIONAL
<
I-
2
IL]
2
D
Z
U1
2
<

on TOTAL

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) V V ADDIT« FEE

0013:0 3'
ll|xI

CLAIIVI3 HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

RATE TIONAL

OR

OR
x$22=

X 74:AMENDMENT8 II

03:

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM OR + 230:
TOTAL

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) ADDIT' FEE

IJ

CLAIMS HIGHEST

REIVIAINING NUMBER PRESENT RATE TIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA

AMENDMENT _ PAID iron

O00 I33 \lA
III.IndependentAMENDMENTC

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM I OH +230:

‘ II the etry i column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “0” in column 3 I H A I I I F OR TOTAL
“ If the ‘Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter '20‘. ADDIT, FEE . .. .. ADDIT, FEE ‘ .

It the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter *3‘.

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For‘ (Total or Independent) is the highest number Iound in the appropriate box in column I. I V _ _ W

- Patent and Trademark Office: US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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-S.c..HweB.Tz. T
RA1i3:=sTREE-'r'Q‘ use

_ cttarpeotfyour

...D: 13.1: a9n|ication‘has‘beei1'ez_tarnirted. ,. - 7.: rarfiesponsive to agziiniituiticaiiogg flied on i 3 ,_'_*__—'-_‘- .'_i “ _' iili’ This eaten ts‘ maaéghéi

‘ Failure to reepondiwithin the period tor responeevwllll cause theappiication to abandoned} - ' ~as’u.s‘.c. A33 '4 = - '-

OOMMISSDNEFIOFPATENTSKNDTRAEMARKS. "
-. - ., .. . . V

x

A atatutoryperiod tofreeportse to into set to expi:E'e_-j‘r'e'»_-'mr)rnti1(e). days tron: the deteioi thi‘sjiette_r.

-’""‘." '. Dyl-ot'._I.owtue'A1'1V'AcHu:rr,r(s)"An£ PARTor rittéjnbnoie.
1. Notice oifieierencee Cited by-Entarttiner. Pfb-892. . 2. D Notice re Patent Drawing. no-943. -' ~ _

.3. D ‘No1iceoiArt Citet_1-byAppiicent,PTO-14-€9.- - ' V - 4.- CI Notice of infonnai Patent Application. Form 910-152.
'5. D Information on i-ldwtoEifect Drawing Changes. PTO-1474'. . a. El ' ' '

Part II SUIIIIARV OF ACTION ~

1. IAIN are pending in the application.

01 the above. claims ' are withdrawn trom consideration.

2. D Claims I . _ ‘ _ ‘ have been cancelled,

8. D Claims ' are allowed.

4.mlmms are rejected.

5. D Claims are objected to.

0. Claims ' are subject to restriction or election requirement.

This application has beenfiled with inion-nal drawings under 37 C.F.Fl. 1.85 which are acceptable for examination purposes.

Formal drawings ereiroquired In response to this Office action.

The corrected or substitute drawings have been receitred-on __..._.__e . Under 37 C.F.R. 1.84 these dravdngs .
are E] acceptable. U. not acceptable (see explanation or Notice re Patent Drawing. PTO-948).

The proposed additional or substitute sheet(e) oi drawings. flied onavhas (have) been D approved by the
examiner. El dlsepprovediby the examiner (see expianetion). ,

U The proposed drawing correction. filed on has been D approved. C] disapproved (see explanation).

U Acknawiedgment is made oi the claim-ior priority under use. 119. The oertiiied copy has [:1 been received D not been received

D been iiied in parent application. serial no. I ; filed on

..‘.3."'D Since this application appears to be in condition ior allowance except tor tormai matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed In
accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle. 1935 C.D. I1; 453 0.G. 213.

14. D Other
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3 31

Serial No. 07/023398
Art Unit 2313

The drawings are objected to because of the reasons set forth

in the PTOL—948. Correction is required.

The title of the invention is not descriptive. A new title is

required that is clearly indicative of the invention to which the

claims are directed.

The Abstract of the Disclosure is objected to because the

content of the abstract exceeds 250 words and because the title of

the invention should not included in the abstract. Correction is

required. See M.P.E.P. § 608.01(b).

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35

U.S.C. § 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the
invention,-and of the'manner and process of making and using
it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable

any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with
which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same
and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor

of carrying out his invention.

The specification is objected to under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

paragraph, as failing to provide an adequate written description of

the invention.

The specification fails to make clear what the problems in the

prior art that the present invention intends to overcome.

Claims 1-31 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

paragraph, for the reasons set forth//in the objection to the

specification.
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Serial No. 07/023398
Art Unit 2313

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of
35 U.S.C. § 102 that form the basis for the rejections under this
section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed

publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or
on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date

of application for patent in the United States.

Claims 1-2, 8-12, 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as

being anticipated by Lightner'US/3718906.

Lightner disclose a method for transferring audio signal over

telecommunication links by forming connection between the seller

and purchaser, selling electronically by the seller .to the

purchaser, desired audio signal and transferring the audio signal

over‘ the telecommunication links. See figs. 1, 10 and their

description.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. § 103 which forms
the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office
action:

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not
identically disclosed or described as set forth in section 102
of this title, if the differences between the subject matter

sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the

subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time
the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in
the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability

shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention
was made.

Subject matter developed.by another person, which qualifies as
prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of section 102 of
this title, shall not preclude patentability under this
section where the subject matter and the claimed invention
were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the same

person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same
person.

Claims 3-7, 15, 17-31 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as
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Serial No. 07/023398
Art Unit 2313

being unpatentable over Ogaki et al in View of Lightner.

Ogaki et al discloses all that is claimed except that he does

not disclose transferring audio or video signals. However, he does

disclose . transferring . the software programs through

telecommunication lines for distributing or selling these programs

to consumers. Lightner discloses transferring audio/video signals

through telecommunications lines for distributing or selling to

purchasers. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art to transfer or seller distribute audio/video signals in the

system and method taught by Ogaki et al. It would have been

obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art, based on common

knowledge and common sense, Awouldi be able to recognize a

substitution of the contents of the software program signals with

the audio/video signals.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to Hoa Nguyen
whose telephone number is (703) 305-9687.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of
this application should.be directed to the Group receptionist wh se
telephone number is (703) 305-9600.
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OTHER REFERENCES (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pageé, tc.) ’

jjjj
A opy of this reference is not being furnished with this office action.

(See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, section 707.05 (a).)
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

RECEIVED 4”‘ 5

Gpfll ti?’

9% I/AW \# 3);?/Qt-9'."si& 0:22/20> $300735

ARTHUR R. HAIR ‘

Serial No. 08/023,398

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO SIGNALS

Filed: February 26, 1993

Art Unit: 2313

Patent Examiner:
\-/§/$/\I\./$/\-/\J$/§/\-/\-/\J

H. Nguyen

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Deeember 30’ 1993 CERTIFICATE or MAILING
I hereby certify that the correspondence is

Hon Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks "W “°°°5"°“ ‘”"“ "'9 “"“°" S‘''’‘“ Ma‘
' Service as first class mail in an envelope

addressed to: Commissioner of Patents and

Washington, D.C. 20231 !I):'*d9“'3'“3-W35ly}8l§"bDE§g231r M

. I - Ansel M. Schwartz
AMENDMENT Registration No4 30,587
—'?'?_' /61 [30[ Z

Date

In response to the Office Action dated July 1, 1993, please enter the following

amendments to the above-identified application as follows:

IN THE TITLE:

/
Please amend the title to -— A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR‘

TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR DIGITAL AUDIO SIGNALS —— .
CN

100 MG 01/18/94 08023398 1 217 420.00 '.
' R‘ ‘-1 :>r:r);2339B 1. 203 352.00 CI\

‘100 MG 0.1/1:8/94 08023398 1 202 22?-00 *7“

IN THE ABSTRACT:
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- while the second memory is in possession and

H control of the second party [5- .

Line 14, after "signals." delete the remainder of the abstract.

“IN THE SPECIFICATION:

/

Page 3, line 11, after "copied." add the following‘.

Ir/Thus, as is apparent from the above discussion, the inflexible form in which

the songs are purchased by an end user, and the distribution channels of the songs, requires

the end user to go to a location to purchase the songs, and not necessarily be able to

purchase only the songs desired to be heard, in a sequence‘ the end user would like to hear

them. This is not limited‘ to just songs, but also includes, for example, videos.

/

Page 3, line 14, after "music" insert —— or digital video —- .

/

Page 3, line 17, after "music" insert -— or digital video —— .

/
Page 3, line 20, after "music" insert -- or digital video —- .
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Page 3, line 23, after "music" insert -- or digital video -- .

/

Page 5, line 6, after "to" insert -- preferably -- .

/
Page 5 , line 7, after "means" insert -— or mechanism -- .

i /
Page 5, line 8, after "or" insert -- digital -- .

/

Page 5, line 8, after "signals" insert'-- preferably -- .

/
Page 5, line 10, after "means" insert —- or mechanism -- .

Page 5, line 11, after "-first memory" insert -- preferably -- .

/
Page 5, line 12, after "or" insert -- digital -- .

/
Page 5, line 13, after "means" insert -- or mechanism -- .

/ .

Page 5, line 16, after "receiver" insert -- preferably -- .

/
Page 5, line 16, delete "at a location".
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C Q
/

Page 5, line 17, delete "determined by the second party".

/ -r
Page 5, line 17, change "Ashe receiver" to -- while the receiver —- .

/
Pae 5 line 18 after " an " in -_u - The receiver is placed at a second

3
fl party location determined by the second party - .

‘ /’ ‘ - Page 5, line l8,%ge "There" to -- Preferably, there —— .
i Page 5, line 18, after "means" insert -- or mechanism -- .

i M Page 5, line 19,/after "digital" insert -- video or digital audio -- .

P ' Page 6, line 13, after "invention" insert -- preferably -- .
/ .

i I Page 10, line 6£efore "audio" insert -- digital -- .

Page 10, line 75/ajfter "first party'l insert -— preferably «h .

Page 10, line 12,/after "first memory" insert —— preferably —— .
/ . .

Page 10, line 13, after "or" insert -- ‘digital -- .

7
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‘Page 10, line 15, after "or" insert -- digital -- .

/
Page 10, line 17, after "receiver" insert -- preferably -- .

Page 10, line 17, delete "at a location determined by the".

Page 10, line lg, delete "second party''..

a /
’ v

Page 10, line 18, change "The" to -- while the -- .

__ Pa e 10, line 19 after " art ." insert -- The receiver is placed by the second

party at a second party location determined by the second party. fl . ”""“

I

Page 10, line 19,/after "There" insert -- eferably -- .

/
Page 10, line 20, after "or" insert -- digital -— .

/
Page 10, line 22, after "music" insert -— or digital video -- .

/
Page 10, line 25, after "music“ insert -- or digital video -- .

1

Page 11, line 11, after "information." insert the following.
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—— For instance, the present invention is a sysém l-(lS‘_fo*fi-f:§ran erring digital

video signals from a first party to a second party. The system 100 comprises a first party

control unit 20 having a first memory having a plurality of desired individual video selections ‘

as desired digital video signals. The first party control unit 20 also has means or a

mechanism for the first party to charge a fee to the second party for access to the desired

digital video signals. The system 100 also comprises a second party control unit 50 having a

second party control panel 50a, a receiver and a video display for playing the desired digital

video or digital audio signals received by the receiver. The second party control panel 50a is

connected to the video display and the receiver. The receiver and the video display is

operatively controlled by the second party control panel 50a. The second party control unit

50 is remote from the first party control unit 20. The second party control unit 50 is placed

by the second party at a second party location determined by the second party which is

remote from the first party control unit 20. The second party chooses the desired digital

video signals from the first memory with the second party control panel 20a. The system

100 is also comprised of telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit 20

and the second party control unit 50 through which the desired digital video signals are

electronically transferred from the first memory to the receiver while the second party

control unit 50 is in possession and control of the second party after the desired digital video

signals are sold to the second party by the first party.

Preferably, the second party control unit 50 includes a second memory which

is connected to the receiver and the video display. The second memory stores the digital
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video signals that are received by the receiver for providing them to the video display. The

second party control unit 50 preferably includes a second party hard disk 60 which stores a

plurality of digital video signals, and a playback random access memory chip 50d

electronically connected to the second party hard disk 60 for storing a replica of the desired

digital video signals as a temporary staging area for playback. The second party control unit

50 includes a second party control integrated circuit 50b'which controls and executes

commands of the second party and’ is connected to the second party hard disk 60, the

playback random access memory 50d, and the first party control integrated circuit 20b

through the telecommunications‘ lines. The second party control integrated circuit 50b

preferably includes the receiver. Additionally, the second party control unit 50 includes a

second party control panel 20a throughfwhich the second party control integrated circuit 20b

is programmed and is sent commands and which is connected to the second party integrated

circuit 50b. Preferably, the second party control unit 50 includes an incoming random access

memory chip 50c-connected to the second party hmd 0 and the second party control
integrated circuit 50b, and the first party control unit 20 through the telecommunications

lines for temporarily storing the desired digital video signals received from the first party’s

control unit 20 for subsequent storage to the second party hard disk 60. Preferably, the

video display includes a video displayiunit connected to the playback random access memory

chip 50c and to the second party integrated circuit‘50b for displaying the desired digital video

signals.

“(/0
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The first party control unit 20 preferably includes a first party hard disk 10

having a plurality of digital video signals which include the desired digital video signals, and

a sales random access memory chip 20c electronically connected to the first party hard disk

10 for storing a replica of the desired digital video signals of the first party’s hard disk 10.

The first party control unit 20 preferably includes a first party control integrated circuit 20b

which controls and executes commands of the first party and is connected to the first party

hard disk 10, the first party sales random access memory 20c, and the second party control

integrated circuit 20b through the telecommunications lines. The first party control

integrated circuit 20b and the second party control integrated circuit 50b regulate the transfer

of the desired digital video signals. The first party control unit 20 preferably also includes a

first party control panel 20a through which the first party control integrated circuit 20b is

programmed and is sent commands and which is connected to the first party control

integrated circuit 20b.

The means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism

for charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a

location remote from the second party location. Preferably, the second party has an account

and the means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging

the account of the second party. Preferably, the means or mechanism for charging the

account includes means or a mechanism for charging a credit card number of the second

party. Preferably, the means or mechanism for electronically selling includes means or a

_ mechanism for electronically selling includes means or a mechanism for charging a fee via
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telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a first party location remote

from the second party location. Preferably, the second party has an account and the means

or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging the account of

the second party. Preferably, the means or mechanism for charging the account includes

means or a mechanism for receiving a credit card number of the second party. The means or

mechanism for receiving a credit card number preferably is part of the control integrated

circuit 20b. The telecommunications lines are preferably telephone lines 30.

The present invention also pertains to a method for transmitting desired digital

video signals stored in a first memory having a plurality of individual video selections as

digital video signals of a first party at a first party location to a second party at a second

party location so the second party can view the desired digital video signals. Thermethod

comprises the steps of placing by the second party a receiver, and a video display connected

to the receiver at the second party location determined by the second party which is remote

from the first party location. Next, there is the step of charging a fee by the first party to

the second party at a location remote from the second party location so the second party can

A obtain access to the desired digital video signals. Then, there is the step of connecting

electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with a receiver of the second

party while the receiver is in possession and control of the second party. Next, there is the

step of choosing the desired digital video signalsby the second party from the first memory

of the first party so desired digital videohselections are selected. Next, there is the step of

transmitting the desired digital video signals from the first memory with a transmitter in

Cb
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control and possession of the first party to the receiver of the second party while the receiver

is in possession and control_ of the second party at the second party location determined by

the second party. Next, there is the step of displaying the desired video signals received by

the receiver on 21 video display in ‘possession and control of the second party. The video

, display is connected with the receiver.

Preferably, the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging a fee via

telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party so the second party can obtain

access to the desired digital video signals stored on the first memory. Preferably, the second

party has an account and the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account

of the second party. Preferably, the step of charging the account of the second party

includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the

second party. Then, there is the step of providing a credit card number of the second party

controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second

party is charged money. Preferably, the means or mechanism for the first party to charge a

"fee includes means or a mechanism for transferring money electronically via

telecommunications lines to the first party at a location remote from the second memory at

the sm on. \A/

IN THE CLAIMS:
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1. (Amended) A method for transferring desired digital video or di i

K ignals comprising the steps of:
‘§\ forming a connection through telecommunications lines he een a first

memory of a first party and a second memory of a second party, s ' first memory having

said desired digital video or digital audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party t he second party through

telecommunications lines, the desired digital video r dig tal audio signals in the first

digital video or dig tal audio signals from the first

memory of the first party to the econd memoryof the second party through

telecommunications lines w ' e the second memo is in possession and control of the second

2. (Amended) A- method as described in C m [1] 3 including after the

transferring step, the step of storing the desired digi ideo or digital audio signals in the

second memory.

3. (Amended) A method ' ' 'm 2 including before the

transferring step, the step of electron‘ ally coding the desired digital video or digital audio
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signals into a configuration which would prevent unauthori reproduction of the desired

digital video or dig tal audio signals.

4. (Amended) A method as descri ed in Claim 3 wherein the first memory

includes a first party hard disk having a plur ty of d’ ital deo or d_igit_a_l audio signals, and

a sales random access memory chip whic tempo arily ores a replica of the desired digital

video or d_igifil audio signals purchas by th second arty for subsequent transfer via

‘ e second party; and including before the

transferring step, there is the ep of storing a replica of the desired digital video or flggl

audio signals from the har disk into the sales random access memory chip.

9% (Amended) A method as described in Claim/1}wherein there is :a second
panyintegrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the second party, and a

_second party control panel connected to the second party integrated circuit, and before the

forming step, there is the step of commanding the second party integrated circuit with the

second party" control panel to initiate the purchase of the desired digital video or dig tal audio

signals from- the firs: partylfi

. i I ended) A method as described in Claim 5,wherein the second memory
ncludes an incoming random access in g - -. chip which temporarily stores the desired

digital video or digi_t2_1l audio signals . -=

1/.
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layback random access memory chiE temporarily storing the desired digital video or
.wg;§g%w " mama1o sig r sequential playback;-' and t e /storingkstep includes the steps of storing

‘ I

" the desired _digita ideo or digital audio signals in the incoming raridom access memory‘ chip,

transferring the desired d1 ' video or digital audio signals from the incoming randomr , J

access memory chip to the second y hard disk, ‘storing the desireddigital video or digital /

audio signals in the second party hard disk,_ manding the second party integrated circuit ’

‘' ital video. or

trans erringitstep, t ere.is the step of repeat - ~ ’ ' ‘ . mng a
"gem steps. V _ .

8. (Amended) A method for ansferring digital video or dig tal audio signals

art b the second art I at a desired location determined b the second art °
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entering into a second party control panel of [a] tli_e sec nd party control unit

of [a] rm second party commands by the second party to purchase wesired digital video or

digital audio signals from a first party;

forming a connection through telecommunic ons lines between a first

memory of the first party and a second memory of the s ond party control unit, said first

memory having desired digital video or d_igigl audio ‘ gnals;

selling electronically by the first arty to the second party through

telecommunications lines, the desired digital "ideo or digital audio signals in the first

transferring the desir a digital video - = ‘ital audio signals from the first

enterin iito the second party control panel commands to play the desired

digital video or di' . audio signals; and

laying the desired digital video or digital audio signals with the second party

control unit
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9. (Amended) A system for transferring digital video or d'ital audio signals

/mprising:
CS

a first party control unit having a first memory havi ; desired digital video or

digital audio signals, and means or a mechanism for electronical selling the desired digital

video or d_igit_aliaudio signals;

in a second party control unit having a secon party control panel, a second

memory connected to the_ second party control panel, . d means or a mechanism for playing

the desired digital video or d_igig1 audio signals con - ted to the second memory and the

second party control panel, said playing means or echanism operatively controlled by the

second party control panel, said second party cntrol unit remote from the first party control

unit said second art control unit laced b the second art at a location determined b

 D;£t¥; and

telecommunications lins connected to the first party control unit and the

second party control unit through w ich the electronic sales of the desired digital video or

digital‘ audio signals occur and th ougli which the desired digital video or flg'_ta_1 audio signals

are electronically transferred frm the first memory to the second memory while the second

memo is in ossession and ontrol of the second an after the desired digital video or

digital audio signals are so to to the second party by the first party.
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of the desired digi video or digital audio signals of the first party’s hard disk.

> 4,: A
$ b 11. (Amended) A system as described inélaim ;l:0’wherein the second party

Q g t . control unit includes a "second party hard disk wh' stores a plurality of digital video or/d taligi audio signals, and a playback random ess memory chip electronically connected to

flip the second party hard disk for storing a r” lica of the desired digital video or digital audiosignals as a temporary staging area fo playback.

12. (Amended) A system as described in Claim 1 herein the first party .

control unit includes a first party control integrated circ ' which controls and executes
commands of first party_»-and is connected t e first party hard disk, the firstipavrty sales
random access memory, and the secon arty contro ' tegrated c’ cuit through the

telecommunications 1ines,'\said st party. control integrated c‘ cuit and said second party

‘ control integrated circuit gulate the transferpof the de ' digital video or audio
signals; and a first arty control panel through ic the fll'S{party control integrated circuit

2

is programm and is sent commands and which is connected to the first party control
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13. (Amended) A system as described in Claim 12 wher n the second party

control unit includes a second party control integrated circuit which ntrols and executes

hard disk, the playback

random access memory, and the first party control integrated ircuit through the

telecommunications lines, said second party control integr circuit and said first party

control integrated circuit regulate the transfer of the de red digital video or djgifi audio

signals; and a second party control panel through w ch the second party control integrated

circuit is programmed and is sent commands and hich is connected to the second party

integrated circuit.

14V. (Amended) .A syste as described in Claim 13_ wherein the second party

d_igi£l aud' signals.
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16. (Amended) A method for transmitting desired digital ideo or dig'tal

audio signals stored on a first memory of a first party to a second m

comprising the steps of:

memory with a transmitter in cont 1 and possession of the first party to a receiver having

the second memory at [a] th_e 10 tion determined by the second party[,] while said receiver

i_s in possession and control 0 the second party; and

storing the igital video or digital audio signals in the second memory.
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17. (Amended) A system for transmitting desired digital vi or digital audio

gnals stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory 0 a second party

comprising:

means or a mechanism for transferring money lectronically via

telecommunications lines from the second party to the firs party controlling use of the first

memory, at a location remote from the second memory said second party controlling use

and in possession of the second memory;

means or a mechanism for conn ting electronically via telecommunications

lines the first memory with the second me ry such that the desired digital video or mijg

audio signals can pass therebetween; sai .connecting means or mechanism in electrical

communication with the transferring eans or mechanism;

means or a mech ism for transmitting the desired digital video or figig

audio signals from the first m ory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first

party to a receiver having t second memory [at a location determined by the second party,]

lhile said receiver ‘Q in p ssession and control of the second party, said receiver placed at a

location determined b e second art , said transmitting means or mechanism in electrical

communication with s 'd connecting means or mechanism; and
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17 wherein the connecting

' in possession and control of

ntrol of the second party.

L\\ .

K\>\ s'nals stored on a first memory of a first party at a first location to a secon memory of a
second party at a second party location ‘comprising:

means or a mechanism for [transferring money e

telecommunications lines to the first party] the first art t char e a fee to the second art

for access to the desired di ital video or did ital" audio ' nals at a location remote from the

second [memory and] location, said firstpartyco olling use of the first memory [from the

second party], said second party controlling u and in possession of the second memory;

means or a mechanism or connecting electronically via telecommunications

nd memory such that the desired digital video or dig'tal

audio signals can pass thereb een, said connecting means or mechanism in electrical

communication with the sferring means or mechanism;
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means or a mechanism for transmitting the -. - 3 red digital video or digital

audio signals from the first memory with a trans’ ter ' control and possession of the first

-.a s or mechanism in elect "cal communication with said connecting means g I

means or a mec . ism for storing the digital video or digital audio signals in

the second memory, said sring means or mechanism in electrical communication with said

ng desired digital video or digital

at a first party location to a second

memory of a second party co prising the tep
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lacin a receiver b the second art at a desir second art location

determined b the second art said second art location re ote from the first art

location; '

[selling electronically via telecommunica ons lines] charging a fee by the first

art to the second art at a location remote from t e second art location so the second

party can obtain access to the digital video or dii ll audio signals possessed by the first

party [to the second party], said first party and ‘d second party in communication via said

telecommunications lines;

connecting electronically vi telecommunications lines the first memory with

the second memory such that the desired digital video or i ital au io signals can pass

therebetween;

transferring electron’ ally via te om 'cations lines the digital video or

my audio signals from a first ocation wit the first memory to a second pLr_ty location

with the second memory while he second memo is in ossession and control of the second

gm, said second Igty locat'on remote from said first location, said first memory in

communication with said s ' ond memory via the telecommunications lines; and

storing th digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory.
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30. (Amended) A method as described in Clai [29] 31 including after the

transferring step, there is the step of repeating the [selling] c ar in a fee, connecting, and

transferring steps.

31. (Amended) A method for transm' ting desired digital video or digital

audio signals stored on a first memory of a first p y to a second memory of a second party

comprising the steps of:

selling electronically via teleco munications lines to the second party at a

location remote from the first memory by th first party control ' g use of the first memory,

said second party financially distinct from e first party, "d sec nd party in control and in

possession of the second memory;

connecting electronical ' t ' ' s lines the first memory with

the second memory such that the d ired digital video or dig tal audio signals can pass

therebetween;

transmitting th desired digital video or dig'ta1 audio signalsfrom the first

memory with a transmitter ' control and possession of the first party to a receiver having

the second memory at [a] _h_§ location determined by the second party[,] while said receiver

is in possession and con 01 of the second party; and
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storing the digital video or digital audio signals in he second memory.

€Please add the following claims>

'32. A method as described in Claim 1 herein the second party is at a second

party location and the step of selling electronically i cludes the step of charging a fee via

telecommunications lines by the first party to the 0nd party at a first party location remote

from the second party location.

33. A method as described ' Claim 32 wherein the second party has an

- account and the step of charging a fee i ludes the step of charging the account of the second

34. A method as ' ' ' - ein the step of charging the

account of the second party inc des the steps of - '~ the first party controlling use of

the first memory by the seco d party; providing . redit card number of the second party

controlling the second me ry to the first party controlling the first memory so the second"

party is charged money.

35. method as described in Claim 29 wherein the step of charging a fee

includes the step charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the first party to the '

second party at location remote from the second party location. ,
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i 36. A method as described in Claim 35 where n the second party has an

account and the step of charging a fee includes the step of arging the account of the second

37. A method as described in Clai 6 wherein the step of charging the

account of the second party includes the steps of elephoning the first party controlling use of

the first memory by the second party; providi g a credit card number of the second party

controlling the second memory to the first arty controlling the first memory so the second

party is charged money.

sferring desired igi ideo or digital audio signals

from a first party to a second p y comprising th steps of:

placing a rece’ er by the secon pany at a desired location determined by the

second party;

forming connection through telecommunications lines between a first

memory of a first p y anda second memory of a second party, said first memory having

said desired digital ideo or digital audio signals;
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selling electronically by the first party to the 0nd party through

telecommunications lines, the desired digital video or digi audio signals in the first

memory; and

transferring the desired digital vid or digital audio signals from the first

memory of the first party to the second memory f the second party through

telecommunications lines.

39. A method as described i Claim 38 wherein the second party is at a

second partylocation and the step of sellin electronically includes the step of charging a fee

via telecommunications lines by the first

remote from the second party location.

40. A method as de ribed in C1‘

account and the step of charging fee includes - .- - of charging the account of the second

41. A met od as described in Claim 40 wherein the step of charging the

account of the second p

the first memory by e second party; providing a credit card number of the second party

controlling the sec d memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second

party is charged oney.
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42. A method for transferring desired digital vid or digital audio signals

comprising the steps of:

placing a receiver by the second party at desired second party location

determined by the second party;

forming a connection through tel mmunications lines between a first

memory of a first party and a second memory of a second party, said first memory having

said desired digital video or digital audio si nals;

memory; and

transferring the de ired digital video or digital audio signals from the first

memory ofthe first party to th second memory of the second party through

telecommunications lines whi the second memory is in possession and control of the second

" 

43. A system for transfe ng digital video signals from a first party to a

s ond party at a second party locat' n comprising:/

fie“
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a first party control unit having a first memory having a urality of desired

individual video selections as desired digital video signals, and m s or a mechanism for the

first party to charge a fee to the second party for access to the esired digital video signals at

a location remote from the second party location;

a second party control unit having a sec nd party control panel, a receiver and

a video display for playing the desired digital video ignals received by the receiver, said

second party control panel connected to the vid display and the receiver, said receiver and

video display operatively controlled by the sec nd party control panel, said second party

control unit remote from the first party con 1 unit, said second party control unit placed by

the second party at a second party locatio determined‘ by the second party which is remote

from said first party control unit, said econd party choosing the desired digital video signals

from the first memory with said sec nd party control panel; and

telecommunica ' ns lines connectedto the first party control unit and the

second party control unit t rough which the desired digital video signals are electronically

transferred from the fir memory to the receiver while the second party control unit is in

possession and contr of the second party after the desired digital video signals are sold to

44. A system as describ in C1 ' 4 wherein the second party control unit

includes a second memory which is onnect to the r eiver and the video display, said
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second memory storing the digital video signals that e received by the receiver to provide

the video display with the digital video signals.

45. A system as describ in Claim 44 her n the first party control unit

includes a first party hard disk havin a plurality _' ' ' signals which include the

desired digital video signals, and a es random ccess ‘memory chip electronically

connected to the first party hard disk for storing a replica of the desired digital video signals

0
9

49, at @¢'/
F g N A system as described in Claim fifwherein the second party control unit

Q includes a second party hard disk which stores a plurality of digital video signals, and a
playback random access memory chip electronically connected to the second party hard disk

for storing a replica of the desired digital video signals as a temporary staging area for

playback.

47. A system as described in Claim 46 wherein first party control unit

34.1.
includes‘-a~ first party control integrated circuit which c rols and executes commands of the
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through which the first party control integrated circuit is programmed an is sent commands

and which is connected to the first party control integrated circuit.

48. A system as described in Claim 47 wherein second party control unit

~a~.'aL

includesfsecond party control integrated circuit which contro and executes commands of

the second party and is connected to the second party hard isk, the playback random access

memory, and the first party control integrated circuit thr ugh the telecommunications lines,

said second party control integrated circuit and said f st party control integrated circuit

regulate the transfer of the desired digital video si als; and a second party control panel

circuit is programmed and is sent

system as described in Claim 49 ‘wherein the second party control unit

includes a video 'splay unit connected to the playback random access memory chip and to

the second part integrated circuit for displaying the desired digital video signals.
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51. A system as described in Claim 43 wherein the m or mechanism for

charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging a fee via elecommunications

lines by the first party to the second party at a location remote fr the second party

52. A system as described in Claim 51 erein the second party has an

account and the means or mechanism for charging a ee includes means or a mechanism for

charging the account of the second party.

system as described in Claim 54 wherein the second party has an

account and the m s or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for

charging the ace unt of the second party.
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56. A system as described in Claim 55 wherei the means or mechanism for

charging the account includes means or a mechanism for r

the second party.

57. A method for transmitting d ired digital video signals stored in a first

. memory having a plurality of individual vid selections as digital video signals of a first

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with a

receiver of the second party while the receiver is in possession and control of the second
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choosing the desired digital video signals by e second party from the first

memory of the first party so desired video selections at selected;

transmitting the desired digital video ignals from the first memory with a

location determined by the second party; an

displaying the desired vid signals ‘received by the ei er on the video

display in possession and control. of th second party.

58. A method as de cribed in Claim 57 wh rein step of char ing a fee

includes the step of charging a f via telecommunication lines by the first p y to the

second party so the second part can obtain access to th desired digital v' eo signals stored ‘

on the first memory.

59. A me od as described in Claim 58 here’ the second party has an

account and the step of arging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second
I

method as described in Claim 59 wherein the step of charging the

account of the sec nd party includes the steps of telephoning the first party" controlling use of
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the first memory by the

controlling the secon memor to the fir party controlling the first memory so the second

party is charged oney.

61. A syst m as d ribed in Claim 23 wherein the means or mechanism for

the first party to charge a includes a mechanism for transferring money

first party at a location remote from the

at the second 10 ation.

%/ %A/ 62. A system for transferring digital audio signals from a fir party to a
nd party at a second party location comprising:

a first party control unit having a first memory

individual songs as desired digital audio signals, and mean or a mechanism for the first

party to charge a fee to the second party for access to e desired digital audio signals at a

location remote from the second party location;

a second party control unit h ing a second party control panel, a receiver and

speakers for playing the desired digital dio signals received by the receiver, said second

party. control panel connected to the speakers and the receiver, said receiver and speakers

nd party_contro1 panel, said second party control unit

remote from the first party ntrol unit, said second party control unit placed by the second
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party at a second party location determined by the second y which is remote from said

first party control unit, said second party choosing the esired digital audio signals from the

first memory with said second party control panel“ and

telecommunications lines nnected to the first party control unit and the

second party control unit through w ' h the desired digital audio signals are electronically

transferred from the first memo to the receiver while the second party control unit is in

possession and control of the econd party after the desired digital audio signals are sold to

63. A method for transmitting desir digital audio signals stored in a first

memory having a plurality of individual songs a digital audio signals of a first party at a

first party location to a second party at a seco d party location so the second party can view

the desired digital audio signals comprisin the steps of:

placing by the seco party a receiver

at the second party location de rmined by the econd which is remote from the first

party location;

char ing a fee by the first party to the second party at a location remote from

the second part location so the second party can obtain access to the desired digital audio
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connecting electronically via telecommuni

receiver of the second party while the receiver is in po session and control of the second

choosing the desired digital au 0 signals by the second party from the first

memory of the first party so desired songs

transmitting the desir digital audio si nals from the first memory with a

possession and contr of the second party.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-63 are currently active.

Claims 32-63 have been added.

Claims 1, 2, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 29, 30 and 31 have beenamended.

The amendment to Claims 1, 8, 9, 16, 17, _23, 29 and 31 in regard to the

limitation "while said receiver or second memory is in possession and control of the second

party" has antecedent support at page 8, lines 15-17 and figure 1 of the above—identif1ed

patent application.

Antecedent support for the amendment to Claims 8, 9, 16, 17, 23 and 29 in

A regard to the placement of the receiver or the second memory, or the second control unit by

the second party is found in Claim 16, lines 12-16. The amended language more specifically -

defines the language of Claim 16, lines 12-16.

Similarly, the same antecedent support is found for newly added Claims 32-63.

In addition, in regard to Claim 43 and Claim 57, and the "individual video selections",

antecedent support for the same is found on page 11, lines 8-11 and page 4, lines 17 and 18.

Furthermore, a Declaration by inventor Art Hair, one skilled in the art, is enclosed. This
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Declaration supports the introduction of, for instance, "charging a fee" or "using an

’account’ or a ’credit card’ into the above-identified patent application and is inherent in the

definition of electronic sales. Also, just by the nature of description of the invention in the

above—identified patent application, the receiver or the second memory must be in possession

of the second party. Thus, no new matter is being added. Clarification of the existing

subject matter is all that is occurring with this amendment.

The specification has been amended to be consistent with the changes and

additions to the claims. For instance, the addition to page 11 is essentially new Claims 43

and 51 written out in more customary grammatical form with reference to the figures.

The abstract has been amended to conform to the Examiner’s request.

The Examiner has requested ‘the problem solved by the present invention be

identified in the specification. On page 3, line 11, an explanation of this problem has been

added. Respectfully, a review of the background of the invention already reveals the

problems of the prior art.

The Examiner has rejected. Claims 1, 2, 8-12 and 16 under 35 U.S.C. §102(b)

as being anticipated by Lightner. Applicant respectfully traverses this rejection. Lightner

does not teach or suggest "transferring the desired digital video or audio signals . . . while

the second memory is the possession and control of the second party". Lightner does not
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teach or suggest "placing the receiver by the second party at a location determined by the

second party".

Lightner discloses a vending system for remotely accessible stored

information. As the title states, Lightner teaches a vending system where the first memory is

of the first party and the second memory is of the first party whiletransferring of the desired

video or audio signals from the first memory to the second memory occurs. As is further

stated, for instance, in column 2, lines 27-33,

"The vending machine includes a high speed duplicator and g

Quantity of recordable media, such as blank tape cassettes, the

data selected by the consumer is transmitted from the master

tape center to the vending machine where it is copied by the

duplicator onto the cassette which is then ejected from the .

machine." (emphasis added)

Thus, the limitation of Claim 1 of the step of "transferring the desired digital

video or audio signals from the first memory of the first party to the second memory of the

second party through telecommunications lines while the second memory is in possession and

control of the second party" (emphasis added) is not taught or suggested by Lightner. The

blank tape cassettes taught by Lightner do not come into the "possession and control of the

second party" until after the transfer of the desired video or audio signals from ‘the first

memory of the first party to the second memory has been completed whereupon it is ejected

from the vending machine.
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This operation of transfer is further elaborated upon in Lighmer beginning in

column 6, lines 2-5, where Lightner teaches that,

"extending upwardly from each rectangular hole 52 is a cassette

storage magazine 63 arranged to support a stack of tape
cassettes".

As is more easily seen in figure 6, this cassette storage magazine 63 is

disposed insideia cassette changer 40 which is disposed i_r_1 each of the remote vending

machines, See column 5, lines 24 and 25. Not until after the duplication is completed does

the consumer take possession of the second memory. As is stated in column 6, lines 60-65,

"when the duplication of information on the cassette and the
duplicator is completed, a signal, generated in the manner

, described hereinbelow in relation to FIG. 10, actuates the eject

mechanism to cause the full cassette to be ejected via port 68

and be taken by the consumer". (emphasis added)

The consumer only gains access to the tape with a desired video or audio

signal at the vending machine subsequent to transfer from the first memory and subsequent to

the deposit of currency or insertion of a credit card into the vending machine by a consumer.
‘\

See column 8, lines 19 and 20.

More specifically, afteritheu proper amount of currency has been received by

receiver 91 or a valid credit card has been inserted in credit card terminal 92, start and

enable signals are generated to begin the transfer of the desired video or audio signal from-
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the first memory of the first party to the second memory of the first party. During transfer

of the audio or video signal, the selected master tape of the first partyis thereby duplicated

on the cassette currently in duplicator 49. See column 9, lines 47-49, and as shown in figure

6. There is no teaching or suggestion of the second party ever having possession or control

of the- second memory at any time before the transfer of the desired audio or video signals

from the first memory to the second memory. Before the second party ever comes to the

vending machine to purchase the desired audio or video signal and the storage cassette which

holds the transferred audio or video signal, the second memories are already present and

have been loaded into the vending machine by the first party before the second party ever

comes before the vending machine.

On the contrary, from the teachings that the transfer of the desired audio or

video signal from the first memory to the second memory occurs only after the insertion of

currency or a valid credit card into the vending machine occurs, the second memory is not in

possession or control of the second party but is in possession and control of the first party.

The insertion of currency or a valid credit card allows the second party-to buy not only the

video or audio signal, but also the blank cassette which has the desired video or audio signal.

The requirement of purchase of the blank cassette evidences a transfer of title of the cassette

which occurs only after the cassette is ejected from the vending machine.

Furthermore, the fact that coins are taught to be used with the vending

machine indicates that the vending machine is not in the possession or control of the second
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party. No one in possession or control of their own machine would ever put in coins into

their own machine. Since they already own the machine, putting their own coins into their

own machine would be an illogical and nonsensical act. Obviously, the insertion of coins is

not a redundant act, it must have some substance to it. The only way substance can be given

to such an act is if someone other than the second party owns the vending machine. The

coins are taught to be equivalent of a credit card in Lightner and thus the coins are an

implied additional representation or statement by Lightner that the vending machine is not in

the possession or control of. the ‘second party. Applicant only teaches the use of electronic

sales or charging a fee at a location remote from the second party location, not any use of

coins to be put physically into the machine. This is because the second memory is in the

possession and control of the second party, and is always accessible to the second party at

any stage of the transfer of the first video or audio signal to the second video or audio signal, '

by definition.

This use of coins to purchase a cassette on which to store thevideo or audio

signal, and the use of blank cassettes loaded by thefirst party into the vending machine, as

taught by Lightner, actually teaches away from applicant’s claimed invention. It teaches the

second party does not need to be concerned with ownership of the vending machine and thus

the maintenance, upkeep, risk of damage, connection of transmission lines between the

master tape and the vending machine, etc. associated therewith. Lightner teaches a second

party can just show up, drop coins or a credit card into the vending machine, make his or

her selection, and leave with a cassette having his or her selection. App1icant’s claimed
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invention requires that the second party be in possession and control of the receiver with the

attached risks and responsibilities but which, for instance, allows the second art 0 brin

the video or audio si nal to him or her at a second party location determined by the second

party, since the second party possesses and controls the receiver and thus can place it where

he or she wants, and not have to go to where the video or audio signal can be obtained from

a vending machine positioned at A location chosen by the first party.

Thus, besides the obvious understanding to one skilled in the art that a vending

machine, by definition, is not owned by or in control or possession of the second party, as

taught by Lightner, and for the specific reasons set out above, the second party is not in

possession or control over the vendingmachine in Lightner and thus is not in possession and

control of the receiver, or thesecxmd memory until after transfer of the video or audio signal

is complete and it has been ejected from the vending machine. Accordingly, Claim 1 is not

anticipated by Lightner.

Claims 2 is dependent to parent Claim 1 and has all the limitations of parent

Claim 1. For the reasons Claim 1 is patentable, so is Claim 2.

In regard to independent Claim 8, it has the limitation of "transferring the C

desired digital video or audio signals from the first memory . . . to the second memory . . .

while the second memory is in possession and control of the second party". For the reasons

explained above in regard to Claim 1 and this limitation, Claim 8 is also patentable.
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Moreover, Claim 8 has the additional limitation of "placing a second party control unit in

possession and control of the second party by the second party at a desired location

determined by the second party. There is no teaching or suggestion in Lightner of the same.

It is clear from the teachings of Lightner as explained above, that it is the first party, not the

second party which is in possession and contrpl of the vending machine 10. Furthermore,

the vending machine 10 is placed by the first party, not by the second party at a desired

location determined by the first party, not by the second party. The second party can

determine which vending machine location to go to, to purchase a second memory with a

desired signal, but it is a choice from the locations where the vending machine has been

placed by the first party. Accordingly, Claim 8 is also patentable because of this additional

limitation and associated reasons.

Independent Claim 9 has_the limitation that the "desired digital video or audio

signals are electronically transferred from the first memory to the second memory while the

second memory is in possession and control of the second party". As explained above in

regard to Claim 1, Lightner does not teach or suggest this limitation. Accordingly, for the

reasons explained above, as to why 7Claim 1 is patentable, so is Claim 9 over Lightner.

Claims 10-12 are dependent to parent Claim 9 and have all the limitations of

Claim 9. Since parent Claim 9 is patentable, so_ are Claims 10-12.
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Independent Claim 16 has the limitation of "placing the receiver by the second

party at a desired location determined by the second party. Independent Claim 16 also has

the limitation of "transmitting the desired digital video or audio signals from the first

memory while said receiver is in possession and control of the second party". For the

reasons explained above in regard to Claim 8, and Claim 1, respectively, Claim 16 is

patentable over Lightner

It should be noted that the step of placing the receiver by the second party can

mean that the second party physically and personally places the receiver at a desired location.

It could also mean that the second party directs someone, such as a friend, who is under the

direction of the second party and is thus essentially also the second party to place the

receiver. The same also holds true for placing a second party control unit as is found in the

limitation of Claim 8. The first party can be the owner, dealer, distributor, or retailer who

receives payment from the second party for the sale of the digital video or audio signals.

The Examiner has rejected Claims 3-7, 15, 17-31 under 35 U.S.C. §103 as

being unpatentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner. Applicant respectfully traverses

this rejection. Neither Lightner nor Ogaki et al. teach or suggest "transferring the desired

digital video or audio signals . . . while the second “memory is in the possession and control

of the second party". Neither Lightner nor Ogaki et al. teach or suggest "placing the

receiver by the second party at a location determined by the second party".
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Referring to Ogaki et al., there is disclosed a software vending system. The

software vending system of Ogaki et al. allows a purchaser to obtain a desired software

program at a local vending instrument which duplicates the program on a blank tape cassette

or other suitable recording medium supplied by the vending machine that allows software

maniacs or amateur fans to provide their software programs to the vending machine company

through the vending instrument. See column 1, lines 23-26 and column 2, lines 15-21 and

27-31.

The software vending system of Ogaki et al. only accepts bills or coins in a

1,000 yen bill inlet 19, a 100 yen coin slot 20 and a 10 yen coin slot 21. See column 4,

lines 20-30. There is no teachingor suggestion of charging a fee at a location remote from

the second location where the vending machine is situated. When the proper money is paid,

the desired program is duplicated onto a tape cassette 25. The blank or nonrecorded tape

cassette 25 is stored in the vending machine 1 in large guantities, without a label stuck to its

front face. Blank sheets for the labels 27 are stored in the instrument I_ and each blank sheet

is printed by the label printer 48. When a desired program is chosen, the label printer 48

prints the label 27 which is attached to the tape cassette 25 that receives the duplicated

desired program. See column 4, lines 59-69. There are also floppy disk drives 28, 29

which are used by the software maniacs who transfer their programs onto the hard disk

memory 33 of the instrument 10. See column 5, lines 10-13. The hard disk memory 33

serves as a secondary memory means and is accommodated within the housing of the

instrument 1 which comprises a front door 34 guipped with a lock. The door 34 can be
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uthorized rson or rsons havin a ke for the lock. See column 5,

lines 23-28. Also within the housing are disposed a sales record switch to reveal the desired

amounts of sales of individual programs to purchasers. See column 5, lines 49-54.

Each peripheral vending instrument 1 is located at a local dealer through a

modem interface 42 of the host system 2 and a private or exclusive data communication line

connecting the modem interfaces 42 and 43. See column 6, lines 12-18. There is a cassette

detector 52 provided to check if the blank tape cassette to be supplied to the duplicating

device 51 is in stock or not. The cassette detector 52 generates a signal when the blank tape

cassette 25 has become out of stock and the signal is sent to the first CPU 44. See column

7, lines 26-31.. In reference to figures 5-7, step S1 identifies the first CPU 44 checking to

see if the blank tape_ cassette 25 is in stock or not. See column 8, lines 1-3. When there is

no blank tape cassette 2'5 stored in the instrument 1, the first CPU 44 causes an alarm signal

to be sounded so the instrument 1 is charged with a new stock of the blank tape cassette 25.

See column“8, lines 14-19.

After the purchaser has chosen the desired program, the first CPU 44 provides

price data to the CRT 8 so the purchaser can decide whether to buy the desired program.

See column 8, lines 55 and 60-63. Only after completion of the program duplication is the

recorded tape cassette 25 ejected to the tray 30. When. the instrument 1 is used by software

maniacs to provide the program to the distributor or supplier for evaluation, see column 10,

lines 22 and 23, a tape cassette of floppy disk storing a user developed software program is
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inserted into the floppy disk drive 28 or 29 and the program on the floppy disk drive

transferred to the hard disk 33. When it is desired to send the user developed software

programs to the host system for evaluation by the supplier or distributor, the vending

instrument 1 is o ened b theowner of the instrument commonly at suitable intervals, for

example, once a day. See column 10, lines 46-53. The owner is different from the

purchasers or software maniacs.

Furthermore, Ogaki et al. does not teach or suggest the transmission of any

type of signals in "digital" form as is found in applicant’s claimed invention. Ogaki et al.

only teaches to transfer software programs, not digital video or digital audio signals.

As it is clear from the above, the vending instrument 1 and the cassettes 25 are

all in possession and control of the firstyparty, the first party being either the owner,

supplier, dealer, or distributor of the program. The second party does not obtain possession

of the program until after it is ejected from the vending instrument 1. The fact that coins or

bills must be deposited directly into the machine before any duplication of the program

occurs, the fact that there is sales data that is accumulated for the owner to keep track of the

programs that are sold to the second parties (plural), the fact that the blank cassettes 25 are

stored in large quantities inside the instrument which are never provided to the purchaser

until after duplication of the program has occurred and an individual cassette 25 is ejected

from the machine, the fact that the hard disk memory 33 is held in a locked housing from

which only the owner has a key and the fact that the vending instrument 1 is located at a
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local dealer and is connected to the host system through a private or exclusive data

communication line teaches that the vending instrument 1 is in the possession of the first

party and is made to sell to the masses without any second party possessing and controlling

the second memory while the audio or video signal is transferred to the second. Also, for

the reasons elaborated upon above in regard to Lightner and the vending machine only

accepting. coins or bills for payment and what that represents, Ogaki et al. does not teach or

suggest applicant’s claimed invention.

The Examiner contends that Ogaki et al., taken together with Lightner, arrives »

at applicant’s claimed invention. As more fully explained above,_Ogaki et al., taken together

with Lightner, fails to teach various limitations found in the claims. Since there is no

teaching or suggestion for several limitations of applicant’s claimed invention, Ogaki et al. in

view of Lightner cannot arrive at applicant’s claimed invention.

More specifically, in regard to Claims 3-7, they are dependent to parent Claim

1. As explained above, neither Lightner nor Ogaki et al. teach or suggest "transferring the

desired digital video or audio signals from the first memory . . . to the second memory . . .

while the second memory is in possession and control of the second party". Lightner teaches

there to be a quantity of recordable media, such as blank tape cassettes located in the vending

machine. The consumer purchases ‘a blank tape cassette upon which the desired signal is

duplicated and only obtains possession and control of the cassette after it has been ejected

from the vending machine. This has been more fully described above in regard to Lightner
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and Claim 1. Similarly, Ogaki et al. teaches that blank or nonrecorded tape cassettes 25 are

stored in the vending machine 1 in large quantities. Only after completion of the program

duplication is recorded tape cassette 25 ejected to the tray 30. It is then and only then that

the purchaser is in possession and control of the cassette 25. Thus, Ogaki et al., for the

reasons more fully elaborated upon above, does not teach or suggest the limitationsof Claim

1. Since neither Lightner nor Ogaki et al. teach or suggest Claim 1 and Claims 3-7 are

dependent to parent Claim 1 and have all of its limitations, Claims 3-7 are also patentable

over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner.

Similarly, Claim 15 is dependent to parent Claim 9. For the reasons explained

above, Lightner does not teach or suggest Claim 9. In regard to Ogaki et al., Ogaki et al.

does not teach or suggest the "desirededigital video or audio signals" being "electronically

transferred from the first memory to the second memory while the second memory is in

possession and control of the. second party", as explained above. Moreover, Ogaki et al.

does not teach "said second party control unit placed by the second party at a location

determined by the second party". Ogaki et al. teaches that the vending machine l_ is placed

by the first party and not by the second party. This is because the first party owns the

vending machine 1, and even has a private line connecting the host system 2 with the

vending instrument 1. Furthermore, the instrument’s 1 front door 34 is locked and only an

authorized person having a key can open it. See the above discussion of Ogaki et al. for a

more elaborate explanation of the same. Accordingly, Ogaki et al. does not teach or suggest

"said second party control unit placed by the second party at a location determined by the
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second party". Since neither Ogaki et al. nor Lightner, as explained above, teach these

limitations, Claim 9 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner. Since Claim 15 has

all the limitations of Claim 9, Claim 15 is also patentable.

In regard to Claim 17, it also has the limitation of "means or a mechanism for

transmitting the desired digital video or audio signals from the first memory . . . to a

receiver having the second memory while said receiver is in possession and control of the
I?

second party . . . . As explained above, neither Lightner nor Ogaki et al. teach or suggest.

this limitation. Accordingly, Claim 17 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner.

Claims 18-22 are dependent to parent Claim 17 and have all the limitations of parent Claim

17. Since parent Claim 17 is patentable over Ogaki in view of Lightner, so are Claims 18-

22.

Claim 23 is patentable for the reasons Claim 17 is patentable. Moreover,

Claim 23 has theadditional limitation of "said receiver placed by the second party at a

location determined by the second party". As explained above, neither Ogaki et al. nor

Lightner teach or suggest this limitation. Also, because of this additional limitation, Claim

23 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner.

Claims 24-28 are dependent to parent Claim 23 and have all the limitations of

Claim 23. Since Claim 23 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner, so are Claims

24-28.
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Claim 29 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner for the reasons

that Claim 23 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner.

Claim 30 is dependent to Claim 29 and has all the limitations of Claim 29.

Since Claim 29 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner, Claim 30 is patentable

over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner.

Claim 31 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner for the reasons

that Claim 1 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner.

Newly added Claims 32-34 are dependent to parent Claim 1 and have all the

limitations of parent Claim 1. Since parent "Claim 1 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view

of Lightner, then Claims 32-34 are patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner.

Similarly, Claims 35-37 are dependent to parent Claim 29. Since parent

Claim 29 is patentable over Ogaki et al.A in view of Lightner, so ‘are Claims 35-37.

Claim 38 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner for the reasons

that Claim 29 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner. Claims 39-41 are

dependent to parent Claim 38. Since parent Claim 38 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view

of Lightner, so are Claims 39-41.
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Claim 43 is patentable for the reasons that Claim 23 is patentable. Since

Claims 44-53 are dependent to parent Claim 43, they have all the limitations of parent Claim

43 and are patentable for the reasons Claim 43 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view

Lightner.

Claims 54-56 are dependent to parent Claim 9 and have all the limitations of

parent Claim 9. Since parent Claim 9 is patentable over Lightner, Claims 54-56 are

patentable over Lightner.

Claim 57 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner for the same

reasons Claim 29 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner. Furthermore, Claims

58-60 are dependent to parent Claim 57 and have all the limitations of parent Claim 57.

Since Claim 57 is patentable over Ogaki et al.' in view of Lightner, so are Claims 58-60.

Claim 61 is dependent to parent Claim 23 and has all of its limitations. Since\

‘ parent Claim 23 is patentable over ‘Ogaki set all. in view of Lightner, so is Claim 61.
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In -view of the foregoing amendments and remarks, it is respectfully requested

that the outstanding rejections and objections to this application be reconsidered and

withdrawn, and Claims 1-63, now in this application be allowed.

Respectfully submitted,
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on page 3, line 12 of the above-identified patent

application, it states "it is an objective of the invention to

provide a new and improved methodology/system to electronically

sell and distribute digital audio music".

The terms "electronically sell", "electronic sales" and

"electronically sold" are used throughout the specification of

the above-identified patent application.

One-skilled in the art would know that an electronic

sale inherently assumes a transferring of money by providing an

account number or a credit or debit card number which then allows

for access to or a transferring of a service or product through

telecommunications lines.

One skilled in the art would know that an electronic

sale inherently assumes a charging of a fee to an account which

then allows for access to or a transferring ofga product or

service through telecommunications lines.

The use of transferring money across telecommunication

connections, such as by telephoning over the phone lines the

agent who has a first party's hard disk, or charging a fee to a

purchaser or "second party" preferably at a location remote from

a purchaser or "second party", for obtaining data on the first
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party's hard disk through telecommunications lines is well known

. to one skilled in the art to be part of electronic sales.

The above-identified patent application states on paged

7, first paragraph that the "Hard Disk 10 of the agent authorized

to electronically sell and distribute the copyrighted Digital

Audio Music is the originating source of music in the

configuration as outlined in figure 1".

One skilled in the art would know that, as found in

Claim 1, the "first party" includes the agent who is authorized

to electronically sell and distribute music; and the "second

party“ is to whom the music is distributed. one skilled in the

art would also know since the music is distributed through

electronic sale, "the second party must be financially distinct

from the first party" or there could be no sale. Furthermore,

the "second party" must have a "receiver" (the control IC of the

user in figure 1) in his "possession" in order to receive the

music electronically from the hard disk of the agent over the

telecommunications lines, such as telephone lines. This

"possession" can further be seen since the telephone lines

connect to the receiver which is in turn connected to the hard

disk 60, playback ram 50d, video display 70, speakers 80 and

control panel 50a, as shown in figure 1; and as stated beginning

on page 8, line 24 that after "literally thousands of songs" are
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stored on the "user's hard disk 60 . . ; the user types in the

appropriate commands on the control panel 50a“ to ultimately play

pthe desired song. "The user may request specific songs to be

electronically cued for playback . . i or randomly" selected

songs. "[T]he video display screen 70 can display the lyrics of

the songs being played T . .". The playing of multiple songs

takes time, and since they are "permanently stored" (page 9, line

4) for the user to listen to them over and over, it is clear to

one skilled in the art that the "receiver" and the "second

memory" are in the possession of the second party. This is

because it only makes sense for all of this to occur *— the

listening over and over, the cueing, the playing of multiple

songs, the displaying of the lyrics of the song being played --

if the second party can possess and control the receiver or the

second memory over long periods of time, such as days, weeks,

months or years. This is opposed to the time to purchase a tape

or cassette with a desired song or a video from a vending machine

in possession and control of the distributor or retailer, which

‘occurs in minutes, both so the purchaser can obtain the product

quickly and move on, and so the next purchaser can gain access to

the first party's vending machine and purchase his or her

selection. The quicker the transaction, the more money the

distributor or retailer can make in regard to vending machines.
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one skilled in the art knowing that an object of the

invention relates to "electronic sales" and that the agent, "a

first party", who has control of the hard disk 10 is authorized‘

"to electronically sell and distribute", and that the hard disk

10 communicates with the user's ("second party's") control unit

.50, the "receiver" in the "possession of the second party",

through "telephone lines 30" (electrical lines) would also know

that the "electronic sales" as disclosed refers to the well known

practices of "transferring" and verifying monies across telephone

lines such as by a "credit card"; or by "charging a fee" to the

second party, so the second party can gain access to the first

partyfs memory through telecommunications lines to select the

desired digital video or digital audio signals.

Electronic sales encompasses all of the above.

Essentially, electronic sales covers any type of fee charges or

money transfers, except an actual physical transfer of coins or

bills at the second party location of the second party, with a

connection via telecommunication lines between the first memory

of the first party, and the receiver in possession and control of

the second party.

I further declare that all statements made herein of my

own knowledge are true and that all statements made on

information and belief are believed to be true; and further, that
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these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false
statements in the like so made are punishable by fine or 5

imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the

United States Code, and that such willful false statements may

jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issuing
thereon.
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‘ PATENT
V

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT‘ AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

em re application of: Arthur R. Hair

0 8 /023,398 Group No.2 2313
February 26, 1993 Examiner: - H. Nguyen

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington. D.C. 20231

AMENDMENT TRANSMITFAL

Transmitted herewith is an amendment for this application.

2. Applicant is

K] a small entity — verified statement:
13 attached.

I21 already filed.

Cl other than a small entity.

CERTIFICATE OE MAILING (37 CPI-‘I 1.8(aI)

I hereby certify that this paper (along with any referred to as being attached or enclosed) is being deposited
with the United State Postal Sevice on the date shown below with sulficient postage as first class mail in an
envelope addressed to the: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington. D.C. 20231.

Tracey L. Milka

‘ (Type or print name ol person mailing p er)

Date: z>7« 3 0 73 if /20 win
(Signature of perfi mailing paper)

(Amendment Transtnitta1‘[9-19]—page I of 4)
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NOTE:

NOTE‘

EXTENSION OF TERM

‘Extension oi Time in Patent Cases (Supplement Amendments) —- It a timely and complete response
has been filed after a Non-Final Ottice Action. an extension of time is not required to permit filing
and/or entry of an additional amendment alter expiration of the shortened statutory period.

It a timely response has been filed alter a final olfioe Action. an extension of time is required to
permit filing and/or entry of a Notice of Appeal or filing and/or entry at an additional amendment
after expiration of the shortened statutory period unless the timely-filed response placed the
application in condition for allowance. 0! course, if a Notice of Appeal has beenliled within the
shortened statutory period. the period has ceased to run. ' Notice of December 1a;~19a5 (1061 0.6.
34-35).

See 37 CFR 1.645 for extensions of time in interference proceedings and 37 CFH 1.550(c) for
extensions of firne in reexaminafion proceedings.

3. The proceedings herein are for a patent application and the provisions of 37 CFR
1.136 apply

(complete (a) or (b) as applicable)

(a) Applicant petitions for an extension of time under 37 CFR 1.136 (fees: 37 CFR

C] one month
I] two months
Kl three months

CI four months

1.17(a)—(d) for the total number of months checked below:

Fee for other than

;.='n.a“4*iI1
$ 110.00
$ 360.00
S 840.00

$1.320.00

Fee

Fee for

small entig
S $5.00
$180.00

$420.00
$660.00

Extension

(months)

‘ If an additional extension of time is required please consider this a petition therefor.

[3

(check and complete the next item, if applicable)

An extension for months has already been secured and the fee
paid therefor of $ is deducted from the total fee due for the total
months of extension now requested. ‘

Extension fee due with this request $

OF-l

Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this condi-

tional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that ‘applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for extension of time.

(Amendment. Transmittal [9-l9]—page 2 of 4)
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FEE FOR CLAIMS

The fee for claims (37 CFR 1.16(b)-(d)) has been calculated as shown below:
OTIER THAN A

(Col. 1) (Col. 2) (Col. 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

CLAIUS
RENAINING IIGHEST NO

AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT ADDIT. ADDIT.
AMENDMENT PAID FOR EXTRA RATE FEE OR RATE FEE

TOTAL ' MINUS " X‘I‘I= 3 - X22= S

INDEP. ' 14 MINUS "' 8 6 x37= S 222 . x74'-'—' 3

D_ FIEST PRESENTATION OF MUL'I1PI.E DEP. CLAIII +115= S ’ +230= 3

TOTAL OR TOTAL

ADDl'l'.FEE 5 574,00 ADDII’.
FEES

lI‘lIIo.onlrvIt_ICol.1Is|esslhanentrylnCoI.2.vlri!o“0'lnCol.3.
lflloo"!IghosiNo.PrvviouslyPa£dfor"INTIISSPACElslesol.han20.enter“20".
lfflIo“I'Ighes!No.PrevlouslyPaIdFor’lNTI-lSSPACEl:lesslhau3,anIer“3’.
‘I'ho“IIgI|octNo.ProvIouslyPaIdFor"('I'ota|orlndop.)IslI\ohlghcstnumbetfoundlnlho
upmpdateboxincol.1olaprloramendmentorthanumberolc£a|msodginallyfilod.

WARNING: ‘After final rejection or action (5 1. 1 13) amendments maybe made cancelling claims or complying
with any requirement of form which has been made. ' 37 CFR § 1.116(3) ‘(emphasis added).

(complete. (c) or (d) as applicable)

(c) D No additional fee for claims is required.

' OR

Total additional fee for claims required 574-00

FEE PAYMENTa s

Attached is a check in the sum of$ 

Charge Account No. ___j___L__ the sum of
$___._.

A duplicate of this transmittal is attached.

FEE DEFICIENCY

- NOTE: lftherelsafeedeficiencyand!herel‘snoaumorizan'onwdlarge-anacaaunaaddifionelfeesam
necwsalymcovermeaddifiwmlfimeazlrsumedmmakmgupdlemymaldefidemy.lflhemaximum.
six-month pen'od has expired before me delidency is noted and corrected. the appfiaabn is held
abandoned. In those instances where aumafizadon to charge is included. processing delays are
encounleredinretunfingmepaperstomePT0HnanceBrandnharderroappIymesed1aryesprior
toacllcnon mezzses. Authorization recharge medeposiraccountfaranyfeedelidencyshould
be dlecked. See the Notice of April 7, 1986. (1065 O.G. 31-.33). -

6. IX If any additional extension and/or fee is required, charge Account No.
19-0737

(Amendment Transmittal [9-l9]—page 3 of 4)
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ANDIOB

[3 If any _/a3d7ditional fee for ciaims is required, charge Account No.19-0 ' ‘

SIGN as os= Arroausv

Reg. No.: 30,587 . Ansel M. Schwartz
Attorney at Law

Type or print name of attorne-y
Ta-No:(412) 621-9222 425 N. Craig Street

Suite 301

R0. Address

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

(Amendment Transmittal [9-19]—page 4 of 4)
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In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR JAN 2 8

‘” *4 -‘Q§,:iP
A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO SIGNALS

Serial No. 08/023,398

Filed: February 26, 199

Art Unit: 2313

Patent Examiner: \J%\§%\¢/%\¢/\&\J\./é%\/
H. Nguyen

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

January 20, 1994 crarmcm or MA!L|NG

I hereby certify that the correspcmtence is
being deposited with the United States Postal

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks SW66 as first class mail in an envelope
addressed to: C-tm!miSSi0_-'29? of Patents and
TradenIsrt.s.WasiIi.rrc-n, “:6 . ,

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

Anset M. Schwartz

Registration No. 30,587

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT I Z Z 9 [93
Data

It is respectfully requested that the document listed below be considered in the

above-identified patent application and made of record. A full text copy of the pertinent

paper is enclosed and this submission is believed to be in compliance with the appropriate

rules concerning information disclosure statements.

This patent came to the attention of applicant within the last month of the date

of this statement.

No representation is made or intended that better art than that submitted

hereunder is available.
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O

U.S. Patent No. 4 521 806

This patent discloses a recorded program communication system for the

transfer of video/audio program material.

Respectfully submitted,

CERTIFICATE or MAILING ARTHUR R. HAIR
I hereby certify that the correspondence is V

being ‘deposited with the United States Postal

Service as first class mail in an envelope y ,
addressed to: commissioner ol Patents and B)’__

"3d°““""5~ Washllnfl"Qvz§2£231v Ansel M. Schwartz, Esquire
°" Reg. No. 30,587

' V 425 N. Craig Street
Suite 301

M59‘ M- 3C"W3“1 Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Registration No.30.587 412 21_ 222

13.0 ( ) 6 9

D“ Attorney for Applicant
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24 Q

94 is THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 455
vi‘

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Serial No. 08/023,393

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

‘AUDIO s1qNAL§_ ._ _ A

JAN 31 1994

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

January 18, 1994

Filed: February 26, 1993

Art Unit: 2313

Patent Examiner: %%\/\-/\/\-/\./\-/\J\J%%%
H. Nguyen

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

Enclosed is a listing on Form PTO—1449 of the prior art reference not

considered in the previous Form PTO-1449. This form was not included with the

~ Information Disclosure Statement that was filed on December 30, 1993. Also please find a

copy of the cited patent thereon.

Respectfully submitted,

CERIIFICATE or MAILING IARTHU . HAIR

_' rereb~/ certify that the correspondence is
E-mag depssxted with the United States Postal
service as first class mail in an envelone By

. giagsssed to: Ctitnmissmner of Patents and Ansel M- Schwartz; Esquire
0:, m:.‘I:tS.‘v‘v':’:‘.'>»‘ll.".lgl~ 2'231, Reg_ No_ 30,537

425 N. Craig Street
Suite 301

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

_Re§i:::;t?:hSif:V§aor,%a7 (412) 621-9222

D23 ? Attorney for Applicant
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U.S. Patent No. 4,538,176

This patent discloses a buffer memory dispersion type vide/audio transmission

Respectfully submitted,

ARTHUR R. HAIR

{
Ansel M. Schwartz, Esquire

Reg. No. 30,587

425 N. Craig Street
Suite 301

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

(412) 621-9222

Attorney for Applicant
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"In reiAp:p'1ic'ation: of:

E I IIR. R._ HAIR

‘ Se‘rialNo.v 08/023,393"

InInu D SIATES PATENT oFF_icE I

HECEIVED f f

L ~ MAY 0 5 1994-

\\ GRDUP 23007

)

)

)

)

3
Filed:'‘-; February5~26,"~ 1993 ) A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING « -

)

)

)
)

)

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR !

Art Unit: 2313 AUDIO SIGNALS.

Patent Examiner:

H. Nguyen

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
CERTIFICATE‘ OF MAILING

April 26, 1994
I hereby certify that the correspondence is

being deposited with the United States Postal '

Service as first class mail in an envelope

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks "‘“""“"' ‘°‘ °°"'”“55i°-"9-’ 0‘ Pafefits and
- lrademarlis, Washir J

* Washington, D.C. 20231:

Sir: nsel Schwartz

I Registratia‘ No. 30,587 i

. ' 26 ‘I
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEME am

It is respectfully requested that the document listed below be considered in the

above-identified patent application and made of record. A full text copy of the pertinent

paper is enclosed and this submission is believed to be in compliance with the appropriate

rules concerning information disclosure statements.

This patent came to the attention of applicant within the last two months of the

date of this statement.

No representation is made or intended that better art than that submitted

hereunder is available.
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U.S. Patent No. 4 789 863

This patent discloses a pay per view entertainment system.

Respectfully submitted,

CERTIFICATE OF MAIUNG ARTHUR R_ HAIR

I hereby certify that the correspondence is
being deposited with the United States Postal

Service as first class mail in an envelope B
addressed to: Commissioner of Patents and y
lrademarks,Wa§hi , , Ansel M. Schwartz, Esquire

°" Reg. No.‘ 30,587

425 N. Craig Street
Suite 301

Ansel M. Schwartz Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Registtation No. 30,587 (412) 621-9222

.‘ L_/{atom
M9 Attorney for Applicant
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_  —-—?—»—~#;»?,

UNITED STAL’ DEPARTMENT ‘OF COMMERCE .
-._Patent- and Tr‘L1_!crnark Office ~ ~ . » A

Address : COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS ’
Washington. D.C.'20231 .

seam; Numaen Hum; mu: FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO

°8'°23’°°8 °2’2°'9° “A” T M
’ NGUYEN, H

B3M 1 /0504 -

‘‘”3EL ”- 9°“”‘*"" —m:m1
425 N. CRAIG STREET, SUITE 301
PITTSBURGH. PA 15213

05/04/94
This is a carnmunicalion lrom the examine: in dzazgé of your applncation.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Thls appllcatlon has been examlnod  nmeto communication filed on 64 » >/ [I This action I: made final. .
A shortened slalulory perlod for vesponsa lo this actlon Is seal tooxplr mon1h(s). ‘~"""*days from the demo! thls loner.
Fallure to respond wlthln the perlod Tor response will cause thaappllcatlon to.‘becomelabandonod.- 35_U.S.C. 133

Fun I  0MNG A‘l"I'ACHMENT(s)-fllE PART OF ACTIOW1. Notice 01 Retarences Cited tiy Examiner. PTO»892. 2. Notlco re Patent Drawing. PTO-948.
1 D Notice 91 An Citod by Appllcam. PTO-1449. 4. Cl Notlce oi Informal Patent »Appuc_auon, Form PTO-152.
5. D lnlonnallon on How lo Eflecl Drawing Changes. PTO—14T4. 1 El

PITT II ‘ SUMMARY OF ACTION _

1. mama are pending In the appllcatlon. _
V 01 the above. claims T ‘ are wllhdraum from consldeunlon.

'2. El cIalms_ have been cancelled.
are allowed.

'_me_& wan InIorr_IiaI dl‘ov}ln9sfl.lnd_ot 'c'.r.n. ta: wlilcn aiegooiaptanle 16¢ exmnlnéllonipurposas _.
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Serial No. 08/023398
Art Unit 2313

'1. The amendment filed on 01/03/94 has been entered.

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of

35 U.S.C. § 102 that form the basis for the rejections under this
section made in this Office action: ~

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed
publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or
on sale_in this country, more than one year prior to the date
of application for patent in the United States.

3. Claims 1-3, 8-9, 16-18, 23-24, 29-44, 51-63 are rejected under

35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by Freeny, Jr.'US(452864 .

Freeny, Jr. a method for transferring digital information

which includes forming :1 connection through telecommunications»

lines between a first memory of a first party and a second memory

of a second party, the first part having the digital signals,

selling electronically by the first party to the second party

through the telecommunication lines the desired digital signals,

transferring the desired digital signals from the first party to

the second party through said lines while the second memory is in

possession and control of the second party and the step of storing

the digital signals in the second memory. See figure 1 and its

fully description.

4. Claims 4-7, 10-15, 19-22, 25-28, 45-50 would be allowable if

rewritten to include all of the limitations of the base claim and

any intervening claims.
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Serial No. 08/023398
Art Unit 2313

5. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to Hoa Nguyen
whose telephone number is (703) 305-9687.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of
this application should be directed to the Group receptionist whose
telephone number is (703) 305-9600.

D I

HOA T. NGUYEN

PRIMARY EXAMINEP

GROUP 2300
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_ MTENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

N_on'ce gs 8"E_FERE'>NCES.ACIT‘E'D' _ .

L

M

SUE PERTINENT
CLASS srns. pp.DWG SPEC.

0EEIE

“ A copy of this reference is not being furnished with this office action.
(See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, section 707.05 (a).)
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u.s. bérnnfueirr OEQQMMERCE
- V . Pgter\t'ar\dTraq adrofflee ”

_ mpirb 'Dl:1AF:'TS:ME'N"Rl.flII:EW ALL ORIGINALLY ll-'lL_E|iJ Dnnwirrcsrunémnocsss . __ V
OF WHETHER THEY WERE DESIGNATED AS lNFORNIl_\|._'OR FORMAL; ADDITJONALLY. THE PATENT
5' EXAMINER WILL THE DRAWINQS FO CON|PUAN_QE WITH THE REGU ATIONSJ j .

The drawings tiled V' ‘ "

A. D are approved bythé draftsperson. ‘ _ p ._ I _ V I p g , V
B. are objected to by the draftsperson under 37 CFR 1.84,tor the reason(s) checked below. The examiner will require A

ubmission of new, corrected drawings at the appropriate time. Corrected drawings must be submitted according to the H '
‘ instructions listed on the back of this Notice.

1. Paper and ink 37 CFR 1-84(3) ' 5. Hatching and Shading. 37 cm 1.s4(a)

El Sheet(s)_aPoor- , D Shade Um am Required_
2. Size of Sheet and Margins. 37 CFR 1.a4(n) _ Fi9l$)T

Acceptable Paper Sizes and Margins . |:| Criss-Cross Hatching Not Allowed.
. Prsize HMS)

_ Bjflby fllflby D|NsizeM ‘‘—‘—‘*j‘
E] Double Line Hatching Not Allowed.

You 2 inches Flats)

L°" ‘/4 ‘“°“ V‘ W‘ E] Parts in Section Must be Hatched.
Right 1/4ind1 1/4 and: . . Fig“)Bottom 1/4 inch 1/4 inch

_ rence Characters. 37 CFR t.84(t)

El PTODGT SW9 Paflef Relluifeii - I! Reference Characters Poor or incorrectly Sized.
All Sheets Must be Same Size. FMS)Sheet(s)

[:] Reterenc Characters Placed Incorrectly.P M ' R ‘d. .
[:I roper argms equire Ems)Sheet(s)

D Top G RIGHT 7. Views. 37 CFR 1.84(i) 3. (j) -

D LEFT '3 501-]-OM . |:] Figures Must be Numbered Properly.

3. c amcter of Lines. 37 CFR1.B4(c) C] Figures Must N01 be Connected-
Fielsl

Lines Pale 0 Rough and Blurred. ’—"”'*‘*

‘_‘Fi9(S):;%. ' B. D identification of Drawings. 37 CFR 1.84(1)
— ‘ Extraneous Matter or Copy Machine

lj Solid Black Shading Not Allowed. Marks not Auowea Fig(s)

FMS) ‘ ' g ' " 9. D Changes Not Completed from Prior
4. E] Photographs Not Approved. . Pm’943 ‘med

E] Comments;
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,v \

.2’ iii,‘ .. “\

,r}§Af>p1ication of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Serial No. 08/023,398

Filed: February 26, 1993

Art Unit: 2313

Patent Examiner:

H. Nguyen

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

AMENDMENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE I

W
)

)

)

) C

: M
) A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING 7} 1
)

)

)

)

)

)

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDE(%{9&1$E"vEB
AUDIO SIGNALS

JUL 2 S 1994

GROUP 2300

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

1111), 13, 1994 CERTIFICATE OF MAIUNG

l hereby eertifythat the correspondence ls
being deposited with the United States Postal
Service as first class mail in an envelope
addressed to: Commissioner of Patems am

lrademarlrsjw s if 20231,on. 

Ansel . Schwartz
Raystratinn No. 30,587

' ‘lflifij
Me

In response to the Office Action dated May 4, 1994, please enter the following

amendments to the above-identified application as follows:

IN THE ABSTRACT:

1/‘

Line 3, before "audio" insert -- digital -— ;

/
Line 7, before "audio" insert -- digital -— ;
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0
/ .

Line 10, before "audio" insert -- digital —- ;

Line 1/1, before "audio" insert -- digital -- ;

Line 4, before "audio" insert -- digital -- ;

- ' Line 16, before "audio" insert -- digital -- ;

‘ Line 17, before "audio" insert —— digital -- ;

Line 21, before "audio" insert —— digital -- ;

Line 28, before "audio" insert -- digital -- ;

Line 29, before "audio" insert -- digital —— ;

Line 31, before "audio" insert —— digital —— ;

IN THE CLAIMS:

1. (Twice Ame . e d for transferring desired digital video or digital
audio signals comprisin e step : '
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forming a connection through telecommunicatins lines between a first

memory of a first party at a first pagty location and a secod memory of a second party afi

second art location remote from the first art locatio , said first memory having [said

desired digital video or digital audio signals] a first or hard disk havin a luralit of

diital video or diital audio sinals includin the d ired diital. video or diital audio

sinals and a sales random access memo chi hich temoraril stores a relica of the

desired diital video or diital audio sinals 0: hased b the second art for subs uent

transfer via telecommunications lines to the ‘ ond memo of the second art '

[selling electronically by e first party to the second party through

telecommunications lines, the desired igital video or digital audio signals in the first

memory; and]

telehonin the irst art controllin use of the first memo b the second

rovidi : a credit card number of the second art controllin the second

memor to the firs art controllin: the first memo so the second art is chared. mone '

electronically coding the desired digital video or digital audio signals into a A

confiuratin which would revent unauthorized reroduction of the desired diital video or

diital a dio sina1s'
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storingfa lica of‘ the desired di ital vid or di ital audio si nals from the

hard disk into the sales random access memory chip’ A

transferring the desired digital v deo or digital audio signals from thefirst

memory of the first party to the second me ory of the second party through

telecommunications lines while the seco d memory is in possession and control of the second

Cancel Claims 2-4 and 8.

/
Claim 5,.1ine 1, change "4" to -- 1 -- .

91 (Twice Amended) A system for transferrin digital video or digital audio

signals comprising:

a first party control unit ha 'ng [a first in m’ I having desired digital video or

digital audio signals] flrst art h (1 disk havin a lur ' i ital video or di ital audio

si nals which include desir i ital video or di ital audio si nals a sales random access

memory chip electronj , ly connected to the first Qarty hard disk for storing a replica ‘of the
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. ‘

desired digital video or digital audio signals of the first party’s hard di _ , and means [or a

mechanism] for electronically selling the desired digital video or d' ital audio signals;

a second party control unit having a second p y control panel, a second

memory connected to the second party control panel, and _eans [or a mechanism] for

playing the desired digital video or digital audio signal connected to the second memory and

"the second party control panel, said playing means r mechanism] operatively controlled by

the second party control panel, said second party ontrol unit remote from the first party

control unit, said second party c_ontr_o1'unit_ pla by the second party at a location

determined by the second party;

telecommunications line connected to the first party control unit and the

second party control unit through w ch the electronic sales of the desired digital video or

digital audio signals occur and th ugh which the .desired digital video or digital audio signals

are electronically transferred f om the first memory to the second memory while the second
memory is in possession d control of the second party after. the desired digital video or

digital audio signals at sold to the second party by the first party.

/ .
Cancel Claim 10.

/
Claim 11, line 1,schange "10" to -- 63 —- .
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'/
Cancel Claim 16. ‘

second party comprising:

I
| \

means or a mechanism for transferring oney electronically _via

telecommunications lines from the second party to t e first party controlling use of the first

memory, at a location remote“'from the second m ory, said second party controlling use

and_ in possession of the second memory;

means or a mechanism for ‘c necting electronically via telecommunications

lines the first memory with the second in ory such that the desired digital video or digital

audio signals can pass therebetween,‘ 7d connectiiigmeans or mechanism in electrical
communication with the transferring eans or mechanism sai‘. connecting means or

_n3echanism compn's_es a first contr unitin ossession and control of the first art and a

&:ond control unit in ossessio and control of the second art said first control unit -

com rises a first control an‘ first control inte rated circuit and a sales random access _

memory,-s id sales rando access memo and said first control anel in electrical

_ _c_o__munication with saidfirst control integrated circuit, said second control unit comprising a

second control anel second control inte rated circuit an incomin random access

memory_ai_id a lab k random access memo said second control anel said incomin
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means or a mechanism for tran itting the desired digital video or digital

audio signals from the first memory with transmitter in control and possession of the first

party to axreceiver having the second emory, while said receiver is in possession and

control of the second party, said r eiver placed at a location determined by the second

party, said transmitting means 0 mechanism in electrical communication with said

connecting meansior mechan' m; and

a mechanism for storing the digital video or digital audio signals in

the second memory, said storing means or mechanism in electrical communication with said

s or mechanism.

/ /
Cancel Claims 18 and 19. A

/
Claim 20, line 1, change "19" to.-- 64 -- .

23. (Twice Amended) A _sys for transmitting desired digital video or

FLK digital audio signals stored on a first mory of a first party at a first location to a secondmemory of a second party at a ond party location comprising:
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in

means or a mechanism for the first party to charge a feelto the second party

‘ for access to the desired digital video or digital audio signals at alocation remote from the

second locatiori, said first party controlling use of the first memory, said second party

controlling use and in possession of the second memory said means or mechanism for the

first art to char e a fee includes means or a mechanism or transferrin mone

electronically via telecommunications lines to the first rt at a location remote from the

sgg_o_nd memogy at the second location;

means or a mechanism for conne ing electronically viatelecommunications

lines the first memory with the second memo such that the desired digital video or digital

audio signals can pass therebetween, said c nnecting means or mechanism in electrical

communication with thetransferring me_ s or mechanism, said connecting means or

mechanism com rises a first control u .it in r)os‘s'es.sion and control -of the first party and a

second control unit in ossession a I control of the second party, said first control unit

comprises_a first control anel f st control inte rated circuit. and a sales random access
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means or a mechanism for transmitting the sired digital video or digital

audio signals from the first memory with a transm'

party to a receiver having the second memo while said receiver is in possession and control

of the second party, said receiver plac by the second party at the second party location.

determined by the second party, .« transmitting means or mechanism in electrical

communication with said co ecting means or mechanism; and

mean or a mechanism for storing the digital video or digital audio signals in

the second me ry, said storing means or mechanism in electrical communication with said

transmittin eans or mechanism.

-///"/
Cancel Claims 24, 25, 29-42 and 61.

Claim 26, line 1, change "25" to -- 65 -- .
\

43. (Amended) A system for transferring dig’ o: video signals from a first

party to a second party at a second party location com sing:

a first party control unit havin a first memory having a plurality of desired

individual video selections as desired d'1tal video signals, a first party control unit which

includes a first art hard disk ha ‘n the luralit of diital video sinals which include

desired diital video sinals nd a sales random acces memo chi electronicall
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connected to the first art hard disk for storing a replica 9f the desired digital video signals/

of the first party’s hard disk, and means or a mechanismfor the first party to charge a fee to

the second party for access to the desired digital video signals at a location remote from the

second party location;

a second party control unit havi g a second party control panel, a receiver and

a video display for playing the desired digi video signals received by the receiver, said

second party control panel connected to t video display and the receiver, said receiver and

video display operatively controlled by e second party control panel, said second party

control unit remote from the first p control unit, said second party control unit placed by

the second party at a second party cation determined by the second party which is remote

from said first party control unit said second party choosing the desired digital video signals

from the first memory with s ' second partycontrol panel, said second party control unit

includes a second memory \ iich is conflcted tn the receiver and the video display, said

storin th . di ital video si nals that are received by the receiver to provide

the video dis la with t e di ital video signals; and

telec mmunications lines connected "to thefirst party control unit and the

second party con 01 unit through which the desired digital video signals are electronically

transferred fro the first memory to the receiver while the second party control unit is in

possession .d control of the second party after the desired digital video signals are sold to

the secon party by the first party,’
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Cancel Claims 44, 45 and 51-61.

Claim 46, line l, change "45" to -- 66 -- .

62. (Amended) A system for transferring digital audio s'nals from a first

party to a second party at a second party location comprising:

a first party control unit having a first memory aving a plurality of desired

individual songs as desired digital audio signals a‘ first art control unit yvhich includes a
first art hard disk havin a luralit of diital audio si als which include the desired

diital audio sinals and a sales random access memo chi electronicall connected to the

first party hard disk for storin a relica of the desi r- a diital audio sinals of the first

party’s hard disk, and means or a mechanism for he first party to charge a fee to the second

party for access to the desired digital audio si als at a location remote from the second

party location;

a second party control it having a second party control panel, a receiver and

speakers for playing the desired di'ta1 audio signals received by the receiver} said second

party control panel connected to ie ‘audio display and the receiver, said receiver and

speakers operatively controll - by the second party control panel, said second party control

unit remote from the first p y control unit, said second party control unit placed by the

second party at a second ,: arty location determined by the second party which is remote from
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said first party control unit, said second party choosing the desired dig" audio signals from

the first memory with said second party control panel said seco art control unit includes

a second memo which is connected to the receiver and t seakers said second memo

storing the diital audio sinals that are received b e receiver to rovide the seakers with

the digital audio signals; and

telecommunications lin connected to the first party control unit and the

second party control unit throug hich the desired digital audio signals are electronically

. transferred _from the first m ory to the receiverjwhile the second party control unit is in _

possession and control. I,’ the second party after the desired digital audio signals are sold to

the second party b he first party.

Cancel Claim 63.‘

Please add the following claims.

I0 '1’
£47 A system as described in Claimflfwherein the telecommunications lines

include telephone lines.

/6 ‘ 1/
Hf A system as described in Claim ,1?fwherein the telecommunications lines

include telephone lines.

‘L
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s described in Claim 23 wherein the telecommunications lines

9. ‘ I7
fl A system as described in Claimjg‘wherein the telecommunications lines

include telephone lines.

97 ab
/68’. A system as described in Claim 62’wherein the telecommunications lines

include telephone lines.

69. A system for transferring digital video or digital au io signals comprising:

a first party control unit having a first party hard sk having a plurality of

digital video or digital audio signals which include desired di tal video or digital audio

signals, a sales random access memory chip electronically connected to the first party hard

disk for storing a replica of the desired digital video 0 digital audio signals of the first

party’s hard disk,-and a mechanism for electronic y selling the desired digital video or

digital audio signals;

a second party control un' having a second party control panel, a second

control panel, and a mechanism for playing the

desired digital video or digital au 0 signals connected to the second memory and the second

party control panel, said playi g mechanism operatively controlled by the second party
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control panel, said second party control unit remote from the first part control unit, said

second party control unit placed by the second party at a location setermined by the second

telecommunications lines connected to t first party control unit and the

second party control unit through which the electro c sales of the desired digital video or

digital audio signals occur and through which th desired digital video or digital audio signals

are electronically transferred _from the first mory to the second memory while the second

memory is in possession and control of t second party after the desired digital video or

digital audio signals are sold to the s nd party by the first party.

70. " sys m a described in Claim 69 wherein the telecommunications lines

include telepho _

71. A system as described ' Claim 70 wherein the seco (1 party control unit

' cludes a second party hard disk ich stores a plurality of digi video or audio signals,

72. A system as described ' Claim 71 wherein the first party control unit

includes a firstparty control integrat A circuit which controls and executes commands of the
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first party and is connected to the first party hard disk, the first party s s random access

memory, and the second party control integrated circuit through the elecommunications

lines, said first party control integrated circuit and said second p y control integrated circuit

regulate the transfer of the desired digital video or audio sig Is; and a first party control

panel through which the first party control integrated circ t is programmed and is sent

commands and which is connected to the first party co trol integrated circuit.

73. A system as described in C1 ' 72 wherein the second party control unit

includes a second party control integrated ci uit which controls and executes commands of

the second party and is connected to the ond party hard disk, the playback random access

memory,Aand the first party control i egrated circuit through the telecommunications lines,

circuit,

telecommunic Ions lines for temporarilffilthe desired digital video or audio signals
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e

Mg’ 5. A system as described in Claim 74  e second party control unit_ I

prl inclu es a video display unit connected to t layback random access memory chip and to
the second party integrated circuit r displaying the desired digital video or audio signals.
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REMARKS

Claims 1, 5-7, 9, 11-15, 17, 20-23, 26-28, 43, 46-50, 62 and 64-75 are

currently active.

Claims 2-4, 8, 10, 16, 18 and 19, 24, 25, 29-42, 44, 45, 51-61 and 63 have

been cancelled.

Claims 64-75 have been added.

The Examiner in the last Office Action stated that Claims 4-7, 10-15, 19-22,

25-28 and 45-50 would be patentable if rewritten in independent form. Applicant has done

this, canceling or eliminating the claims identified as not patentable at this time.

Amended Claim 1 is Claim 4 written in independent form with the limitations

of any intervening claims. Amended Claim 9 is dependent Claim 10 written in independent

form with the limitations of any intervening claims. Amended Claim 17 is dependent Claim

19 written in independent form with the limitations of any intervening claims. Amended

Claim 23 is dependent Claim 25 written in independent form with the limitations of any

intervening claims. Amended Claim 43, is dependent Claim 45 written in independent form

with the limitations of any intervening claims. Amended Claim 62 is Claim 45 written in

independent form with the limitations of any intervening claims except that instead of digital
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video signals, it refers to digital audio signals. Claims 64-68 have antecedent basis from

figure 1.

Claim 69 has antecedent basis in Claim 9. Claim 70 has antecedent basis from

figure 1. Claims 71-75 have‘ antecedent basis from Claims 11-15, respectively.

The difference between independent Claim 9 and dependent claims thereto,

and independent Claim 69 and dependent claims thereto is that the former set of claims

utilizes means plus function language in regard to 35 U.S.C. §1l2, while the latter set of

claims do not have means plus function language and thus are not controlled by 35 U.S.C.

§112, paragraph 6.

Applicant requests the Examiner to review any double patenting possibility of

the above-identified patent application in regard to U.S. Patent 5, 191,573. If the Examiner

' determines there is no need for any double patenting concern, then applicant requests that the

Examiner deem this request to consider double patenting as moot.

Applicant also brings to the attentirn of the Examiner two separate information

disclosure statements concerning the reference Abraham filed on January 20, 1994 and the

reference Bush filed on April 26, 1994, in the Patent and Trademark Office. In the last

Office Action, no mention is made of these two information disclosure statements. Applicant

requests they be made of record. If the Examiner does not have these in her possession,
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then it is requested that the Examiner call app1icant’s attorney who will be glad to provide

her with new copies of the same.

In view of the foregoing amendments and remarks, it is respectfully requested

that the outstanding rejections and objections to this application be reconsidered and

withdrawn, and Claims 1, 5-7, 9, 11-15, 17, 20-23, 26-28, 43, 46-50, 62 and 64-75, now in

this applicationbe allowed.

Respectfully submitted,

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that the correspondence is
being deposited with the United States Postal
Service as first class mail in an envelope
addressed to: Commissioner ot Patents and

lradernarks,Washi 0 DC 0231, _
on M. Schwartz, Esquire

ARTHUR R. HAIR

. Reg. No. 30,587

425 N. Craig .Street

Ansel M.Scliwaru _ ‘ -_ ~. Suite 301
Registration No. 30.587 ‘ Pittsburgh, PA 15213

7a; [91 _ (412) 621-9222
Date

Attorney for Applicant
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)3 . Q2 . PATENT
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

sling‘ re application of: . Arthur R. Hair
§e'rialNo.: 0 8/ 023,398 Group No.: 2313

February 26, 1993 Examinefi H. Nguyen
A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS

Commissioner ot Patents and Trademarks

Washington. D.(:. 20231

JUL 25 I994

GRUUP 2300 ‘
AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL

Transmitted herewith is an amendment for this application.l

2. Applicant is

[X a small entity — verified statement:

El attached.

IX] already filed.

[3 other than a small entity.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 CPR 1.8(a|)

I hereby certify that this paper (along with any relerred to as being attached or enclosed) is being deposited
with the United State Postal Sevice on the date shown below with sufficient postage as first class mail in an
envelope addressed to the: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. Washington. D.C. 20231.

Tracey L. Milka

(Type or print name of person mailing paper)

Date: _Z_’b.£'/ft‘. fl/\ ‘ X -
(Signature of pefign mailing paper) .

(Amendment Transmitta1‘[9-19]—page 1 of 4)
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EXTENSION OF TEBH

NOTE ‘Extension ot Time in Patent Cases (Supplement Amendments) — If a timely and complete response
has been filed after a Non-Final Otlice Action. an extension of time is not required to permit filing
and/or entry of an additional amendment after expiration of the shortened statutory period.

ll-a timely response has been filed after a Final Otfiw Action. an extension of time is required to
pennit filing and/or entry of a Notice of Appeal or filing and/or entry of an additional amendment
after expiration of the shortened statutory period unless the timely-filed response placed the
application in wndition for allowance. of (nurse. if a Notice of Appeal has been filed within the
shortened statutory period. the pen'od has ceased to run. ' Notice of Dewmber 10.‘ 7985 (1061 0.6.
34-35).

NOTE: See 37 CFR 1.645 for extensions of time in interference proceedings and 37 CPR 1.550(c) Ior
, extensions of fime in reexamination proceedings.

3. The proceedings herein are for a patent application and the provisions of 37 CFR
1.136 apply .

(complete _(a) or (b) as applicable)

(a) El Applicant petitions for.an_ extension of time under 37 CFR 1.136 (fees: 37 CFR
1.17(aHd) for the total number of months checked below:

Extension Fee for other than Fee for

(months) ' small entity small entity
B one month $ 110.00 $ 55.00
[3 two months $ 360.00 $180.00
C] three months 5 840.00 $420.00

U four months $1,320.00 $560.00
. Fee $...._.__

If an additional extension of time is required please consider this a petition therefor.

(check and complete the next item, if applicable)

Cl An extension for __._____ months has already been secured and the fee
paid therefor of $______ is deducted from the total fee due for the total
months of extension now requested.

Extension fee due with this request $

OR

(D) E] Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this condi-

tional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need tor a petition for extension of time.

(Amendment Transmittal [9-19]—page 2 of 4)
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FEE FOR CLAIMS

The fee for claims (37 CFR 1.16(b)—(d)) has been calculated as shown below:
OTIER THAN A

(Col. 1) (Col. 2) (Col. 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

CLAIMS
REMAINING IIGHEST NO

AIWER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT ADDIT. ADDIT.
AMENDMENT PAID FOR EXTRA RATE FEE OR RATE FEE

TOTAL ' MINUS ' X1 1 =' 3

INDEP. ' MINUS "' x37== S

E] FIIIST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEF. CLAIII +115=' 5

TOTAL
ADDIT. FE S

' lltheenlrylncol.1|sIeeathaneIItI'vinCol.2.write"0"inCol.3.
" II the “richest No. Previously Paid ior'lN‘l'l-ISSPACE ls leeeuunzo. enter "20".

"‘ lithe“!-Ighestuo.PrevioustyPaldFor'lN11-llSSPAcElslessthan3.onter“3'.
The “I-Ilghest No. Previously bald For"‘(Total or lndeo.) is the highest number tound in the
appropriate box In col. 1 of a prior amendment or the number ot claims originally tiled.

WARNING: ‘After final rejection oraction (§ 1. I 13) amendments may be made cancelling claims or complying
with any requirement of form which has been made.‘ 37 CFR § 1. 116(3) (emphasis added).

(complete (c) or (d) as applicable)

(c) I31 No additional fee for claims is required.

OR ‘

Total additional fee for claims required $

FEE PAYMENT

Attached is a check in the sum ofL. __

Charge Account No. ___.’_:_ the sum‘ of
$______

A duplicate of this transmittal is attached.

FEE DEFICIENCY

- NOTE: Ilthereisafeedeficiencyandthereisnoauthonntiontocheryeanaccount additionalfeesam
necessary to cover the additional time consumed in making up the originaldeficiency. ll‘ the maxinnan.
six-month penbd has expired before the delidency is noted and contacted. me epplimfion is held
abandoned. In tlmse instances where aumonzation to charge is included. processing delays are
encounteladinretuming mopepers to thePTO Finance Branch inordertoapplythesechargespnbr
to actwn on the mses. Authofizetion to charge the deposit account for any fee deficiency should
be checked See the Nance ol Apnl 7. 1986. (1% 0.6. 31-33). -

6. [XI If any additional extension and/or fee is required. charge Account No.
19-0737 '- \

(Amendment Transmittal [9-l9]——page 3 of 4)
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ANDIOR

Bi If any ad7ditional fee for ciaimé is required, charge Account No.19-073-

As: was or rronuar.

Reg.No; 30,587 . , Ansel M. Schwartz
’ Attorney at Law

Type or print name of attorney

Tel. No.:(412) 621-9222 425 N. Craig Street
Suite 301

PO. Address

‘- Pittsburgh, PA 15213

(Amendment Transmittal [9-l9]—page 4 of 4)
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-p...'a I ma cmt=.;n'(e)iAn_E'pAn'r or THi§ Action:

. .1. _otReita_'r,ehoee'Citét1At;'yP‘TO-892 ' ' -»2. D NaflceoiDraftsntan'e Patent r5rg_tgnng'nev:ew..i>1o+aga:' ‘ " ‘3. Noticeqt-f\n’Citetib’yl§ppticartt.Ff;fO-1f149!(,3¢“:’r?£?) . - - IL D{Noiwoi.lntormai,P'atem/\PP'¥‘33~3i_9n. PTO-152
5. Cl.inrun:aisod‘bn.Hqwm‘enau‘o:-;mitrtgt>ttanges.Prot474 6..D -- . z - ‘

.pa}tn ‘ YOFACTION

are subject to restriction or election requirement

1. E] -This application been filed with litfcrmai drawings umier 37 cLi=.n. 1.35 which are acceptable for examination purposes.

B. Formal drawingsere required in response to this Office

1-D TtteAcorrec1eq.or;st1_b;c'titqte‘grawinpsttave been received on ' . Under 37 c.F.Fi. 1.84 these drawings
aw - aretn not acceptable (see explanation ot;Notice oi Draftsman‘: Patent Drawing Review. PTG948).

1o.‘D The prpposed. additional or_sub§titute shaet(s) or d:awrn{;s_,ruea on . has (have) been Uapproved by theexaminer: El by the eitaminer (see explanation).

Inn The proposed drewing correction. filed . < . - has been Dapproved: D disapproved (see explanation).

12 El Acknowledgement is matte qt‘ the dairn tor priority under,3$' U.S.C. 119. The certified copy has El been received U not been received
E) been flied in parent sertai no. ; filed on .

13. G Since this a;‘Spi1E:-1iIcn‘&pppear:'» It: be In condition tar except for iormai matters. prosecution as to the merits ls dosed In
with the practice under 5: pane Quayie.19a5 c.D. 11; 453 0.6. 213.

\:";“ Other v "-~+‘:.j:7>~.,:pL<“.~

-~ km-.i;5;«,~ «-
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Serial No. 08/023398
Art Unit 2313

LJ’

1. The amendment filed on 07/20/94 has been entered. Claims 2-4,
/Z"/'/V g_/‘/ L,/./\/L/"\./1/...r-

8, 10, 16, 18-19, 24-25,‘ 29-42, 44-45, 51-61, 63 have been

canceled. Claims 1, 5-7, 9, 11-15, 17, 20-23, 26-28, 43, 46-50, 62

nas 64-75 arepending for examination.

2. The title of the invention is not descriptive. A new title is

required that is clearly indicative of the invention to which the

claims are directed. The title should be included with a novelty

of the invention to help for use as a key for searching later on

when the application matures into a patent.

3. Prior art submitted on PTOL-1449s (01/24/94, 01/24/94 and

04/29/94) which are Nakajima’US/4538176, Abraham'Us/4521806 and

Bush'US/4789863 have been considered and are hereby made of record.

4. Claims 11-15, 20-22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, fourth

paragraph, as being of improper dependent form for failing to

further limit the subject matter of a previous claim.

Claims 11-15 are dependent on canceled claim 63. Claim 20 is

a duplicate of claim 64.

5. Claims 1, 5-7, 9, 17, 20-23, 26-28, 43, 46-50, 62, 64-75 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly

claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.

Claim 1, lines 8-9, "the desired digital video or .....second
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Serial No. 08/023398
Art Unit 2313

party" does not have antecedent basis. Lines 18-20, the step of

"electronically'coding..." does not have connection or relation to

other steps in the claim. Perhaps, applicant means (in lines 21+)

to store a replica of the coded desired digital signals, transfer

the stored replica of the coded signals and store the transferred

replica of the coded signals.

Claim 5, in the last three lines, it is not clear if applicant

means to initiate "from the first party" or if applicant means that

the video or audio signals are "from the first party".

Claim 6, lines 2-3, "the desired digital video or digital

audio signals received from the sales random access memory chip"

(emphasis is added) does not have antecedent basis. Also, this

limitation is an indirect limitation which renders the claim

language indefinite. Lines 3-4, "a ...hard disk for storing..

audio signals" is not clear which "desired...signals" are meant.

’Lines S-6, "..temporarily storing...signals" is not clear which

desired signals are meant. Line 6, "the storing step" is not clear

which storing step is meant because claim 1 includes more than one

storing step. Line 11, it is not clear what is meant by "to play

the desired...signals".

Claim 7, lines 1-2, "the transferring step..." is unclear and

confusing as to which transferring step is meant.

Claim 9, lines 10-13, "means operatively confirolled....control

panel" should be provided with functions. Line 19, "the first

memory" does not have antecedent basis.
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Serial No. 08/023398
Art Unit 2313

Claim 17, lines 4-5, "via telecommunications lines" is an

indirect limitation which is vague and indefinite. Lines 5-7, "the

first party controlling use of the first memory, at a location

remote from the second memory, said second party controlling use

and in possession of the second memory" (emphasis is added) is

indirect limitation which is vague and indefinite. If applicant

means to claim the limitation as a part of the system, positive

recitation should be placed in the body of the claim after
"comprising:", e.g.:--

first party controlling uszof a first memory;

second party controlling use of a second memory wherein said

first memory is at a location remote from said second memory.-e

Lines 8-9, "via telecommunications lines" is not clear if these

lines are the same or different from those recited in lines 4-5

above. Line 12, "said connecting .....control of the first party"

does not make sense as to how the "first control unit" (which is a

part of the claimed system" is "in possession and control of the

first party" (which is not claimed as a part of the system).

Similarly, line 13, "a second control unit....of the second party"

is found with similar problems. Lines 22-23, "with a transmitter

in control and possession of the first party", "a receiver having

the second memory", "said receiver placed at a location determined

by the second part" are indirect limitations which are vague and

indefinite. In the last paragraph, the "means or mechanism for

storing....." is not clear as to how it relates to the receiver.
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Applicant first seems 'to recite that the transmitting means

transmits desired signals from the first memory to the receiver and

wherein the second memory is a part of the receiver, then recites

that storing means or mechanism is for storing the desired signals

into the second memory. This is confusing because it can not be

determined how the storing meansgassociates with the other elements

in the claimed system. Further, it is confusing as to which "the

digital video or digital audio signals" are meant.

Claim 23, line 5, "for access to the desired ...signals at

location....second location" is functional language without support

of a source. Lines 6-7, "said first party...possession of the

second memory" is indirect limitation. Line 9, "the first party at

a location remote from the second memory...." lacks clear

antecedent basis. Lines 15-16, "a first control unit...contro1

...party" does not make sense. Lines 29-32, contains similar

problems to those of lines 21+ mentioned with respect to claim 17.

Claim 28, "...disp1ay...control of the second party" does not

make sense.

Claim 47, "includes a" should be —-includes said--. Claim 48

contains similar problems.

Claim 62, applicant claims "a first party control unit" with

a first memory having songs as desired signals, then claims " a

‘first party control unit" including a hard disk with audio signals

that includes "the desired...signals". This is confusing because

it does not make sense. These two first party control units need
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to be provided with functions. Lines 9-10, "for access to the

desired digital audio signals at location remote ...location" is

not clear which "the desired...signals.....remote..." is meant.

Line 12, "the desired digital audio signals received by the

receiver" does not have antecedent basis. This is an indirect

limitation. Line 13, "the audio display" does not have antecedent

basis. Line 15, "the first party control unit" is not clear which

unit is meant. Lines 20-21, " to provide the speakers with

...signals“ is confusing because, here, the speakers seem to be

separate from the receiver while, above, (lines 11-12) seems to

mean the receiver and speakers are one unit for playing signals.

Line 24, "are transferred" is functional language which is vague

and indefinite as to where the source of it. Lines 24-26,

"while...after...first party" does not make sense. Also, in the

preamble of the claim, applicant recites a system for transmitting

signals from a first party to a second party. This does not make

sense because signals can be transferred between devices not

between parties. The body of the claim recites two first control

units and a second control unit, connected to each other by

telecommunications lines. However, the body of the claim does not

make it clear as to what is functioning to transfer signals. The

claim also does not make it clear how the elements in the claim

associates to each other as a whole.

Claim 69, lines 17-18, "through...transferred" does not make

sense because other means such as first or second control unit must
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activates a transfer of signals so that the signals will be sent

through the communications lines. Lines 18-20, "whi1e...first

party" does not make sense.

Claim 71, functions of the second hard disk, playback RAM chip

with respect to the system as a whole are not clear. The memory

recited as a part of the second control unit is for storing digital

signals, and the hard disk (a part of the second control unit)

recited for storing digital signals, as well. This is confusing.

Relations between the hard diskb playback RAM chip, control panel,

second memory, and playing mechanism is not clear.

Claim 72, line 4, "the second...circuit" does not have

antecedent basis. Further, lines 4-5, "through...1ines" is not

clear what is meant to be connected therethrough. Lines 5-6, "said

first....signa1s" is not clear what applicant is trying to claim

since a structural relationship between the first and second

control integrated circuit are not clear. Line 7, "is programmed"

and "is sent" is not clear is meant to function to program and

send.’ Perhaps, "is sent commands" should ne --is sent with

commands--.

Claim 73, lines 6-8, "second part control panel" is confusing

with respect to the "a second party control panel" recited in claim

71. Further, "is programmed, "is sent" is vague.

Claim 75, "a video display unit" is confusing with respect to

the displaying mechanism in claim 71.

Claims which have not been mentioned are rejected because they
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are dependent on the rejected base claims.

6. Claims 1, 4-7, 9, 17, 20-23, 26-28, 43, 46-50, 62 and 64-75

would be allowable if rewritten or amended to overcome the

rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 112.

7. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to Hoa Nguyen

whose telephone number is (703) 305-9687.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of
this application should be directed to the Group receptionist whose

telephone number is (703) 395.-9600. -

HOA T. NGUYEN

PRIMARY EXAMINER
GROUP 2300
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,: .
. THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE.

[WW 1 13231.14,/3

GRG'i.ii3 23539
In re pplication of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Serial No. 08/023,398

Filed: February 26, 1993 A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING
DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO on Jq;AUDIO SIGNALS 611Art Unit: 2313

_ Patent Examiner:
%’%4%’\&€V-/N/\-/\/%/N/E/%’

H. Nguyen

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Febmary 24’ 1995 CERHFICATE or MAILING

Hon Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks ' “e’°bV “WV ma‘ "'8 °°"‘-’5”°“““"°° '5
' being deposited with the United States Postal

Service as first class mail in an envelope

Washington, D.C. 20231 . addressed to: Commissioner oi Patents andTrademarks, Wa fingt n DC 29231,

on  $__._?.
/7 I I
,. . /'

Ansel M. Schwartz

Registration No. 30.587

___t;zaz$L9i__._.
Date

Sir:

AMENDMENT

In response to the Office Action dated October 28, 1994, please enter the

following amendments to the above-identified application as follows:

IN THE TITLE:

' Please chan e the title to rea ' ' System and Method for Transmitting

C \ Desired Digital Video or Digital Audio Signals of a First Party to a Second Party
Independent of the First Part '. '
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IN THE SPECIFICATION:

/
Page 1, line 12, after “audio or” insert -— digital —- ;

/

Page 1, line 14, before “video” insert -- digital -- ;

Page 1, line 14, change “signal” to -- signals -- .

Page 5, line 5, after “video or” insert -- digital -— ;

Page 5, line 14, after “video or” insert -- digital\-- ;

 /
Page 5, line 17, delete “.”.

/
Page 10, line 17, delete “.”.

In the amendment to the specification dated December 30, 1993:

2-»

On page 7, line 14, change “drive” to -- disk —— .

/

On page 10, line 17, after “second” insert -- party -- .
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IN THE CLAIMS:

1. (Thrice Amended) A method for transferring desired digital video or digital

s comprising the steps of:

a connection through telecommunications lines between a first

memory of a first party a first party location and a second memory of a second party at a

second party location remote t m the first party location, said first memory having a first

party hard disk having a plurality o igital video or digital audio signals including [the]

desired digital video or digital audio sign s, and a sales random access memory chip which

temporarily stores a replica of the desired digi video or digital audio signals purchased by

the second partyqfor subsequent transfer via teleco unications lines to the second memory A

of the second party;

telephoning the first party controlling use of the firs emory by the second
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« u= electronically codingithe desired digital video or digital audio signals /into a

A I

‘ I’

co iguration which“ would prevent unauthorized reproduction of the desired digital video or

digital au'o signals;

storing a« ' lica of the coded desired digital video or digital audio signals‘ from

the hard disk into the sales ranmgaccess memory chip;_

transferring "the stored re lica f the coded desired digital video or digital

audio signals from the first memory of the_ first p ' _to the second memory of the second

party through telecommunications lines while the secon -memory is in possession and control

of the second party-; and

storing the transferred replica of the coded desired digital vi A or digital

audio signals in the second memory.

/
G .

Claim 5, line/8', after "first party" insert -- hard disk -- .
I

/
Claim 6, line 3, delete "received from the sales random access memory chip".

/
Claim 6, line 4, after "signals" insert -— from the first party hard disk —- .
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/\

Claim 6, line 6, after "signals" insert —- from the first party hard disk -- .

/

Claim 6, line 6, change"'the storing step" to -- the storing the transferred

/
Claim 6, line 7, after "signals" insert -- from the first party hard disk -- .

replica step -- .

/7r

// . .

‘ ,1},l’/Claim 6, line3l*1",'after "signals" insert --‘ for the second party hard disk -- .

/

final Claim 6, line 12, change "and" to -- , -- .

/‘ .

pfld‘ Claim 6, line 13,.after "for playback" insert -— and, playing the desired digital

video or digital audio signals from the second party hard disk -— .

/
Claim 7, line 2, after"'transferring" insert —- the stored replica -- .

/
Claim 7, line 2, after "commanding" insert -- the second party integrated

circuit to play -- .

for transferring digital video or digital audio
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C Q"

a first party control unit having a first party hard disk having a plurality of

d 'tal video or digital audio signals which include desired digital video or digital audio

party's hard disk, (1 means for electronically sellingthe desired digital video or digital I

audio signals;

a second party contr unit having a second party control panel, a second

memory connected to the second party ontrol panel, and means for playing the desired

digital video or digital audio signals connec to the second memory and. the second party

control panel, said [playing] means for playing

control panel, said second party control unit remote om the first party control unit, said

second party control unit placed by the second party at a ocation determined by the second

telecommunications lines connected to the lirst party co ol unit and the

a1'e electronically transferred from the first [memory] party hard disk to the second

while the second memory is in possession and control of the second party and after the

desired digital video or digital audio signals are sold to the second party by the first party.
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'‘

Claim 11, line 1,‘ change "63" to -- 9 -— .

Claim 14, line 3, change “drive” to —- disk -- .

ab (Thrice Amended) A system for transmitting desired digital video or

% digital audio sign stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a
second party comprisi

second art controllin se and in ossession of a second memo where in

telecommunications lines;

means or a mechanism for transferring money e fionically via m
telecommunications lines from the second party controllin use an 'n ossession of the

second memog to the first party controlling use and in possession of th first memory[, at a

location remote from the second memory, said second party controlling use d in possession

of the second memory]; «
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or

means or a mechanism for connecting electronically via Ll;

telec mmunications lines the first memory with the second memory such that the desired

digital 'deo or digital audio signals can pass therebetween, said connecting means or

electrical communication with the transferring means or mechanism, said

connecting m xo:mechanism comprises a first control unit, the first party in possession
and control of the 1.tK[‘party] control unit, and a second control unit, said sgond party in
possession and control 0% second [party] control unit, said first control unit comprises afirst control panel, first cont ll integrated circuit and a sales random access memory, said

sales random access memory 'd first control panel in electrical communication with

said first control integrated circuit, ' second control unit comprising a second control

panel, a second control integrated circuit, incoming random access memory and a

playback random access memory, said second lontrol panel, said incoming random access

memory and said playback random access memo

second control integrated circuit;

‘means or a mechanism for transmitting the desir digital video or digital

audio signals from the first memory [with a transmitter] to the seco memog, said means

or mechanism for transmitting comprising a transmitter connected to the first memo

the telecommunications lines and a receiver connected to the second memo the transmitter

and the telecommunications lines, said first party in control and possession of th transmitter,
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t g econd memory, while said receiver is in possession and control of the second party],

said receive mote from said transmitter and said receiver [placed] at a location determined

by the second party, as transmitting means or mechanism in electrical communication with

said connecting means or mech ' ; and

means or a mechanism for storing -- esired digital video or digital audio

signals from the first memory in thesecond memory, said a 'ng means or mechanism in

electrical communication with said receiver of said transmitting m ..- or mechanism and

with said second memory.

___.____.______, _

.C1aim 2t), line 1, change.V"64" to -- 17 -- .

23. (Thrice Amended) A system for transmitting desired digital video or

igital audio sign tored on a first memory of a first party at a first party location to a

second memory of a secon arty at a second party location comprising:

ossession of a first memo

said second memo is at a location remote from said first mem
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telecommunications lines'

means or a mechanism for the first party to charge a fee to the second party

Q51 provide for] access to the desired digital video or digital audio signals at a location

remote from the econd p_2_1_11y location, said first party controlling use of the first memory,

said second party co olling use and in possession of the second memory, said means or

the second memory at the secon art location;

means or ‘a mechanism fo connecting electronically via telecommunications

lines the first memory with the second mem such that the desired digital video or digital

audio signals can pass therebetween, said connec 'ng means or mechanism in electrical

communication with the transferring means or mecha. ism, said connecting means or

mechanism comprises a first control unit [in possession flitrol of the first party] and a
second control unit remote from said first control unit [in pos ssion and control of the,

second party], said first art in ossession and control of the firs control unit said second

art in ossession and con ol of the second control unit said first co 01 unit comprises a
first control panel, first control integrated circuit and a sales random acces

sales random access memory and said first control panel in electrical communic tion with

said first control integrated circuit, said second control unit comprising a second co o1
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e1, a second control integrated circuit, an incoming random access memory and a

playb. l< random access memory, said second control panel, said incoming random access

memory an said playback random access memory in electrical communication with said

second control in rated circuit;

means or a m anism for transmitting the desired digital video or digital

the telecommunications lines and _a receiver co ected to the second memo the transmitter

U. 3 ¥=i‘iv . . . .
and the telecommunicatio’ns lines, said first party in trol and possession of the transmitter

@_§gc_:9nd party in control and possession of the receiver 1rst party to a receiver having

the second memory while said receiver is in possession and cont 1 of the second party], said

receiver remote from said transmitter and said receiver [placed by the econd party] at the

second party location determined by the second party, said transmitting m ' s or mechanism

in electrical communication with said conn_ecti;1g"means or mechanism; and

means or a mechanism for storing the digital video or digital audio signals

from the first memory in the second memory, said storing means or mechanism in electrical

communication with said receiver of said transmitting means or mechanism and with said

second memory.
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Claim 26, line lucénge “65" to -- 23 -- .

Claim 28, line /, after "speakers" inse -- , said second part -- .

Claim 28, line 2, change "second party" to -- video display and "speakers —- .

43. (Twice Amended) A system for transferring digital video signals [from a

a second party at a second party location] comprising:

controlling use and in ossession of a first art control unit-

a second art controflén use and in ssession of a second art control unit

wherein said second art control unis a location remote from said first art control‘

a first party control unit having a first mem~ having a plurality of desired

individual video selections as desired digital video signals, a fir arty control unit which

includes a first party hard disk having the plurality of digital video s1 als which include

desired digital video signals, and a sales random access memory chip elect nically

connected to the first party hard disk for storing a replica of the desired" digital ‘deo signals

of the first party’s hard disk, and means or a mechanism for the first party to charge fee to
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the second party for access to the desired digital video signals of the first art ‘s hard disk at

a location remote from the second party location;

a second p y control unit having a second party control panel, a receiver and

a video display for playing t e desired digital video signals received by the receiver, said

second party control panel co ected to the videodisplay and the receiver, said receiver and

video display operatively contro led by the second party control panel, said second party

control unit remote from the first arty control unit, said second party control unit placed by

the second party at a second party

from said first party control unit, sai second party choosing the desired digital video signals

from the first [memory] art ’s hard sk vvith said second party controlpanel, said second

party control unit includes a second me ory which is connected to the receiver and the video

display, said second memory storing the siLd digital video signals that are received by the

receiver to provide the video display with J digital video signals of the first party's

hard disk; and

telecommunications lines connect to the first party control unit and the

second party control unit throughwhich the desired digital video signals are electronically

transferred from the first memory to the receiver whi the second party control unit is in

possession and control of the second party after the des ed digital video signals are sold to

the second party by the first party;
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/‘

Claim 47, line 2, change "includes a" to -- includes said -- .

Claim 48, line 2, change "includes a" to -— includes said -- .

/

Claim 49, 1in3§C change “drive” to -- disk —— .

62. (Twice Amended) A system for transferring digital audio signals [from a

to a second party at a second party location] comprising:

controllin use and in ossession of a first art control unit and

g a second art controllin

second art control unit is at a ond-party location remote from the first party control

unit, [a first party control unit having first memory having a plurality of desired individual

songs as desired digital "audio signals, a] Q irst party controléunit for controlling and

C1 ' transferring digital signals, said first party contro mit [which includes] having a first party
hard disk having a plurality of digital audiiorsignals whi -include [the] a plurality of desired

ingividgal songs as desired digital audio signals, [and] said 1 ‘st art control unit havin a

sales random access memory chip electronically connected to t% t party hard disk for

storing a replica of the desired digital audio signals of the first party's h d disk, means or

mechanism for transmittin the desired di ital audio si nals of the first art hard disk to

the second art control unit said means or mechanism for transferrin connected
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. . I

ales r dom access memo ' and said first art control unit h vin means or a

ism for the first party to charge a fee to the second party [for] to provide the second

to the desired digital audio signals of the first art ‘s hard disk said means or

mechanism for to char e a fee [ata location] remote from the second party

[a] _S2_1i_d secon arty control unit having a second party control panel, a

receiver connectedto the second arty control panel and speakers connected to the receiver

for playing the desired digital audio s nals of the first party’s hard disk [received by the

receiver], said second party control panel onnected to [the audio display and] the receiver,

by the second party control panel, [said

second party control unit remote from‘; control unit,] said second party control

unit placed by the second party at a‘ second party locati , determined" by the second party

which is remote from said first pa-rty control unit, said seco d party choosing the desired

digital audio signals from the first party’s hard disk [memory]

panel, said second party control unit includes a second memory whi is connected to the

receiver and the speakers, said second memory storing the digital audio '

party’s hard disk that are‘ received. receiver [to provide the speakers ' the digital

audio signals]; and
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C1

telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit and the

second‘ party con  hwhich the desired digital audio signals of the first party’s
hard disk are electronically erred b the means or m hanismu for transferrin [from the

first memory] to the receiver while the s nd party [control unit] is in possession and.

control of the second party control unit and after esired digital audio signals of the first

party’s hard disk are sold to the second party by the first p

for he first art to char e a fee.

Cancel Claim 66.

party’s hard disk, and a mechanism for electronically s

digital audio signals of the first gag’s hard disk;
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a second party control unit having a second party control panel, a second

me ory connected to the second party control panel, and a mechanism for playing the

desired di ' video or digital audio signals connected to the second memory and the second

party control pan said playing mechanism operatively controlled by the second party

control panel, said seco A party control unit remote from the first party control unit, said

by the second party at a location determined by the second

telecommunications ’lines connect

second party control unitthrough which the electronic es of the desired digital video or

digital audio signals occur of the first-party’s hard disk, and . rough] g_ve_r which the desired

digital video or digital audio signals of the first party’s hard disk at

transferred from the first [memory] party’s hard disk to the second memo while the second

[memory] mr_ty is in possession and control of the second [party] memory and a1 r the _

71. A system as described in Claim 70 whe ' e second memory of the

C°\
'. playback random access memory

chip e tronically connected «fine second party h d i/sk, the second party control panel
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and he la in mechanism said la back random access memo hi fo storing areplica

of the desired digital video or dig tal audio signals of the firs

temporary staging area for playback.

72. (Amended) A system as described in C1 ' 71 wherein the first party

control unitincludes a first party control integrated circ ‘t which controls and executes

commands of the first party and is connected to the f st party hard disk, the first party sales

random access memory, and he first art inte rated circuit connected to the second

party control un_it [integrated circuit] through e telecommunications lines[, said first party

control integrated circuit and_said second p y control integrated circuit regulate the transfer

of the desired digital video or audio sig als];‘ and a f t p y control panel through which

the first party control integrated circ it is prog med through which the first gag;

7 control integgtfi circuit is sent 1th commands said l1'S art control art [and which] is

connected to the first party co trol integrated ci cui

73. (Am ded) A system as described in Claim 71 wherein the second party

control unit includes second party control integrated circuit which controls and executes

commands of the econd party and is connected to the second party hard disk, the playback

random access emory,"Vand the first party control integrated circuit through the

te1ecommun' tions lines, said second party control integrated circuit and said first party

control i egrated circuit regulate the transfer of the desired digital video or digital audio
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signals[; and a] said second ' - . -- circuit 211 connected to the second

001 party control panel through_which the s nd party co rol in - grated circuit is programmed
and throu h which the second .1; control in erted irc ‘it is sent with commands [and

which is connected to the 0nd party integrated circuit].

 
?

Claim 74, line/3’, change “drive” to -- disk -- ;

€
élaim 74, line 6, after “video or” insert —- digital -- .

- 75. (Amended) A system as de ribed in Claim 74 wherein the playing

0 mechanism of the second party control ' ideo display unit connected to the
‘ .

C . playback. random access memory c L arty integrated circuit for

displaying the desired digital V‘ eo or digital audio g s of the first party's hard disk.
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Q 9

Claims 1, 5-7, 9, 11-15, 17, 20-23, 26-28, 43, 46-50, 62, 64, 65 and 67-75

are currently active.

Claim 66 has been cancelled. The specification has been amended to remove

The Examiner has indicated the title of the invention is not descriptive.

Applicant has amended the title of the invention to be "'A System and Method for

Transmitting Desired Digital Video or Audio Signals of a First Party to a Second Party

Independent of the First Party".

The Examiner has rejected Claims 11-15 and 20-22 under 35 U.S.C. §112,

fourth paragraph, as being of improper dependent form for failing to further limit the subject '

matter of a previous claim. Claims 11-15 are dependent on canceled Claim 63. Claim 20 is

a duplicate of Claim 64. Claim 20 has been amended to be dependent to Claim 17.

The Examiner has rejected Claims 1, 5-7, 9, 17, 20-23, 26-28, 43, 46-50, 62,

64-75 under 35 U.S.C. §l l2, second paragraph.
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' The Examiner indicates that in Claim 1, lines 8-9, "the desired digital video or

. . . second party" does not have antecedent basis. Claim 1 has been amended so that

desired digital video or . . . second party" has antecedent basis. Furthermore, the Examiner

has identified in lines 18-20, the step of "electronically coding . . ." does not have

connection or relation to other steps in the claim. Applicant has amended Claim 1 to include

the limitation of "st_oring a replica of the coded desired digital video . . . transferring the

stored replica of the coded desired digital video . . . and storing the transferred replica of the

coded desired digital video . . .".

The Examiner questions in Claim 5 if applicant means to initiate "from the

first party" or if applicant means that the video or audio signals are "from the first party".

Applicant has amended Claim 5 to indicate the initiation is from the first party’s hard disk to

make it clear that the desired digital video or digital audio signals are from the first vparty’s

hard‘ disk.

In regard to Claim 6, lines 2 and 3, the limitation "received from the sales

random access’memor_J’ chip" has been deleted to eliminate any antecedent basis problem. In

Claim 6, line 4, the claim has been amended to identify the desired signals to be "from the

first party's hard disk".
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In regard to Claim 6, lines 6 and 7, the desired signals are to be in regard to

the first party hard disk. The limitation "the storing step" has been amended to be "the

storing the transferred replica step" to make it clear which step in regard to Claim 1 is

meant. The limitation "to play the desired . . . signals" has been amended to refer to the

fact that the desired signals are from the secondparty hard disk, and in regard to Claim 6,

the step of playing the iesired digital video or audio signals from the second party hard disk

has been added to make it clear what is meant by "to play the desired . . . signals".-

In regard to Claim 7, it has been amended to refer to the step of transferring

the stored replica so it is clear to which transferring step is meant. Furthermore, after the

"commanding" limitation, there has been inserted the different limitation of -- the second

party integrated circuit to pla --.

In regard to Claim 9, lines 10-13, they have been amended so there is

limitation of "means for playing . . .". Thus, function has been :provided to this language.

In regard to line 19, the "first memory" has been amended to be -- first party hard disk --

which does have antecedent basis.

In regard to Claim 17, applicant has affirmatively claimed the first party, the

second party and the telecommunications lines, etc. consistent with the comments of the

Examiner. Furthermore, the Examiner asks whether the "via the telecommunications lines"
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of lines 8 and 9 are the same or different from those recited in lines 4 and 5. Applicant has

amended the claim to refer to "the telecommunications lines" to make it clear that it is the

same telecommunications lines as recited earlier in the claim. However, when it is said the

same telecommunications lines are used, it is meant the same type of lines -

telecommunication lines - are used, but not necessarily at the same time, although they could

be used at the same time. The Examiner also questions how a control unit can be in position

control of the first party. Applicant has amended the claim so the first party or second party

are in position in control of therespective control unit, etc. Additionally, applicant has

‘ amended the claim so that the receiver is defined how it relates to the remainder of the

‘t .

claim. As to which digital video or digital audio signals are meant, it is the same digital

video or digital audio signals that were identified earlier in the claim that were in the first

memory.

In regard to Claim 23, the Eriaminer identifies functional language without

support of a source, antecedent basis concerns and confusing language. Applicant has

amended Claim 23 to overcome these objections pursuant to the Examiner’s comments.

In regard to Claim 28,iapplic'ant has amended Claim 28 so that it is clear that

the second party is in possession and control of the video display and "speakers.
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Claim 47 and Claim 48 have been amended pursuant to the Examiner's

suggestion.

In regard to Claim 62, it has been amended to obviate the Examiner's

objections to it. Claim 62 now has the limitation of a first party controlling use and in

possession of a first party control unit, and a second party controlling use and possession of a

second party control unit. The control units have been provided with functions. Also, the

desired signals stored are the desired digital audio signals of the first party’s hard disk. All

indirect limitations or lack of antecedent basis have been corrected. Confusion regarding the

receiver and speakers being one unit for playing signals has been eliminated. A "means or

mechanism for transferring" provides a source for the limitation "are transferred". In regard

to lines 24-26, the language while . . . first party" has been made clear. Furthermore,

means or mechanism for transferring the desired digital audio signals of the first party’s hard

disk has been introduced to make clear there is a function to transfer signals. Furthermore,

the claim has been amended solthat signals are transferred between devices and not between

parties.

In regard to Claim 69, the Examiner states that on lines 17-18, "through . . .

transferred" does not make sense because other means such as first or second control units

must activate a transfer of signals so that the signals will be sent through the communications

lines. Applicant has amended the claims so that the signals are transferred over rather than
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through the telecommunications lines. Also, the Examiner, on lines 18-20, states that "while

. . . the first party" does not make sense. Applicant has amended the claim so that the

second party is in possession and control of the second memory. Applicant has further

amended Claim 69 to more clearly define the elements and their relationships.

In regard to Claim 71, the Examiner questions the functions of the second hard

disk and playback RAM chip with respect to the system as a whole. Applicant has amended

Claim 71 to define that the second memory of the second party control unit includes a second

party hard disk which stores a plurality of digital video or audio signals; also that the second

party hard disk is connected to the second party control panel. Furthermore, the second

memory also includes a playback random access memory chip which is electrically connected

to the second party hard disk, the ‘second party control panel and the playing mechanism. and

that the playback random access memory chip is for storing a replica of the desired digital

video or audio signals of the first party hard disk as a temporary staging area for playback.

In regard to Claim 72, on line 4, the Examiner states that the "second circuit"

does not have antecedent basis. Claim 72 has been amended so that it refers to the second

party control unit and not the ‘second party control integrated circuit. Thus, there is

antecedent basisfor the second party control unit. The Examiner states in lines 4-5 it is not

clear to what "through . . . lines" is meant to be connected. Applicant has amended Claim

72 so that the first party control integrated circuit is connected to the second party control
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unit. In lines 5-6, the Examiner states, "said first . . . signals" are not clear in regard to

what applicant is trying to claim since a structural relationship between the first and second

control integrated" circuit is not clear. With the amendments to the claim, the relationships

"have been defined, and the language "said first . . . signals" have been deleted since they are

now redundant. The Examiner also states that on line 7, "is programmed" and "is sent" is

not clear as to what is meant to function to program and send. Applicant has amended Claim

72_ pursuant to the Examiner’s suggestion that the first party integrated circuit is sent with

commands.

In regard to Claim 73, the Examiner states that lines 6-8, "second party

control panel" is confusing with respect to the "a second party control panel" recited in

Claim 71.. Further, "is programmed", "is sent" is vague. Applicant has amended Claim 73

to overcome these objections. A second party control panel now is "said party control

integrated circuit". Also, pursuant to the Examiner’s suggestions in regard to Claim 72, "the

second party control integrated circuit ‘is sentwith commands".

In regard to Claim 75, "a video display unit" is determined by the Examiner to

be confusing with respect to the displaying mechanism in Claim 71. Applicant has amended

Claim 75 to be consistent with Claim 71. Applicant now states that "the playing mechanism

of the second party control unit includes a video display unit" to clarify the relationship of

the video display unit with respect to the playing mechanism.
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to

The Examiner has stated that Claims 1, 4-7, 9, 17, 20-23, 26-28, 43, 46-50,

62 and 64-75 would be allowable if rewritten or amended to overcome the rejection under 35

U.S.C. §l12. Applicant has amended the claims to overcome the rejections under 35 U.S.C.

§112. These claims are now clear and definite and are allowable.

Applicant has also amended Claim 43 pursuant to the Examinerls overall

comments concerning the other claims. Applicant believes the Examiner meant to reject

Claim 43.

In view of the foregoing amendments and remarks, it is respectfully requested

that the outstanding rejections and objections to this application be reconsidered and

withdrawn, and Claims 1, 5-7, 9, 11-15, 17, 20-23, 26-28, 43, 46-50, 62, 64, 65 and 67-75,

now in this application be allowed.

Respectfully submitted,

CERTIFICATETOF MAILING ARTHUR R_ HAIR

I hereby certify that the correspondence is _ '
being deposited with the United States Postal , »
Service as first class mail in an envelope 'addressed to: Commissioner of Patents and By 
Trademarks,Washi Jpn 20231, Anse1M_ Schwartz’ Esquire“ Reg. No. 30,537 ‘

425 N. Craig Street
Suite 301

M89‘ M-Schwam Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Registration No.30,5B7 . . (412) 6219222
gate 1 V

Attorney for Applicant 4
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/.. vii F9’
Attorney's Docket No. __HA_I_R..'____1C0N________T11 PATENT?“ ~

ratis

13IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE I '9LI

In re application of: Arthur R. Hair
F ' " 6 r-« -,. .Serial No.: 0 3 /023,393 Group No.: 2313 330”?

Filed: February 26, 1993 ~ Examiner: H. Nguyen _ -
For. A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington. D.C. 20231

AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL

Transmitted herewith is an amendment for this application.

STATUS

Applicant is . A

D! a small entity. A verified statement:
Cl is attached.

[X] was already filed.

lj other than a small entity.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/TRANSMISSION (37 CPR 1.8a)

I hereby certify that this correspondence is, on the date shown below, being:

MAIUNG 7 FACSIMILE

[XI deposited with the United States Postal . Cl transmitted by facsimile to the
Service with sufficient postage as first class Patent and Trademark Office
mail in an envelope addressed to the
Commissioner of" Patents and Trademarks,

Washingto , o.c. 29231 WDate' q 'Signature

Tracey L . Milka
(type or print name of person certifying)

120 NH 03/14/95 ~o3o2:s39a 55,00 CK

(Amcndment Transmittal [9-19}—page 1 of 4)
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EXTENSION OF TERM

NOTE: “Bdension of ‘fime in Patent Cases (supplement Amendments) — It a timely and complete response
has been filed alter a Non-Final Office Action, an extension of time is not required to permit filing and/or
entry of an additional amendment after expiration of the shortened statutory period.

If a timely response has been filed after a Final Office Action, an extension of time is required to permit
filing and/orentry ofa Notice ofAppeal or filing and/or entry ofan additional amendment after expiration
of the shortened statutory period unless the fimely-filed response placed the application in condition
for allowance. Of course, if a Notice of Appeal has been filed within the shortened statutory period,
the period has ceased to run.‘ Notice of December 10, 1985 (1061 O.G. 34-35). _

NOTE: See 37 CFR 1.645 for extensions of time In interference proceedings and 37 CFR 1.550(c) for extensions
of time in reexamination proceedings.

3. The proceedings herein are for a patent application and the provisions of 37 CFR
1.136 apply

(complete (a) or (b) as applicable)

(a) Applicant petitions for an extension of time under 37 CFR 1.136 (fees: 37 CFR
1.17(a)-(d) for the total number of months checked below.

Extension Fee for other than Fee for
(months) small entity small entig

one month $ 110.00 S 55.00
D two months $ 360.00 $180.00
D three months $ 840.00 $420.00
D four months $1,320.00 $660.00

Fee 55 . 00

If‘ an additional extension of time is required please consider this a petition therefor.

(check and complete the next item, if applicable)

El An extension for j‘;.__ months has already been secured and the fee
paid therefor of $_____ isdeducted from the total fee due for the total
months of extension now requested.

Fxcension fee due with this request $

OF-l

(b) [3 Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this condi-
tional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need-for a petition for extension of time.

(Amendment Transmittal [9-19}—page 2 of 4)
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- ‘* FEE son cums O
4. The fee for claims (37 CFFI 1.16(b)-(d)) has been calculated as shown below:

OTHER THAN A

(Col. 1) (COL 2) (Col. 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

CLAIMS
REMAINING HiGl-IEST NO

AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT ADDIT. ADDIT.
AMENDMENT PAID FOR EXTRA RATE FEE OR RATE FEE

TOTAL ' MINUS “ x11= $ x22= $

INDEP. ' MINUS "" = x37= $ . x74= $

Cl FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEP. CLAIM +115= S +230= S

TOTAL OR TOTAL
ADDIT. FEE $ ADDIT.

FEE S

' - It the entry in Col. 1 Is less than entry In Col. 2. write ‘'0' In col. 3.
"' If the “Highest No. Previously Paid tor" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20. enter “20”.
"' It the "Highest No. Previously Paid For“ IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3".

’ The “Highest No. Previously Paid For” (Total or lndep.) Is the highest number found In the
appropriate box In Col. 1 et a prior amendment or the number of claims originally tlled.

WARNING: ‘Alter final rejecfion or action (5 1. 1 13) amendments maybe made cancelling claims or complying
with any requirement of form which has been made.‘ 37 CFR § 1.116(a) (emphasis added).

(complete (c) or (d) as applicable)

No additional fee for claims is required.

OH

Total additional fee forlclaims required $

FEE PAYMENT

Attached is a check in the sum of 55 -00

Charge Account No. _______m the sum of
4?.

A duplicate of this transmittal is attached.

FEE DEFICIENCY

NOTE: If there is a fee deficiency and there is no authorization to charge an account, additional fees are
necessary to cover the additional time consumed in making up me original deficiency. If lhe maximum,
six-month period has expired before the deficiency is noted and corrected, the application is held
abandoned. In those instances where authorization to charge is included, processing delays are
encountered in retuming the papers to the PTO Finance Branch in order to apply these charges prior
to action on the cases. Authorization to charge the deposit account ibr any fee deficiency should be
checked. See the Notiw of April 7, 1986, (1065 O.G. 31-33).

6. K] If any additional extension and/or fee is required, charge Account No;
19-0737 .

(Amendment Transmittal ‘[9-19]—page 3 of 4)
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AND/OR

If any additional fee for claims is required, charge Account No.-0737

ZMJ
SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY

Reg. No.: 30,587

Ansel M. ‘Schwartz _jj

. type or print name of attorney

Tel‘ No‘: (412) 52l"9222 ._ 425 N. Craig Street
Suite 301
 

P.O. Address

Pittsburgh, PA 15213. 

(Amendment Transmittal [9-19]-—page 4 of 4)
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ARTHUR R. HAIR

Serial No. 08/O23,.3.9_8

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO SIGNALS

Filed: February 26, 1993

Art Unit: 2313

Patent Examiner:
€\/€\/%\/\-/\/\/%%/%’%

H. Nguyen

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that the correspondence is
_ _ being deposited with the United States Postal

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks Service as first class mail in an envelope

Washington, D.C. 20231 addressed to: Commissiener of Patents and_ Trademarks.Washin on.DC20231,

March 7, 1995

Sir:

SUPPLEMENTAL AMENDMENT R,_,§,F'sffa'fl’jf,§§_“g’5’;8,

3 1 2 gDa

Please enter the following Supplemental Amendment to the Amendment filed

February 24, 1995 in response to the Office Action dated October 28, 1994.

IN THE CLAIMS:

Claim 46, line 1, change “66" to -- 67 -— .
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REMARKS

In the Office Action dated February 24, 1995, applicant canceled Claim 66.

But Claim 46 depended to Claim 66. Since Claim 66 has been canceled, and so Claim 46

would properly depend on Claim 67, the above amendment is made.

View of the foregoing amendments and remarks, it is respectfully requested

that the outstanding rejections and objections to this application be reconsidered and

withdrawn, and the outstanding claims now in this application be allowed.

CERTIFICATE or MAILING ' Respectfully Submitted’

I hereby certify that the correspondence is ARTHUR R_ HAIR
being deposited with the United States Postal
Service as first class mail in an envelope
addressed to: Ccrnmissiqner of Patents and '

Trademar‘ks.Washi:. D "0231, Byon — _
Ansel M. Schwartz, Esqui

Q/VWQ Reg. No. 30,587
425 N. Craig StreetAnsel M. Schwartz ~

Registration No. 30,537 Sum’ 301
45» Pittsburgh, PA 15213 ate' _(4l2) 621-9222

Attorney for Applicant
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oi-news Docket No. 41*-;13;1__C_<fl_1_1__ PA1'fim; 1

c "‘) ri

E ‘

...‘ i \.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMAIK OFFIC _ T _
5.: GU "2’.e:r"i{_ - - = 1;. 4.)

n re application of: Arthur R. Hair

Serial No.: 0 8 /023.398 Group No.: 2313

Filed: February 26, 1993' Examiner: H. Nguyen
FOR A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

AMENDMENT TRANSMETTAL

Transmitted herewith is an amendment for this application.

STATUS

Applicant is

lxl a small entity. A~ven'fied statement-

D is attached.

E was already filed.

[Z] other than a small entity.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING-[TRANSMISSION (37 CFR 1.84:)

I hereby certify that this correspondence is. on the date shown below, being:

MAILING 5 FACSIMIIE

[X] deposited with the United States Postal . D transmitted by facsimile to the
Service with sufficlent postage as first class Patent and Trademark Office
mail in an envelope addressed to the
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks,

Washington, D.C. 20231 /\
Date'#3’ ' ~ -Signature

Tracey L . Milka

_ (type or print name of person cert1’fying)

(Amendment Transmittal [9-l9]——page 1 of 4)
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EXTENSION OF TERM

NOTE: “Extension of Time in Patent Cases (supplement Amendments) — if a timely and complete response
has been filed after a Non-final Office Action, an extension of time is not required to permit filing and/or
entry of an additional amendment alter expiration of the shortened statutory period.

If a timely response has been filed after a final Office Action, an extension of time is required to permit
filing and/orentry ofa Notice ofAppeal or filing and/or entry ofan additional amendment after emiration ‘
of me shortened statutory period u_nless the tirnelyofiled response placed the application in condition
for allowance. Of course, if a Notice of Appeal has been filed within the shortened statutory period,
the period has ceased to run.’ Notice of December 10, 7985 (1061 0.6 34—35).

NOTE: See 37 CFR 1.645 for extensions of time in interference proceedings and 37 CFR 1.550(r:) for extensions
of time in reexamination proceedings.

3. The proceedings herein are for a patent application and the provisions of 37 CFR
1.136 apply '

(complete (a) or (b) as applicable)

(a) El Applicant petitions for an extension of time under 37 CFR 1.136 (fees: 37 CFR
1.17(a)-(d) for the total number of months checked below:

Extension Fee for other than Fee for

(months) small entig small entig
Cl one month $ 110.00 $ 55.00
C] two months $ 360.00 $180.00
U three months $ 840.00 $420.00
Cl four months $1,320.00 $660.00

Fee$

If an additional extension of time is required please consider this a petition therefor.

(check and complete the next item, if applicable)

Cl An extension for ___"___ months has already been secured and the fee
paid therefor of $__._____ is deducted from the total fee due for the total
months of extension now requested.

Extension fee due with this request $

OR

(b) [3] Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this condi-
tional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the needtor a petition for extension of time.

(Amendment Transmittal [9-19]—page 2 of 4)
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O FEE FOR CLAIMS
‘4. The fee for claims (37 CFFI 1.16(b)—(d)) has been calculated as shown below:

OTHER THAN A

(Col. 1) (COL 2) (Col. 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

CIA] MS
REMAINING HIGHEST NO

AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT ADDIT. ADDIT.
AMENDMENT PAID FOR EXTRA RATE FEE OR RATE FEE

TOTAL ‘ MINUS “ 111 = x22= $

INDEP. ' MINUS "" = x37= $ x74= $

U FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEP. CLAIM +115= $ +%0= $

TOTAL OR TOTAL
ADDIT. FEE $ ADDIT.

FEE S

' It the entry In col. 1 Is less than entry In col. 2, write '0" In col. 3.
" II the “Highest No. Previously Paid for” IN THIS SPACE is less than 20. enter “20"._

"" It the "Highest No. Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3'.
The “Highest No. Previously Paid For" (‘Total or lndep.) Is the highest number found In the
approprhte box In coL 1 of a prior amendment or the number of claims originally tiled.

WARNING: "After final rejection or action (§ 1. 1 13) amendments be made cancelling claims or complying
with any requirement of ram which has been made." 37 CFR § ‘1.116(a) (emphasis added).

(complete (c) or (d) as applicable)

(c) [X No additional fee for claims is required.

OB

(cl) E] Total additional fee forlclaims required $

FEE PAYMENT

Attached is a check in the sum ofLT.

Charge Account No. j__________ the sum of
$_____..

A duplicate of this transmittal is attached.

FEE eericaencv

NOTE: If there is a fee deficiency and there is no authorization to charge an account, additional fees are
necessary to cover the additional time consumed in making up the original deficiency. If the maadmum.
six-month period has expired before the deficiency is noted and corrected, the application is held
abandoned. In. those instances where authorization to charge is included, processing delays are
encountered in retuming me papers to the PTO Finance Branch in order to apply these charges prior
to action on the cases. Authorimtion to charge the deposit account for any fee deficiency should be
checked. See the Notice of April 7,’ 1986, (1065 O.G. 31-33).

6. If any additional extension and/or fee is required. charge Account No.-19-0737

(Amendment Transmittal [9-19]——page 3 of 4)
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! 9

A AND/OR

R! If any additional fee for claims is required, charge Account No.
12-0737

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY

Reg. No.: 30,587

Ansel M. Schwartz

, type or print name of attorney

Ta'N°5(412)521’9222 425 N. Craig Street
‘Suite 301

P.O. Address

Pittsburgh, PA 15213j__.j 

(Amendment Transmittal [9-19}-—page 4 of 4)
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sanuu.uu'uar-:n’ » Amgonulsvoocksrno.

08/023: 399- o2/26/9'3 HAIR

T - — '2“"*’°62° ” “—..ANS_EL M. SGHWQRTZ _ A, - _ . . l . t . '5'E”“”'5°§"
425_N. Ci}!-):I_t3;STREET,: suns aoi » -' — A '_ v [5 - ‘ _.
PITTSBURGH; PA 15213 :'~ .,'». *i«‘ .'* '-.

. - 2 _ _ _4 ,- _ ,_ .05/2e/95
ZThl_s is a communication front the examiner in charge of your application. - V - _ . .OOMMlSSi0t_dER'O_F PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS '‘’~f

' has been eiiarnined mgsponsive to oommunkatlon filed on¥{°Q7[/iii 51’ 2 This action is made iinai.
'A shortened period for response to this action is set to excite :2/__ month(s). itiays fromltha date at this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for reeponse will cause the application to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. 133

Phi’! I THE FOLLOWING _ATTACHMEN_T(S) ARE PART OF ACTION:

1. CI Notice or References Cited by Examiner. PTO-B92. ' 2, C] Notice o1Draltsman's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948.
a. D Notice oi An Cited by Applicant. PT04449. ‘ 4. Cl Notice oi infonnal Patent Application, PTO-I52.
5. D lntonnation on How to Effect Drawing changes. PT01474- 6. D ‘ ’

'Par1ll ‘su uAnvor=Ac11oN Ce?/ éL”gJ7é’7‘7‘S—
.1. claims! 5-27 /-/P-/§‘2o’°?3 35/39 L/5 L[‘6"$Da.rependlng|ntheappllcation.

01 the above. claims are withdrawn from consideration.

2. U oiainis . have been cancelled.

3. El ‘ciaims I are allowed.
4. (‘jig 51‘/>’ 5 are rejected.
5. D Claims are oblected to.

6. D Claims V are subject to restriction or elecfion requirement

7. D This application has been filed with lnlorrnai drawings under 37 C.F.R. 1.85 which are acceptable for examination purposes. r

' a. E] Formal drawings are required in response to this orrrce action.

9. D The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on . Under 37 c.F.R. 1.84 these drawin
are D acceptable: Einot acceptable (see explanation or Notice at Draftsma.n's Patent Drawing Review. PTO-948). ‘

10. D The proposed additional or substitute sheet(s) of drawings. tiled on . has (have) been Uapproved by the
examiner; El disapproved by the examiner (see explanation). * '

11. D The proposed drawing correction, filed has been Elapproved; D disapproved (see explanation).

12. CI Acknowledgement is made or the dalm tor priority under 35 u.s.c. no. The oertilied copy has [I been received D not been received
D been tiled in parent application, serial no. :iiled on

13. D Sincathls application apppears to be In condition for allowance except for formal matters. prosecution as to the merits is closed inaccordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle. 1935 C.D. it; 453 0G. 213.

M 7TE39tl'ier,' ~—-1',’ T


